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Terms and Conditions

A. BUYERS

1. The Auctioneers as agent
Unless otherwise stated,the Auctioneers act only
as agent for the Vendor.

2. Buyer
(a) The Buyer shall be the highest bidder acceptable to

the Auctioneer and theAuctioneers shall have
absolute discretion to settle any dispute.

(b) The Auctioneer reserves the right to refuse to
accept bids from any person or to refuse
admission to the premises of sale without giving
any reason thereof.

3. Buyers Premium
The Buyer shall pay the Auctioneer a premium of
15% of the Hammer Price (together with VAT at
the standard rate thereon).

4. Payment
Payment on purchased Lots can be made by
the following methods:-
(a) Cash
(b) Cheque supported by a bank or other

suitable reference
(c) Access, Mastercard or Eurocard – A charge of

3% will be levied on the Purchase Price for use
of this service

5. Collection of Purchases
(a) All purchased Lots are to be paid for in full and

removed from the saleroom on the day of sale
after which the Auctioneers reserve the right to
remove any Lot(s) to store at the sole expense
of the buyer and without notification, unless
otherwise arranged with the Auctioneer prior to
the sale.

(b) Wherever possible goods will be made available
for collection during the sale.

6. Responsibility for purchase Lots
(a) Upon the fall of the Hammer all risk in the Lot

sold will pass to the buyer and neither the
Auctioneer nor Vendor shall be responsible for
any loss or damage howsoever caused, but
ownership of such Lot shall not pass until payment
in respect thereof has been made in accordance
with Condition A. 5(a).

(b) In the event of a Buyer either failing to pay for or
collect a Lot the Auctioneers reserve the right
to exercise one or more of the following rights:-

(i) to issue proceedings against the Buyer fo
breach of contractor

(ii) to recind the sale of that and any other Lots(s)
sold to the buyer

(iii) to resell the Lot(s) either by public or private sale.

Any deficiency in the Purchase Price resulting from the
resale, together with full costs incurred shall be paid to the
Auctioneers by the Buyer and any surplus over the
Proceeds of Sale shall belong to the Vendor.

7. Catalogue Description
(a) All Lots are offered for sale as shown and neither

the Auctioneer nor Vendor accept any
responsibility for imperfections, faults or errors
of description, buyers should satisfy themselves
as to the condition of any Lots prior to bidding.

(b) Descriptions contained in the catalogue are the
opinion of the Auctioneers and should not be
taken as a representation of statement or fact.
Some descriptions in the catalogue make
reference to damage and/or restoration. Such
information is given for guidance only and the
absence of such a reference does not imply that
a Lot is free from defects nor does any reference
to particular defects imply the absence of
others.

8. Value Added Tax
In the case of a lot marked with an asterix (*) in the
catalogue. VAT is payable on the Hammer Price. VAT is
payable at the rates prevailing on the date of the auction.

9. Commission Bids
Absentee (Commission) bids will be executed as cheaply
as any other bids or Vendors reserve allows and the
Auctioneers accept no responsibility for the execution of
Commission bids by any member of staff whatsoever.

B. VENDORS

1. Commission, Expenses & Reservers
(a) Vendors commission is charged at the rate of
10% on all Lots selling for £10,000.00 or over and at
the rate of 12.5% for Lots selling for under £10,000.00.
The minimum charge for offering a Lot for sale
is £10.00.
(b) A handling fee of £1.00 per Lot will be charged

on all Lots sold.
(c) In respect of any unsold Lot the Auctioneer will

charge 3% of the Vendors reserve or a minimum
charge of £10.00 per Lot.

(d) In the event an item is withdrawn from the
auction at the instruction of the Vendor, for
whatsoever, reason a charge of £10.00 will be
levied per item.

(e) Lots may be offered subject to a reserve as
agreed between the Auctioneer and vendor in
writing and once agreed may only be changed with
the consent of the Auctioneers.

(f) The Vendor shall not bid on his own property
nor employ any person to bid for him. The
Auctioneer shall have the right to bid on
behalf on the Vendor only up to the agreed
reserve price.

(g) Items failing to sell or withdrawn from sale at
the instruction of the Vendor must be collected
within three working days of the sale after which
the Auctioneers reserve the right to send to
storage any remaining goods at the sole
expense of the Vendor and without notification.

(h) V.A.T. Is chargeable at the standard rate on all
of the Auctioneers charges.
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RIVER TEST
FISHING ON THE WORLD FAMOUS

BROADLANDS
ESTATE

Trout, Salmon & Sea-Trout fishing in the
beautiful Test Valley

Day, Season Rods & Corporate/Group
bookings available

We are presently taking season rod
bookings for the 2015 season

Further details contact:

neil@broadlandsfishing.com

Tel. 01794 518076/m.07785 281349



RODS, REELS & ACCESSORIES

1
A Hardy Perfect 3 ³⁄₄” salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, revolving
nickel silver line guide, nickel silver drum
screw, rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, light wear to lead finish only and
with old silk line, circa 1930
£250-450

2
A Hardy Bouglé Mk.IV salmon fly reel,
rosewood handle, nickel silver foot, triple
raised pillars (one roller), milled drum locking
screw, rim tension screw and compensating
check mechanism, light wear only, in original
neoprene pouch
£140-180

3
A similar Hardy Bouglé Mk.IV salmon fly
reel, light wear only, mainly to plate rim, in
neoprene pouch
£130-180

4
A Hardy Sovereign 9/10 salmon fly reel,
gold anodised finish, counter-balanced
rosewood handle, ribbed brass foot, rear
milled spindle check adjuster and sliding
optional check button, twin white metal “U”
shaped line guides, twin screw spring drum
latch, light wear from normal use only, in
original zip leather case
£140-180

5
A Loop Classic 811 salmon fly reel, left
hand wind model with red anodised end
plates, counter-balanced serpentine scroll
handle set within an anti-foul rim, rear milled
spindle check adjuster, as new, in original
block leather case (see illustration)
£200-300

6
A Hardy Lightweight trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, ribbed alloy foot, polished solid drum
(no perforations), fixed Mk.II check
mechanism, light wear only, 1950’s
£120-160

7
A Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips) cane
salmon fly rod, 12’6”, #9, crimson/green
tipped silk whipped, alloy screw grip reel
fitting, lock fast joints, 1968, rubber butt cap
perished otherwise good overall condition, in
bag
£150-250

8
A Hardy “No.2 A.H.E. Wood” 3 piece (2
tips) salmon fly rod, 12’, crimson inter-
whipped, sliding alloy reel fitting, lockfast
joints, 1950, light use only, in bag
£130-180

9
A Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips) cane
salmon fly rod, 12’6”, #9, crimson inter-
whipped, sliding alloy screw grip reel fitting,
lockfast joints, 1962, butt cap perished
otherwise good, in bag
£140-240
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10
A rare S.E. Bogdan 150 salmon fly reel,
black and champagne anodised finish, right
hand wind model with counter-balanced “S”
scroll arm set within and anti-foul rim, alloy
foot, rear milled optional check button and
ten point tension adjuster, applied alloy trade
plaque, lacking rear spindle cover , light use
only (see illustration)
£700-1000

11
A pair of Hardy Sovereign 2000 #9/10/11
salmon fly reels, each with counter-
balanced handle, ventilated cage, rear sliding
optional check buttons and spindle mounted
milled tension adjuster, light wear from
normal use, in original cloth pouches (2)
£120-180

12
A Hardy Sovereign 2000 #12/13 salmon
fly reel, counter-balanced handle, ventilated
cage, rear sliding optional check buttons and
spindle mounted milled tension adjuster, in
cloth pouch and a Hardy JLH Ultralite
Salmon fly reel, grey anodised finish, two
screw latch, rear milled tension adjuster, light
wear to both reels only (2)
£140-180

13
A pair of Hardy St John Mk.II light
salmon/trout fly reels, each with ebonite
handle, alloy foot, two screw latch, rim tension
screw and compensating check mechanism,
back plates block engraved previous owners
initials, in original zip cases (2)
£140-180

14
A similar Hardy St John Mk.II light
salmon/trout fly reel, in zip case, a System
Two 1011 salmon fly reel and a
Worcestershire Fly 2332 salmon fly reel (3)
£100-150

15
A Hardy 4/0 Cascapedia limited edition
multiplying salmon fly reel No. 209/500,
right hand wind model of ebonite and nickel
silver construction, serpentine crank wind
handle set within an anti-foul rim, bridge foot,
five cage pillars (two roller), rear graduated
tension adjuster and sliding optional check
button, as new condition and in original block
leather case (see illustration)
£800-1200

16
Seven Wheatley alloy salmon fly boxes
containing a collection of fully dresses, hair
wing, tube and low water flies, a Malloch
black japanned salmon fly box, two black
japanned trout dry fly boxes and a collection
of various other fly boxes holding a collection
of various trout and salmon flies (Q)
£100-150

17
A pair of Simms zip front gortex waders,
size XXL Short, a pair of Simms Guide
wading boots, size 10, a Simms gortex
wading jacket 2XL, three pairs of Red Bull
travel waders and a quantity of other items
including leather trimmed fishing bags, a gye
salmon net, wading staffs, brass sea-trout
gaff et al (Q)
£100-150
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18
Two Sharpe’s “Scottie” 3 piece (2 tips)
spliced cane salmon fly rod, 13’, #9,
crimson silk wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, in
bags (2)
£120-180

19
A similar lot (2)
£100-150

19a
Two Sharpe’s “Aberdeen” 3 piece (2 tips)
spliced cane salmon fly rods, 12’, #8,
crimson whipped, sliding alloy reel fittings, in
bags and three various other cane rods, one
lacking tip section (5)
£100-150

20
A very rare Hardy 3” Mother o’ Pearl
devon minnow bait, the hollow torpedo
shaped body mounted with a collared twin
head spinning vane, stamped makers details,
twin rear gut mounted treble hook trace with
box head swivel, circa 1930 (see illustration)
£600-900

** This bait first appeared in the 1929
catalogue, offered in eight various sizes the
3” was the largest available

21
A good Hardy Perfect 3 ⁵⁄₈” trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, polished alloy foot, brown agate
line guide, rim tension screw and compensating
check mechanism, only very light signs of use
and in near new condition, 1980’s
£150-250

22
A Hardy Perfect 3 ³⁄₈” trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, ribbed brass foot, rim tension screw
and Mk.II check mechanism, wear to finish
from normal use sand a Hardy Princess 3 ½”
trout fly reel, ebonite handle, two screw drum
latch and nickel silver “U” shaped two screw
line guide, in original zip case (2)
£150-200

23
An early Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 4¼”
salmon fly reel, domed ivorine handle, pierced
alloy bridge foot (repaired) rimmounted tension
screw with Turks Head locking nut and early
calliper spring check mechanism, slightly
dished drum with fourteen rim cusps, large
and small perforations and central nickel
silver locking screw, waisted drum pillars,
faceplate stamped Rod in Hand trade mark,
enclosed oval and straight line logos, circa
1898 (see illustration)
£300-500

24
A Hardy Altex No.2 Mk.V fixed spool reel,
left hand wind folding ebonite handle, full bail
arm, with spare spool and in original rexine
case and four further various reels by Peek,
Young’s et al (5)
£90-130
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25
A scarce Ari’t Hart S2 saltwater/trout fly
reel, multi-perforated alloy drum with
counter-balanced handle and twist locking
button, stanchion foot, gold anodised
annular line guide, rear plate with six
ventilation ports and central tension adjuster,
numbered 005 and in excellent condition
(see illustration)
£300-500

26
A Hardy Silex Major 4 ¹⁄₄” wide drummed
bait casting reel, shallow cored drum with
twin ebonite handles, spring release latch
and jewelled spindle bearing, ribbed brass
foot, rim mounted ivorine casting trigger and
rear quadrant weight indicator, light wear to
lead finish only, 1920’s
£160-240

27
A Hardy Uniqua 3³⁄₈” trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel silver
telephone drum latch and fixed Mk.II check
mechanism, light wear to lead finish only,
circa 1930
£120-160

28
A Browning Revolver 4 ¹⁄₂” centre pin reel,
bronze anodised finish, shallow cored six
spoke drum with twin handles, Bickerdyke
wire line guide, pierced alloy foot and rear
optional check lever with bar spring check
mechanism, as new condition and in original
teak fitted case
£120-180

29
A Mitchell 1040 big game multiplier reel,
graphite anodised finish, off-set T-bar crank
handle, sliding lever drag, optional check
button, light wear from normal use and in
original fitted teak case with accessories
£150-250

30
A fine and rare Hardy Zane Grey 6”
multiplying big game reel, constructed in
corrosion proof Monel metal, 2.5:1 ratio
gearing, unusual off-set turned ebonite ovoid
handle on counter-balanced crank winding
arm mounted above a five point capstan star
drag adjuster, bronze spindled drum, four rim
mounted harness lugs and auxiliary leather
brake pad, rear plate with knurled optional
check lever, bridge foot, faceplate inset royal
coat of arms medallion and rear plate with
two further circular inset medallions; “The
Hardy Zane Grey - Size 6”, To Hold 600yds.
39 Thread” and “Made by Hardy Bros. Ltd.
Alnwick, England”, circa 1934, the reel is in
overall very good condition with only very
light signs of use, 1930’s (see illustration)
£3000-5000

** Hardy factory records show only 98 Zane
Grey reels having been produced in the 6”
size between 1928-1957
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31
A rare Hardy “Extra Heavy Zane Grey
Salt-Water” steel centred cane and
hickory big game rod, 6’10”, crimson silk
wraps, detachable hardwood butt section
with anodised brass screw grip reel fitting
and large rosewood ferrule stopper, stud
lock joint, stand-off agate lined eyes and
roller tip ring, felt bound hand grip, 1952,
excellent condition and in original bag
£300-500

32
A good Hardy “Deluxe” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 9’, crimson silk wraps
and cane silk inter-whipped, alloy screw grip
reel fitting, suction joints, 1952, in bag and
alloy tube and the matching Hardy L.R.H.
Lightweight trout fly reel, ebonite handle, two
screw drum latch, rim tension regulator and
nickel silver line guide, little used condition,
in original cream card box (2)
£200-300

33
A scarce Hardy No.3 Angler’s knife, fitted
six Sheffield steel tools, hinged shackle and
side plate stamped model details, very good
condition, 1940’s (see illustration)
£240-340

34
A Hardy Wallis No.1 4” alloy centre pin
reel, shallow cored drum with twin
bulbous ebonite handles, spring release
latch and jewelled spindle bearing, ribbed
brass foot, rim mounted nickel silver
optional check lever, backplate drilled to
take line guide and stamped make and
model details, possible replacement
faceplate, circa 1935
£150-250

35
A scarce Hardy Triumph 3 ¼” trotting
reel, shallow cored solid drum with twin
ebonite handles, stanchion foot,
Bickerdyke line guide and rear sliding nickel
silver optional check button, backplate
stamped make and model details, 1930’s
£150-250

36
An Allcock Aerial model 7950-T9 4 ¹⁄₂”
centre pin reel, caged and six spoked
drum with twin xylonite handles, brass foot,
rear brass sliding optional check button
and bar spring check mechanism,
backplate stamped circular trade mark,
1930’s (see illustration)
£300-400

37
A W.H. Dingley 3 ⁷⁄₈” sea-trout/trout fly
reel, ebonite handle, brass foot, three
screw drum latch, rim tension screw and
Mk.I check mechanism, interior stamped
“D.1” and backplate with enclosed oval
logo and an Allcock Aerial Popular 3 ¹⁄₂”
centre pin reel, twin xylonite handles, rear
brass sliding optional check button and bar
spring check mechanism (check re-
located), both with light wear to finish (2)
£140-240

38
An SEJ Fly Fisher’s winch 3 ¹⁄₄” trout fly
reel, brass and ebonite construction with
tapered horn handle, bridge foot, triple
cage pillars, German silver rims, fixed
check mechanism, faceplate engraved
model details, circa 1895
£140-180
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39
A rare G. Bustin of Oxford brass and
ebonite 3 ¹⁄₈” trout fly reel, horn handle,
bridge foot, German silver rims, triple cage
pillars, fixed check mechanism, faceplate
stamped makers details, circa 1895
£120-180

40
A rare Hardy Perfect 4 ¹⁄₄” salmon fly reel,
fat ivorine handle, brass foot, revolving nickel
silver line guide, rim tension screw and Mk.I
check mechanism, drum with nickel silver
retaining screw and faceplate stamped
central circular logo, light wear to finish only,
circa 1918 (see illustration)
£400-600

41
A Hardy Perfect 4 ¹⁄₄” salmon fly reel,
converted to left hand wind, ebonite handle,
brass foot (replacement bridge and foot),
revolving nickel silver line guide, rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, nickel
silver drum locking screw, faceplate stamped
central circular logo, general wear from
normal use, circa 1930
£200-400

42
A Robertson 4 ¹⁄₄” alloy salmon fly reel,
xylonite handle, brass foot, rim tension screw
and milled drum retaining screw, light wear
to finish and an un-named block leather case
to take a 4” salmon reel (2)
£90-130

43
A Hardy L.R.H. Lightweight trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, polished alloy foot, two
screw drum latch, rim tension screw, as new,
in zip case and a Hardy Ultralite Disc #8/9 fly
reel, light wear only, in original cloth bag (2)
£120-160

44
A Hardy Perfect 3 ³⁄₄” salmon fly reel and
Farlow block leather case, ebonite handle,
brass foot, revolving nickel silver line guide,
milled rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, nickel silver drum locking screw
and faceplate stamped central circular logo,
light wear from normal use only, circa 1930
£300-400

45
A fine Hardy “L.R.H. Salmon Fly” 3 piece
(2 tips) cane salmon fly rod, 14’, green/
crimson tipped whippings, sliding alloy screw
grip reel fitting, studlock joints, 1964, in little
used condition, in bag
£200-300

46
A rare Hardy “LRH Spey Casting” 3 piece
(2 tips) cane salmon fly rod, 13’6”, #9, light
tan silk inter-whipped, alloy screw grip reel
fitting, studlock joint, 1962, very good overall
condition and a rarely seen model, in bag
£300-400

47
A fine Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips cane
salmon fly rod, 13’6”, #9, crimson silk inter-
whipped, sliding alloy screw grip reel fitting,
lockfast joints, 1962, virtually as new
condition, in bag
£250-350

48
A scarce Farlow Holdfast 3 piece (2 tips)
spliced cane salmon fly rod, 14’, blue silk
inter-whippings, sliding alloy screw grip reel
fitting, spliced joints and a Sharpe’s “Special”
3 piece (2 tips) spliced impregnated cane
salmon fly rod, 14’, #10, crimson wraps,
sliding alloy reel fitting, both with light use
only, in bags (2)
£150-250
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49
A rare Kelly of Dublin narrow drummed
brass spike fitting winch, turned bulbous
bone handle on shaped winding arm with
domed iron locking screw, triple cage pillars,
fixed check mechanism, block foot with
tapered iron spike fitting, faceplate stamped
makers name, circa 1850 (see illustration)
£300-500

50
An extra fine and rare Hardy 1896 Brass
Perfect 4” salmon fly reel, domed ivorine
handle, bridge foot pierced with seven holes,
strapped rim tension screw with Turk’s head
locking nut and early calliper check
mechanism, open ball race with phosphor
bronze bearings, slightly dished drum with
large and small perforations and milled nickel
silver locking screw, faceplate stamped Rod
in Hand trade mark, enclosed oval and
straight line logos, reel retains virtually all the
original bronze patina and is in exceptional
over all condition, circa 1896 (see illustration)
£3000-5000

51
A very rare Hardy Perfect 2 ⁷⁄₈” 1906
model trout fly reel, ivorine handle, brass
foot, strapped rim tension screw and late
1906 calliper spring check mechanism, red
agate line guide (no cracks), contracted
drum with central nickel silver locking screw,
faceplate stamped central circular logo, only
very light wear to finish from normal use and
a very rarely seen model, circa 1906 (see
illustration)
£1000-1500

52
A very rare Hardy Brass Faced Perfect
Houghton Dry Fly transitional model wide
drummed trout fly reel, rarely seen ivorine
“triform” handle, brass foot and brass drum
with large and small perforations and milled
locking screw, strapped rim tension screw
and early calliper spring check mechanism,
faceplate stamped Rod in Hand trade mark,
enclosed oval and straight line logo’s, light
wear from normal use only (slight line groove
to one pillar) and in un-named block leather
case, circa 1897 (see illustration)
£1500-2500
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53
A 19tthh Century brass multiplying clamp
winch, turned bone handle on off-set curved
crank winding arm  with domed iron locking
screw, triple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, riveted block foot with clamp
collar, pierced to take leather pad and with
butterfly locking nut, small section of bone
handle missing, circa 1860
£200-300

54
A scarce Ari’t Hart F3 Lake Taupo trout fly
reel, left hand wind early model (1983) with
multi-perforated black anodised drum,
counter-balanced handle, rear spindle
mounted tension adjuster, three quarter
annular alloy line guide, brushed alloy triform
stancheon foot stamped model details and
“8338”,  reel is in virtually unused condition
(see illustration)
£300-500

55
A rare Ari’t Hart Char anti-reverse trout fly
reel, right hand wind model with champagne
anodised finish, domed end plates, ebonite
handle, ventilated drum, twin bridge
stanchion foot and rear domed plate/tension
adjuster with six finger ports and stamped
makers details and “1”, as new condition and
in soft leather zip pouch with belt loop (see
illustration)
£500-800

** The Char model (named derived from
CHampagne and Anti Reverse) was
produced in only very limited numbers, it is
understood that this example was the first
reel to be made in this range

56
A very rare Ari’t Hart custom designed
Taupo style trout fly reel with 24ct gold
plated fittings, left hand wind model with
counter-balanced handle, multi-perforated
drum, three quarter annular line guide, rear
milled spindle tension adjuster and solid (no
perforations) triform foot stamped makers
details and with additional rectangular gold
plated signature plaque, as new condition
and in original suede zip pouch (see
illustration)
£600-800

57
An Ari’t Hart grease watch, rectangular
black anodised receiver with flip-up lid and
central grease well, face gold stamped
makers logo, nylon mesh strap
£80-120

58
A C. Farlow & Co. Ltd brass 3 ³⁄₄” Patent
Lever salmon fly reel, waisted cow horn
handle, pierced block foot, quadruple cage
pillars, rear raised thumb tension adjuster
and backplate script engraved makers
details, reel retains virtually all the original
bronze patina, circa 1890
£100-150
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59
A Hardy Sunbeam 2 ³⁄₄” trout dry fly reel,
ebonite handle, brass stanchion foot,
Bickerdyke line guide, nickel silver telephone
drum latch and fixed MK.I check
mechanism, 1920’s, light wear from normal
use only and a Hardy alloy salmon fly box
fitted forty metal spring clips (2)
£100-150

60
An Ari’t Hart LA II wide drummed trout fly
reel, left hand wind model with large
arboured drum, counter-balanced handle,
bridge foot, rear tension plate with three
finger ports, stamped makers details, little
used condition (see illustration)
£250-450

61
A scarce Pezon et Michel “Ritz Super
Parabolic PPP Colorado Type Pate” 2
piece cane trout fly rod, 7’6”, #5/6,
green/crimson tipped silk wraps, anodised
screw grip reel fitting, staggered ferrule,
suction joint, light wear only, in original bag
and tube
£500-800

62
A good Pezon et Michel  “Parabolic
Grilse” 2 piece cane light salmon fly rod,
10’6”, green/crimson tipped silk wraps,
sliding alloy reel fittings, suction joint, only
very light signs of use, in bag
£200-300

63
A Sharpe’s (built for Farlow’s) “Fario Club”
2 piece cane trout fly rod, 8’5”, #5/6,
green/crimson tipped silk wraps, sliding alloy
screw grip reel fitting, staggered ferrule,
suction joint, only very lightly used, in bag
£150-250

64
A Hardy “Avon”  3 piece whole and built
cane  float rod, 11’3”, green silk whippings,
sliding alloy reel fittings, suction joints, good
overall condition, in bag
£120-160

65
A rare Allcock Aerial model 7950-T7 3”
double ventilated centre pin reel, caged
and six spoked drum with twin xylonite
handles and flanges each with twelve
ventilation holes, brass foot, B.P. line guide,
rear sliding brass optional check button with
bar spring mechanism, backplate stamped
circular trade mark, light wear from normal
use only and a rarely seen model made
1923-34 only (see illustration)
£1000-1500

66
A 19tthh Century turned wooden salmon
fisher’s priest, truncheon form with waisted,
turned handle and weighted head, traces of
gilt decoration to head, 9” long, circa 1830
and another 19th Century salmon fisher’s
treen priest of baluster form, turned hand
grip, 9 ¹⁄₄” long (2)
£120-180
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67
A fine Hardy St George 3 ³⁄₈” trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, polished alloy foot, white
agate line guide (no cracks), two screw latch,
rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, as new condition and in original
cream card box, 1950’s
£200-250

68
A scarce Hardy Perfect 3¹⁄₂” salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, brass foot, revolving nickel
silver line guide, rim tension screw and Mk.II
check mechanism, nickel silver drum locking
screw, light wear to lead finish only, circa 1930
£350-550

69
A scarce Chevalier Bowness & Son 4” brass
folding handle salmon winch, turned ivory
handle  on waisted crank winding arm with
domed iron locking screw, block foot,
quadruple cage pillars, rear raised check
housing and fixed check mechanism, faceplate
script engraved makers details, circa 1870
£300-400

70
A rare Bernard & Son black japanned lure
cabinet, the rectangular case with fall front
door opening to reveal eight sliding drawers,
each with cream painted interior and brass
loop handle, lid interior with applied  brass
trade plaque and hasp lock, very good
overall condition, 12” x 8 ¹⁄₂” x 5 ¹⁄₂”, circa
1925 (see illustration)
£350-550

71
A large Halcyon type 4 ½” spinning bait,
twin propeller ball head mounted on central
spindle, goat hair body and rear treble hook,
spinning vanes stamped Stork logo
£150-250

72
An early white metal 3” devon minnow
style bait, hollow fish shaped body with twin
head vanes, central revolving spindle with
rear treble hook and box head swivel, circa
1880
£90-130

73
A rare Milward’s Gravity Minnow 3” bait,
the hollow white metal fish shaped lure with
detachable pin locking head, twin spinning
vanes, both stamped “RD. 10166,
brown/blue painted decoration, central
revolving spindle and rear treble hook,  rarely
seen model, patented 1906 (see illustration) 
£200-300

74
An Allcock Norwich Spoon, 2³⁄₄” blade with
amber/black spot glass eye and incised
scale decoration, mounted on wire spindle
with rear flying treble hook, circa 1915
£100-150
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75
A rare Alfred Caladonia 3” bait, the
gold/brown painted fish shaped lure with
twin amber/black spot glass eyes, central
brass hollow spindle with gimp mounted twin
treble hooks, shaped metal tail stamped
makers details, circa 1880 (see illustration)
£350-550

76
A Loop Evotech HD 9/13 salmon fly, grey
anodised finish, large arboured drum with
counter-balanced handle, rear milled spindle
mounted tension nut, in original cloth pouch
and a Loop spare salmon spool (not matching)
£180-240

77
A set of two Hardy Golden Prince salmon
fly reels, sizes #11/12 and #9/10, first
edition no. 475, each with brown/gold
anodised finish, ebonite handle, ribbed brass
foot, milled rear tension adjuster and nickel
silver “U” shaped line guide, some wear to
finish from normal use (2)
£200-300

78
A Hardy Marquis 3 salmon fly reel, ebonite
handle, ribbed brass foot, two screw drum
latch and rear check adjuster and a similar
Marquis 2 salmon fly reel, both with light
signs of use and in original zip cases (2)
£120-180

79
An Abel No.4 salmon fly reel, black
anodised finish right hand wind model,
counter-balanced handle, rear spindle
mounted tension wheel, light wear from
normal use, in original cloth pouch
£150-250

80
A rare S.E. Bogdan 300 salmon fly reel,
champagne/black anodised finish right hand
wind model with serpentine crank wind
handle, rear milled optional check button and
ten point graduated tension adjuster,
backplate with applied rectangular alloy trade
plaque, wear from normal use, mainly to rims
and in original suede pouch (see illustration)
£1200-1600

81
A Shakespeare teak double sided fly
reservoir, ethafoam lined, twin brass spring
latches and two further ethafoam lined teak
fly cases holding a selection of 260 salmon
flies including Waddington’s et al (3)
£100-150

82
A scarce Bruce & Walker “Double Spey”
limited edition 20/100 3 piece (2 tips)
carbon salmon fly rod, 16’, #10, blue/gold
tipped silk wraps, screw grip reel fitting, in bag
£200-300

83
A Bruce & Walker “Powerlite” 3 piece
carbon salmon fly rod, 16’, #10/12,
crimson/gold tipped wraps, sliding reel
fitting, light use only, in bag
£100-150

84
A Sage “10151-4 Graphite IV” 4 piece
carbon salmon fly rod, 15’1”, #10, brown
silk wraps, alloy screw grip reel fitting, in bag
£100-150
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85
A scarce C. Farlow & Co Ltd. 4 ¹⁄₂” brass
faced salmon fly reel and block leather
case, xylonite handle, brass bridge foot,
strapped rim tension screw and caliper
spring check mechanism, faceplate with
milled nickel silver locking screw, Holdfast
trade mark and makers details, wear from
normal use, circa 1905 (see illustration)
£350-550

86
A Hardy St George 3” trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, white
agate line guide (no cracks), two screw drum
latch, rim tension screw, rim tension screw
and Mk.II check mechanism, wear to enamel
finish, mainly to rims, 1950’s
£180-260

87
A D. Watson, Inverness brass 4” loch
trolling winch, domed cow horn handle on
tapered straight crank winding arm, set
within an anti-foul rim, block foot, quadruple
cage pillars and fixed check mechanism,
faceplate  block engraved makers details,
circa 1890
£140-240

88
A Hardy Perfect 3 ³⁄₈” trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, ribbed brass foot, white agate line
guide, rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, light wear from normal use only,
circa 1930
£140-240

89
A Hardy Perfect 3 ³⁄₄” salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed alloy foot, revolving
nickel silver line guide, rim tension screw and
Mk.II check mechanism, light wear to enamel
finish only and in original cream card box,
1950’s
£250-350

90
A rare Edward Vom Hofe 4/0 Restigouche
wide drummed direct drive salmon fly
reel, ebonite and nickel silver construction
with counter-balanced serpentine crank
handle set within an anti-foul rim, pierced
bridge foot, stamped model details, triple
cage pillars (two double roller), rear mounted
milled sliding optional check adjuster and
seven point tension regulator, spindle cover
stamped May ’02 patent details, very good
overall condition, circa 1930 (see illustration)
£1300-1800

91
A good Hardy “Hollolight” 3 piece (2 tips)
hollow built cane salmon fly rod, 12’6”,
gold/black tipped wraps and gold silk inter-
whippings, anodised screw grip reel fitting,
studlock joints, 1960, little used condition, in bag
£200-300

92
A fine Hardy “C.C. de France” 3 piece (2
tips) cane trout fly rod, 8’, #5, crimson silk
wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joints,
1977, near new condition, in bag
£250-350
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93
A Sharpe’s (Pezon et Michel cane) “Super
Parabolic Fario Club” 2 piece cane trout
fly rod, 8’5”, #5/6, green/scarlet tipped
wraps, anodised screw grip reel fitting,
staggered ferrule, suction joint, made for
Farlow’s, light use only, in bag
£140-180

94
A fine Oliver’s of Knebworth 2 piece cane
brook trout fly rod, 7’6”, #5, gold silk inter-
whipped, alloy screw grip reel fitting, suction
joint, little used condition, in bag
£140-240

95
A good Hardy 2 ¹⁄₄” brass Birmingham
trout fly reel, cow horn handle, waisted
bridge foot, pierced two holes, triple cage
pillars, fixed check mechanism,  faceplate
with central raised two screw spindle boss
and  stamped open oval logo, light wear to
patina, circa 1890
£180-240

96
A fine Allcock Tit-Bit bait, the 2 ½” hollow
metal fish shaped lure with curved body with
painted decoration,  head mounted barrel
swivel and three side mounted treble hooks,
unused condition and in green card box
£120-180

97
A scarce Hardy(?) mother o’pearl bar
spoon, the 2 ¹⁄₂” curved blade mounted 
on nickel silver spindle with rear treble hook
and barrel swivel head mount, 5” overall,
circa 1930
£120-160

98
A very rare Farlow Billiken multiplying bait
casting reel, alloy construction with 3:1 ratio
gearing, brass faceplate with off-set ivorine
handle on counter-balanced arm which
disengages the spool for casting when
raised and turned, rear open plate recess to
house the patent fan casting regulator, nickel
silvered block foot and triple pillared drum
cage, faceplate stamped makers details and
Holdfast logo, 2 ³⁄₁₆” diameter, excellent
condition and in fitted wooden case with
applied ivorine trade plaque to lid interior
circa 1915 (see illustration)
£1000-1500

99
An unusual Malloch 3 ¹⁄₄” brass side
casting reel with addition flared drum flange,
tapered cow horn handle, swivelling brass
foot with Gibbs patent lever release latch and
integral wire line guide, rim mounted optional
check lever, reversible drum, faceplate
stamped oval logo, possibly made for
tournament casting or as a prototype design,
circa 1905
£200-300
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100
An extremely rare 1ssttmodel Hardy Perfect
3 ¹⁄₈” alloy contracted drum trout fly reel
and block leather case, ivorine handle,
alloy foot, strapped rim tension screw and
early calliper spring check mechanism, open
phosphor bronze ball race, triple bridge
pillars, each with two ventilation holes,
contracted drum with large and small
perforations and central milled nickel silver
locking screw, faceplate stamped Rod in
Hand trade mark, enclosed oval and straight
line logos, the 1st model was catalogued as
having a brass foot and it is possible this is
either an early factory replacement or a
custom request, otherwise reel is in overall
excellent condition with only light signs of
wear from normal use and certainly one of
the most sought after and rarest reels in the
Perfect trout reel range, circa 1896 (see
illustration)
£4000-6000

101
A scarce W. Gowland brass multiplying
winch, turned bone handle on off-set curved
crank winding arm with dome iron locking
screw, riveted block foot, triple cage pillars,
fixed check mechanism, faceplate script
engraved makers name and London Bridge
address details, 2” diameter, circa 1865
£180-260

102
A Heaton’s 2³⁄₄” brass relief decorated trout
winch, tapered horn handle on curved crank
winding arm, side plates relief decorated with
angler in river scene, bridge foot, triple pillared
cage and fixed check mechanism, good
overall condition, circa 1915
£130-180

103
A rare Hardy No.4 Trade Reel 4” salmon
fly reel with black war-time painted finish,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel
silver revolving line guide, telephone drum
latch and perforated drum, fixed Mk.II check
mechanism, only very light wear and a rarely
seen model made 1940-c.45 only
£200-300

104
A scarce Hardy St George 2nndd model 3 ³⁄₈”
trout fly reel, shallow cored drum with
domed ivorine handle, three screw spring
latch and single band of perforations, brass
foot, strapped rim tension screw and 1912-
17 check mechanism, light overall wear to
lead finish, circa 1915 (see illustration)
£300-400
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105
A rare Hardy Perfect Houghton Dry Fly
2 ⁵⁄₈” wide drummed trout fly reel with solid
drum (no perforations), ivorine handle, brass
foot, strapped rim tension screw and early
calliper spring check mechanism, slightly
dished drum with solid front flange and milled
nickel silver locking screw, faceplate
stamped Rod in Hand trade mark and
straight line logo, only light wear to lead finish
and a rarely seen model, circa 1900 (see
illustration) 
£1000-1500

106
A scarce Foster’s Thumb Magnifier,
chromed folding bracket arm with spring
thumb grip and circular lens, in as
new/unused condition with original cream
card box and chamois leather lens cover,
circa 1940
£90-130

107
A scarce Hardy Angler’s Pipe, briar wood
bowl and ebonite mouth piece, bowl
stamped and white heightened make and
model details, 1930’s
£90-130

108
A Loop Classic 58 salmon fly reel, right
hand wind model with black anodised end
plates, counter-balanced serpentine scroll
handle set within an anti-foul rim, rear milled
spindle  check adjuster, as new, in original
block leather case (see illustration)
£180-260

109
A Hardy Perfect 4” salmon fly reel, ebonite
handle, ribbed brass foot, rim tension screw
and Mk.II check mechanism, nickel silver
drum retaining screw and MK.II check
mechanism, faceplate stamped central
circular logo, light wear from normal use only,
circa 1930
£300-400

110
A good Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 3³⁄₄”
salmon fly reel, domed ivorine handle, brass
foot, strapped rim tension screw with Turk’s
head locking nut and 1906 calliper spring
check mechanism, drum with four rim cusps
and milled nickel silver locking screw, faceplate
stamped Rod in Hand trade mark and straight
line logo, only light wear from normal use, circa
1906, with letter from Hardy’s giving details of
this reel (see illustration)
£500-800 
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111
A black japanned rectangular lure
cabinet, interior fitted lift out lidded tray and
two lower  base compartments, lid interior
with leather cast holder containing a
selection of various baits, mainly devons and
a Farlow black Japanned lure case, cream
painted interior fitted open and lidded
compartments and holding a small selection
of various baits (2)
£100-150

112
A C.F. Orvis glass minnow trap of ovoid
bottle form, base with recessed dimple and
fish hole, zinc screw cap and wire carrying
handle, neck with relief makers details, circa
1930 
£90-130

113
A Wheatley alloy salmon fly box interior
fitted forty metal clips and containing a
selection of 40 fully dressed double salmon
flies and another alloy salmon fly box also
containing 40 fully dressed salmon flies,
including 12 gut eyed examples (2)
£100-150

114
A black Japanned rectangular trout fly
box, cream painted interior fitted cork fly
panel and twin cast compartments to lid
interior, containing a selection of mayflies, a
Hardy Album Bakelite circular cast case fitted
ivorine cast holders and felt dampers, a
copper circular cast case and a Hardy card
fly box with cork bars and holding five double
winged salmon flies (4)
£100-150

115
A rare Hardy 1897 model line winder, heavy
green painted iron “U” shaped support with
turned brass spindle supporting four screw-
in arms and a straight waisted crank winding
arm with tapered horn handle, mounted onto
a heavy brass “G” clamp table fitting with
thumb locking screw, winding arm stamped
makers details, circa 1900 (see illustration)
£180-240

116
An early 19tthh Century French iron eel
spear, ogee head with five double barbed
tines and riveted support strap, curved
hollow shaft drilled with two securing holes,
circa 1830 and a Continental iron fish spear
with nine double barbed square tapered
tines on hollow shaft with single handle
securing hole, circa 1860 (2)
£120-180

117
A Pezon et Michel “Parabolic Speciale
Competition” 2 piece cane trout fly rod, 9’,
alloy screw grip reel fitting, alloy screw grip
reel fitting, suction joint, light use only, in bag
£120-180

The following lot is the former property of
the French champion tournament caster
Pierre Creusevaut

118
A rare Pezon et Michel “Criterium” 2 piece
built cane tournament fly casting rod,
9’4”, green silk wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting,
staggered ferrule, little used condition, in
bag, this model conforms to I.C.F. No.2
specifications for accuracy and distance
casting events, rarely seen model
£250-450
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The following lot is the former property of
the legendary French champion
tournament caster, author and tackle
designer Charles Ritz

119
A rare Pezon et Michel “Parabolic
Speciale Big Boy” 2 piece cane trout fly
rod, 9’6”, crimson silk whippings, alloy screw
grip reel fitting, suction joint, in bag, this was
the actual rod used by Ritz to take the
impressive 21, 20 and 13lbs River Em sea-
trout illustrated in his famous book “A Fly-
Fisher’s Life”, pgs. 196 & 212
£200-300

The following lot is the property of French
tournament casting champion Pierre Affre
and was gifted to him by Ari’t Hart

120
The No.1 production Ari’t Hart Tweed S3
salmon fly reel, left hand wind model, multi-
perforated drum with counter-balanced
handle and turn screw drum release latch,
annular line guide, stanchion foot, rear plate
with six large ventilation  ports and spindle
mounted tension regulator, numbered “001”
and with both makers and owners details, in
original teak case with sliding Perspex lid,
leather pouch and in unused condition (see
illustration)
£500-800

121
A fine Ari’t Hart Exclusive table fly tying
vice, rectangular black granite base with
adjustable telescopic screw locking jaws,
magnifier lens and pen style spot-beam light
fitting with reflective mirror cap, the vice
comes in the original suede effect travel
pouch and is in unused condition (see
illustration)
£400-600

122
An Ari’t Hart grease watch, rectangular
black anodised receiver with flip-up lid and
central grease well, face gold stamped
maker’s logo, nylon mesh strap
£80-120

123
A scarce Hardy Super Silex 4” bait
casting reel constructed in Duralumin metal,
shallow cored drum with twin ebonite
handles, spring release latch and jeweled
spindle bearing, ribbed brass foot, rim
mounted ivorine casting trigger and rear
quadrant weight indicator, very good overall
condition, 1930’s
£300-400

124
A Forrest, Kelso 4¹⁄₂” The Tweed Patent
Drag salmon fly reel, domed ivorine
handle, brass bridge foot, quadruple cage
pillars, fixed check mechanism, solid drum
(no perforations) with brass retaining screw,
faceplate with raised spindle mounted patent
drag adjuster and stamped make and model
details, wear from normal use, circa 1910
£100-150
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125
A scare Allcock Aerial model 7950-T2
4 ¹⁄₂” centre pin reel, caged and six spoked
drum with twin tapered horn handles,
ebonite rear flange and front flange with eight
perforations, brass stanchion foot, rear
sliding optional check button with calliper
spring check mechanism, backplate
engraved make and model details, light use
only, circa 1920 (see illustration)
£500-800

126
A Hardy St George 3” trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, white
agate line guide (no cracks), two screw drum
latch, rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, light wear to enamel finish only,
1950’s
£180-240

127
A Chas. Farlow & Co. nickel silvered
salmon spring balance, 0-50lbs, arrow
head indicator, iron hanging ring and fish
hook, stamped retailers details, circa 1890
£70-100

128
A scarce Farlow 4” narrow drum centre
pin trotting reel, black painted finish,
shallow cored drum with twin composition
handles and two screw release latch, alloy
foot, rim mounted optional check lever and
rear milled tension adjuster, backplate
stamped makers details, light wear to finish.,
mainly to rims, circa 1950
£120-180

129
A Malloch black japanned rectangular
salmon fly box, cream painted interior fitted
swing leaf and spring metal clips and holding
a good selection of 46 fully dressed gut 
eyed salmon flies, including Spey patterns,
lid with applied oval nickel silver trade plaque,
circa 1900
£200-300

130
A very rare early Hardy ebonite 2 ⁵⁄₈” trout
fly winch, tapered horn handle o brass
curved crank winding arm with domed iron
locking screw, twin German silver rims, block
foot (neatly reduced in the “Barton” style to
one end), triple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, winding arm stamped makers
details, overall good condition and a very
rarely seen early example of Hardy reel,
1880’s (see illustration)
£700-1000

** Although never illustrated or fully described
in the early Hardy catalogues this very rare
reel was likely to have been advertised as
either the Best Ebonite or Princess reel see
Drewett J.: Hardy Brothers… pgs. 94/95

131
A Shaun Linsley Perfection Barbel No.3
specimen landing net, two section bamboo
handle with green/gold tipped silk wraps,
brass suction ferrule and leather grip, folding
“V” shaped arms with brass suction ferrule
fittings and knotless mesh net, as new and in
original cloth bag
£150-250
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132
A Davenport & Fordham “Farstrike Avon”
2 piece cane coarse rod, 10’, crimson/gold
tipped wraps, sliding alloy reel fittings,
suction joint and an Aspindale “Suredale” 3
piece whole and built cane float rod, 12’,
green inter-whipped sliding reel fittings,
stand-off rings, both in very good condition,
in bags (2)
£130-180

133
A two matched custom built 2 piece cane
carp and Avon rods, 10’ and 11’, each with
crimson/gold tipped whippings and
decorative whipped butt sections, sliding
alloy reel fittings, fuji rings, suction joints, only
very light use, in bags (2)
£120-180

134
Ten various Wheatley alloy fly boxes
holding an extensive collection of various
trout wet, dry and still-water patterns (10)
£100-150

135
A beechwood double sided fly box
ethafoam lined and holding an interesting
collection of various rubber trout baits
including mayflies, shrimps, grubs, worms,
grass hoppers et al and various hair-wing
salmon flies and two further teak fly boxes
holding a good selection of salmon and trout
(mainly still-water) patterns (3)
£70-100

136
Three black japanned trout dry fly boxes,
two with ivorine backed clip holders and one
with cork bars holding a good selection of
mainly dry fly patterns and a collection of
modern plastic fly boxes holding an
extensive collection of mainly trout patterns,
various makers, Hardy, Sportfish et al (Q)
£100-150 

137
A Hardy Wardle magnifier, black japanned
frame, circular lens brooch bar pin, in  original
cream card box, as new condition, 1950’s 
£90-130

138
A scarce Kanto Bros. 5” alloy mahseer
reel and matching rod, twin stepped
ebonite handles on raised winding plate,
brass bridge foot with twin bolt rod fittings,
six brass drum pillars, rear sliding optional
check button, faceplate stamped makers
details, two piece greenheart rod, 5’,
porcelain line butt and tip rings, 1930’s
£140-240

139
A good Hardy Birmingham 3” trout fly reel
cow horn handle,  bridge foot, ripple cage
pillars, fixed check mechanism, faceplate
stamped Rod in Hand trade mark and
enclosed oval logo, retaining much of the
original bronze patina, ex-Graham Turner
collection, circa 1890
£200-300

140
A fine Ari’t Hart Rainbow sea-trout/light
salmon fly reel, left hand wind model with
bronze anodised finish, brushed alloy spool
with counter-balanced handle and central
milled locking nut, off-set foot, rear lever drag
tension arm with single finger port and set
within an anti-foul rim, backplate with make and
model details and no.286, as new in original
leather zip case and card box (see illustration)
£300-500
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141
An Ari’t Hardy S2 sea-trout fly reel, left
hand wind black anodised model, multi-
perforated drum with counter-balanced
handle and turn screw drum release latch,
annular line guide, stancheon foot, rear plate
with six large ventilation  ports and spindle
mounted tension regulator, numbered 407
and in new/unused condition, with original
suedette pouch and card box
£250-450

142
A rare Ari’t Hart Exclusive trout fly reel
with 24ct gold plated fittings, left hand
wind model with counter-balanced handle,
multi-perforated drum, three quarter annular
line guide, rear milled spindle tension adjuster
and solid (no perforations) triform foot
stamped makers logo, only very light signs
of use and in original perspex lidded box and
cloth bag (see illustration)
£450-650

143
A Hardy Driflydresser, alloy side plates, felt
and amadou panels, a Hardy cylindrical
white metal oil bottle, a Cummins oiler, three
further oil bottles and a Palmer line grease
with spring rod clamp fitting (7)
£130-180

144
A Brown-Robertson Lock Joint Tool, in
original brown card trade box, another
similar, an Allcock Jardine white metal pike
gag, a French white metal can opener/priest
of fish form and a brass clearing ring with
drop latch lock (5)
£100-150

145
A scarce French yew wood net gauge of
tapered square pyramidical form, each side
incised and black heightened with detail of
legal size limitation for various species and
stamped maker’s medallion “Forets Peche”,
knop handle, 5 ¹⁄₄” long, 1930’s (see
illustration)
£120-180

146
A rare Hardy “Halford Priceless” 3 piece
(2 tips) five sided built cane trout fly rod,
10’6”, light tan silk broad inter-whippings,
nickel silver sliding reel fitting and seat,
reversible butt spear, lockfast joints, brass
capped bamboo tip tube, lacking butt ring,
1898, in bag
£200-300

147
A fine Hardy “Murdoch” 3 piece cane
salmon spinning rod, 11’6”, crimson silk
inter-whipped, sliding alloy screw grip reel
fitting, agate lined rings, lockfast joints, 1920,
rod is in unused condition and with
beechwood former and original cloth bag
£150-250

148
A Hardy “Expert” 3 piece whole and built
cane float rod, 12’, crimson//green tipped
whippings, sliding alloy reel fittings, suction
joint, made 7 years only, in bag and an
Allcock’s “Carp/Avon” 3 piece cane coarse
rod, 10’, brown silk wraps, sliding screw grip
reel fitting, in bag (2)
£140-180
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149
A 19tthh Century iron looping hook, clamp
table fitting base and long wire hook, used
by out-workers for making gut eyed salmon
fly loops, circa 1880
£70-100

150
A rare Hardy Barton 3 ¹⁄₄” trout fly reel,
reverse tapered ebonite handle, off-set
ribbed brass foot, three screw drum latch,
rectangular white metal line guide, milled
nickel silver rim tension screw and Mk.II
check mechanism, interior stamped “J.S.”
(Jimmy Smith), reel with only light wear to
lead finish and in Hardy Selvyt reel bag, a
rarely seen model of which only 109 were
produced between 1935-39 (see illustration)
£2000-2500

151
A Hardy Silex Major 3 ¼” bait casting reel
and block leather case, shallow cored
drum with slotted arbour, twin ivorine
handles and spring release latch, brass foot,
rim mounted ivorine casting trigger and rear
milled nickel silver weight regulator,
backplate with applied alloy retailers plaque
for  Manton & Co. of Calcutta and stamped
make and model details, only light wear from
normal use, circa 1925
£200-300

152
A fine Hardy St George Junior 2 ⁹⁄₁₆” trout
fly reel, ebonite handle, ribbed alloy foot,
white agate line guide (no cracks), two screw
drum latch, milled rim tension screw and
Mk.II check mechanism, in new/unused
condition and in original cream card box
£400-600

153
A Hardy Bouglé limited edition USA
model 3” trout fly reel, ivorine handle,
polished alloy foot, triple raised pillars (one
roller), strapped rim tension screw and 1906
style calliper spring check mechanism,
no.774, in new/unused condition and in
block leather case and card box
£200-300

154
A rare Thomas Longman, London 3”
brass folding handle trout winch, turned
ivory handle on straight crank winding arm
with milled locking disc and domed iron
locking screw, cut away rim section to house
handle when folded, block foot, (filed at both
ends), triple cage pillars, rear raised check
housing, fixed check mechanism, faceplate
script engraved “Thomas Longman Esq., 30
Paternoster Row”, previously unseen
maker/retailer, circa 1860 (see illustration)
£400-600
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155
A superb Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 4 ¹⁄₄”
salmon fly reel and block leather case,
domed ivorine handle, brass foot, strapped
rim tension screw with Turk’s head locking
nut and 1906 calliper spring check
mechanism, drum with four rim cusps and
milled nickel silver locking screw, faceplate
stamped Rod in Hand trade mark and
straight line logo, the reel is in almost as new
condition and retains virtually all the original
bronze patina and lead finish, case is in
similar condition and still holds the original
Turk’s head split key held in a leather tab
within lid interior, circa 1906 (see illustration)
£1400-1800

156
A rare early brass wide drummed pirn
style winch, turned horn handle on straight
crank winding arm, riveted block foot and
triple cage pillars, rear plate with raised
spindle boss and incised concentric band
decoration, foot has been shortened at some
point in time and shows a trace of holes for
affixing to rod (probably reduced to fit onto a
later rod fitting), drum holding small quantity
of early horse hair line, 2 ⁷⁄₈” x 3 ³⁄₈”, circa
1760-80 (see illustration)
£300-500

157
A Malloch 3 ¹⁄₄” brass side casting reel,
tapered horn handle, swiveling brass foot
with integral line guide, rim mounted optional
check lever and reversible drum, faceplate
stamped oval logo, circa 1910 and another
similar earlier reel, finish worn (2)
£100-150

158
A Hardy Altex No.1 Mk.V fixed spool reel,
dark lead finish right hand wind model with
folding ebonite handle, full bail; arm and
ebonite spool, only very light signs of use and
a similar reel with lighter grey enamel finish
and folding left hand wind handle, both
1950’s (2)
£120-180

159
A Hardy Altex No.2 Mk.IV fixed spool reel,
scarce black war-time painted finish model
with folding left hand wind ebonite handle,
full bail arm and alloy spool and a Hardy
Hardex No.1 Mk.I threadline casting reel,
turned ebonite handle, half bail arm and
ebonite spool (2)
£70-100

160
A rare Hardy Silex Multiplier 2 ³⁄₄” bait
casting reel, ebonite handle on off-set
circular drive plate, ribbed brass foot, ivorine
bar casting trigger and rear quadrant weight
indicator with milled nickel silver rim adjuster,
drive plate stamped make and model details,
only light wear to lead finish, circa 1928 (see
illustration)
£600-900
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161
A Hardy Silex Major 4” bait casting reel,
shallow cored drum with twin ebonite
handles and spring release latch, brass foot,
brass auxiliary rim brake, ivorine rim casting
trigger and rear milled nickel silver weight
regulator button, light wear from normal use
only, circa 1925
£130-180

162
A C. Farlow & Co. 4¹⁄₂” Patent Lever brass
salmon fly reel and block leather case,
waisted cow horn handle, pierced block foot,
rear thumb screw tension adjuster , fixed
check mechanism, backplate script
engraved makers details, reel retains virtually
all the original bronze patina, case
distressed, circa 1890
£140-180

163
A scarce Hardy 1911 model line drier, oak
construction with folding panel arms, one
with ivorine winding handle, brass folding
stancheon, stamped makers details,
rectangular base with Universal alloy reel
fitting and sliding spring reel locking arm,
circa 1911
£180-260

164
An Allcock Easicast 4” alloy bait casting
reel, twin xylonite handles, cut-away rim
section, brass foot and three rim mounted
casting controls and two similar reels by
Hatton and Ogden Smith (3)
£90-130

165
A scarce Allcock Aerial model 5101-T1
3 ¹⁄₂” narrow drummed centre pin reel,
caged and six spoked drum withy twin
tapered horn handles and ebonite flanges,
front flange stamped “patent applied for”,
brass stancheon foot, alloy backplate with
sliding brass option al check button and
calliper spring check mechanism, only light
sign of use, circa 1900 (see illustration)
£600-900

166
A fine Hardy Eureka 3 ¹⁄₂” narrow
drummed trotting reel, shallow cored drum
with twin ebonite handles and nickel silver
telephone release latch, ribbed brass foot,
rim mounted optional check lever, backplate
stamped make and model details, only very
light signs of wear to lead finish, 1930’s
£200-250

167
A 19tthh Century steamed fruitwood trout
fisher’s creel of demi-lune form, hinged 
lid with oval fish hole and brass drop latch
lock, cream painted interior, leather and
canvas shoulder strap with brass loop
mounts, circa 1870
£200-300

168
A Brady Conway wicker trout fisher’s
creel, flared basket with twin pocket canvas
and leather trimmed front panel and cover,
canvas and leather carry strap, 1960’s
£50-80
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169
A Hardy Sea Silex 5” sea centre pin reel,
solid drum with twin reverse tapered ebonite
handles and nickel silver telephone drum
latch, brass foot and four rim mounted casting
controls, wear form normal use only, 1930’s
£250-350

170
A rare Hardy Silex No.2 Patent Surf 5” sea
centre pin reel, walnut and alloy backed
drum with twin bulbous horn handles on
nickel silver triform plates, brass telephone
drop locking latch, Bickerdyke line guide,
brass lined backplate with ivorine rim
mounted Silex action brake lever and milled
tension screw, starback foot stamped make
and model details, reel is in overall excellent
condition and a rarely seen model made
1912-13 only (see illustration)
£500-800

171
A Hardy Sea Silex 6” sea centre pin reel,
solid drum with twin reverse tapered ebonite
handles and nickel silver telephone drum
latch, brass foot and four rim mounted
casting controls, worn finish, 1930’s
£200-300

172
A Hardy black japanned salmon fly box,
cream painted interior fitted forty spring clips
and holding a selection of 25 fully dressed
gut eyed salmon flies and three various
Malloch black japanned salmon fly boxes
holding a selection of eyed salmon flies
including hair-wing and doubles (4)
£140-240

173
A Hardy Silex 4¹⁄₂” bait casting reel, caged
drum with twin ivorine handles mounted on
alloy crossbar arm, spring release latch and
jeweled spindle bearing, brass bridge foot,
cut-away rim section, three rim mounted
casting controls, rim cracked beside foot
pillar and a similar 3 ¹⁄₂” model;, lacking
casting mechanism, both circa 1905 (2)
£100-150

174
A Salter SEJ Fly Fisher’s Winch 2 ³⁄₄” trout
fly reel, brass and ebonite construction with
tapered horn handle, German silver rims,
bridge foot, triple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate engraved model
details, circa 1900
£140-180

175
A fine and rare Improved Chippindale
multiplying threadline casting reel, alloy
construction with domed ivorine handle on
off-set brass crank winding arm, stancheon
foot fitted spring loaded rectangular wire line
guide, nickel plated spool with milled brass
spindle tension adjuster, backplate stamped
make and model details and “No.74C”, reel
is in near new condition and in original fitted
case with two spare spools, circa 1915 (see
illustration)
£400-600
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176
A Hardy “Deluxe” 3 piece (2 tips) cane
trout fly rod, 8’, crimson wraps and cane silk
inert-whippings, alloy screw grip reel fitting,
1958, spare tip short, in bag and a Hardy 2
piece cane trout fly rod, 10’, crimson inter-
whipped, alloy sliding reel fitting, distressed
state, no bag (2)
£100-150

177
An Oliver’s of Knebworth 2 piece cane
trout/sea-trout fly rod, 10’, green/gold
tipped wraps and green silk inter-whippings,
alloy screw grip reel fitting, suction joint, light
use only, in bag
£120-160

178
A Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips) cane
salmon fly rod, 12’6”, crimson inter-whipped,
sliding alloy screw grip reel fitting, lockfast
joints, 1958, little used condition, in bag
£200-300

179
A Hardy “Itchen” 3 piece (2 tips) cane trout
fly rod, 9’6”, green inter-whipped, alloy screw
grip reel fitting, suction joints, 1954, in bag
£120-160

180
A rare Allcock’s Allies Pectoral bait, the
1 ¹⁄₂” fish shaped horn lure with painted
decoration, twin nickel silvered head spinning
vanes and three gut mounted fly treble hooks
with barrel head swivel, circa 1870 (see
illustration)
£250-450

** See Sandford C.: Best of British Baits pg.22

181
A Geens Combination Spoon, the 1 ¹⁄₄” bait
with painted blade head, rear mounted flying
treble hooks and box head swivel, stamped
makers name and a Warner’s 2” split devon
metal bait with painted decoration, four gut
mounted treble hooks and in original card
box (2)
£120-180

182
Ten various split metal devon minnows
sizes 2 ¹⁄₄” -2” and each with painted
decoration and in original card boxes, three
lacking lids (10)
£100-200

183
A Warner’s (Gregory) Cartman 1 ¹⁄₂”
spinning bait, the half fish shaped lure with
amber/black spot glass eye, incised scale
decoration, twin spinning vanes, one stamped
retailers logo and central revolving spindle with
rear treble hook, circa 1900 (see illustration)
£200-300

184
A scarce Foster’s Kill Devil 2” devon
minnow bait, the metal fish shaped lure
with painted decoration, split sides, two large
open spiral head vanes and three gut
mounted flying treble hooks, circa 1910
£120-160
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185
A very rare Hardy Raised Pillar 3 ¹⁄₂” brass
salmon winch, tapered horn handle, bridge
foot and quadruple raised drum pillars, fixed
check mechanism, faceplate with central
raised two screw spindle boss and stamped
Rod in Hand trade mark and enclosed oval
logo, light wear to bronze patina from normal
use, a very rarely seen early model, circa
1890 (see illustration)
£1000-1500

186
A Paton, Perth 4 ¹⁄₂” salmon fly reel,
rosewood and brass construction with
bulbous treen handle, bridge foot, quadruple
pillared cage and fixed check mechanism,
faceplate with two screw spindle boss and
stamped makers details, hairline crack to
backplate, circa 1890
£160-240

187
A rare Percy Wadham Cowes 3 ¹⁄₂”
Spinning, Trolling and Casting reel, ebonite
and brass construction, ebonite drum with
perforated and dished front flange, twin ivorine
handles and central milled brass tension
screw,  brass cage with triple cage pillars,
bridge foot and rear with three large cut-away
sections for finger braking and central raised
check housing with sliding optional check
button and screw brake tension adjuster,
stamped makers details, very good overall
condition, circa 1920 (see illustration)
£200-300

188
A scarce Reflex 3¹⁄₂” alloy bait casting reel
with Allcock’s retailers details, brushed alloy
drum with twin xylonite handles, bridge foot,
triple cage pillars and three rear mounted
casting controls, backplate stamped model
details and Allcock stag logo, 1940’s
£80-120

189
A Hardy Super Silex 4” bait casting reel,
shallow cored drum with twin ebonite
handles, spring release latch and jewelled
spindle bearing, ribbed brass foot,  rim
mounted ivorine casting trigger and rear
quadrant weight indicator with nickel silver
milled rim tension adjuster, backplate
stamped make and model details, light wear
from normal use only, 1930’s
£160-240
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190
A rare Hardy Super Silex Multiplier 3 ¹⁄₂”
bait casting reel, stepped ebonite handles
on off-set circular drive plate, ribbed brass
foot, polished alloy drum with spring release
latch, rim mounted ivorine casting trigger and
rear quadrant weight indicator with milled
nickel silver tension screw, drive plate
stamped make and model details, light wear
from normal use only, 1930’s (see illustration)
£600-900

191
A fine Hardy “Salmon Fly” 3 piece cane
salmon fly rod, 11’, #7/8, crimson silk wraps,
sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joints, 1968, in
little used condition and in original bag
£250-450

192
A Hardy “Swift Mk.2”  3 piece carbon
trout fly rod, 8’, #4, grey silk wraps, alloy
screw grip reel fitting, spigot joints, as new
condition, in bag and cloth covered tube
£150-250

193
A Greys “Greyflex Mk.2”  4 piece carbon
salmon fly rod, 14’, #’9, brown silk wraps,
alloy screw grip reel fitting, spigot joints, as
new condition, in bag and cloth covered tube
£120-160

194
A Bruce & Walker “Merlin King Stream” 3
piece carbon salmon fly rod, 12’6”, #7/9,
black/green tipped silk wraps, gold anodised
screw grip reel fitting and rosewood seat, 
as new condition, in bag and cloth covered
alloy tube
£120-160

195
An Abel No.5 salmon/salt-water fly reel,
left hand wind model with gold anodised
finish, multi-perforated drum central recessed
well and counter-balanced rosewood handle,
ventilated rear plate with central milled tension
adjuster, as new condition and in original cloth
pouch (see illustration)
£200-300

196
A Hardy Marquis No.1 salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, polished alloy foot, two screw
drum latch, nickel silver “U” shaped line guide
and rear tension adjuster and a similar Marquis
10 light salmon/sea-trout fly reel, both in virtually
unused condition and in zip cases (2)  
£120-180

197
A pair of Hardy Ultralite Disc 8/9 trout fly
reels, ebonite handle, polished alloy foot,
two screw drum latch, nickel silver “U”
shaped line guide and rear milled spindle
tension adjuster, as new condition, in zip
cases (2)
£140-180
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198
A pair of Hardy J.L.H. 8/9 trout fly reels,
ebonite handle, polished alloy foot, two
screw drum latch, nickel silver “U” shaped
line guide and rear milled spindle tension
adjuster, as new condition, in zip cases (2)
£140-180

199
A Hardy Perfect 3⁷⁄₈” light salmon/trout fly
reel, ebonite handle, brass foot (neatly
reduced), nickel silver rim tension screw and
Mk.II check mechanism, reel retains virtually
all the original lead finish, 1930’s
£140-240

200
The exceptionally fine and rare Hardy first
model Brass Perfect “Gweedore” 3”
salmon fly reel, this historically important
reel was formerly the property of James L.
Hardy and is neatly block engraved to the
faceplate; details are in two bands around
the rim; outer band reads; “Gweedore 1890,
1 Salmon, 27 White Trout & 310 Brownies”,
and inner detail; “Gweedore 1891, June,
July, September & October, 42 White Trout,
& 933 Brownies” , the outer lip of the drum
front flange is further engraved “James
Boughey Monk Lingard-Monk, 1890”, the
reel conforms to the 1891 model
specifications with domed ivory handle,
stancheon foot pierced with three holes,
nickel silver wire half line guide on raised rim
lugs, brass strapped tension screw, early
calliper spring check mechanism  and open
ball race with steel bearings, slightly dished
drum with recessed hollow spindle, large and
small perforations and ventilated arbour,
faceplate stamped central patent details and
Rod in Hand trade mark, foot stancheon
faintly stamped “100”, reel is in excellent
overall condition with only light signs of wear
to bronze patina from normal use, circa
1890/91 (see illustration)
£15000-20000

** The Gweedore Brass Perfect reel has been
well documented and is illustrated both in
James L. Hardy’s best-selling book The
House the Hardy Brothers Built pg.133 and
Graham Turner’s first vol. of Fishing Tackle ~
A Collector’s Guide pg. 152. What is of great
interest to the Hardy collector is the engraved
details of the 1890 fishing record as this
model does not appear in Hardy guides until
one year later and was granted a patent in
January 1891, it can be assumed that this
reel was one of the first ever to have been
produced and was possibly sold prior to
becoming commercially available. Gweedore
is an area in West Donegal, Ireland with the
main rivers being the Crady and Crolly, it is
likely this is where Lingard Monk took most
of the fish recorded on the reels inscriptions.
James Boughey Monk Lingard-Monk (1853-
1905) was an Irish magistrate and High
Sheriff of County Donegal.

The reel has never been offered for sale
via public auction before and Angling
Auctions are delighted to have the
opportunity to offer one of the most rare
and historically important Brass Perfect
reels to the collecting market
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201
A fine Hardy Hercules 3¹⁄₄” salmon fly reel,
domed ivorine handle on raised faceplate,
pierced and waisted bridge foot, quadruple
cage pillars, fixed check mechanism,
faceplate with raised two screw spindle boss
and stamped Rod in Hand trade mark and
enclosed oval logo, reel retains much of the
original bronze patina, circa 1890
£200-300

The following 4 lots are examples of the
L.H. Design (Leen Huismann) titanium reel
series, the first two being early pre-patent
examples

202
A rare L.H. Design Holland Series #11/12
4 ½” titanium salmon fly reel, numbered
001 left hand wind model with multi-
perforated drum, counter-balanced handle,
raised spindle locking nut, stancheon foot,
annular line guide, triple pillars (one double),
rear plate with ridged tension adjuster and
engraved make and pat pending details,
excellent overall condition (see illustration)
£500-800

203
A rare L.H. Design Holland Series #8 3³⁄₈”
wide drummed titanium salmon fly reel,
numbered 001 left hand wind model with
multi-perforated drum, counter-balanced
handle, raised spindle locking nut, stancheon
foot, annular line guide, triple pillars (one
double), rear plate with tapered tension
adjuster and engraved make and pat.
pending details, excellent overall condition
£400-600

204
A rare L.H. Design A-Series style Baby
Trout titanium 2¹⁄₂” wide drummed fly reel,
ventilated exposed drum with counter-
balanced handle, Bickerdyke line guide,
stancheon foot and rim mounted screw
tension regulator (possible prototype
design?), backplate with a half crescent of
large and small ventilation holes, excellent
overall condition
£400-600

205
A very rare L.H. Design Series A #5 Mayfly
pattern 2 ³⁄₄” titanium trout fly reel, drum
with ventilated rear flange and front plate with
turned handle and two filigree stylized
mayflies. Bickerdyke line guide, rear raised
two-way tension adjuster with rubber finger
grip and engraved makers details, a rarely
seen early variant lacking the handle counter-
balance, excellent condition (see illustration)
£500-800

206
A fine and rare Hardy Perfect 3 ¹⁄₈” 1906
check trout fly reel, domed ivorine handle,
brass foot, strapped rim tension screw and
1906 calliper spring check mechanism,
contracted drum with four rim cusps and
milled nickel silver locking screw, faceplate
stamped central circular logo, reel retains
much of the original lead finish and is in very
good overall condition, circa 1906
£400-600
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207
A 19tthh Century brass gut twisting engine,
circular brass gear housing with three iron
pick up hooks and tapered horn handle on
curved crank winding arm, mounted onto a
tapered threaded table screw, circa 1880
(see illustration)
£200-300

208
A 19th Century hand held fly tying vice,
brass collared bulbous wooden handle and
steel flat head spring locking jaws with
butterfly locking nut, circa 1880
£100-150

209
A scarce Hardy Harlaw ebonite dry fly
oiler of fountain pen form, brush oiler and
brass pocket clip, stamped makers details
to pen body, circa 1945
£130-180

210
A very rare C. Farlow & Co. Ltd. turn-table
threadline casting reel, trout sized 2 ¹⁄₄”
alloy reel with xylonite winding handle, slotted
arbour drum with domed brass retaining nut
and swiveling brass stancheon foot with
spring trigger release, faceplate stamped
Holdfast logo and makers details, excellent
overall condition and a very rarely seen
example, circa 1925 (see illustration)
£1000-1500

211
A Malloch black japanned rectangular
salmon fly box, cream painted interior fitted
swing leaf and fitted bars of spring clips,
holding a good selection forty fully dressed
gut eyed salmon flies, mainly larger examples
(up to 9/0) and including; Gold Riach, Lady
Caroline, Purple King, Grey Heron patterns
et al, lid with applied oval nickel silver trade
plaque, circa 1900
£200-300

212
A fine C. Farlow & Co. Ltd. oak salmon fly
reservoir, the rectangular cabinet fitted six
lift out trays, each with aluminum plate base
and fitted bars of nickel silver spring fly clips,
holding a good selection of 84 fully dressed
salmon flies, including 56 gut eyed
examples, patterns include; Jock Scott, Red
Ranger, Thunder & Lightning, Black Dog et
al, case with ivorine trade plaque to lid
interior and recessed white metal carrying
handle, very good overall condition, circa
1920 (see illustration)
£1000-1500

213
An Orvis C.F.O. V trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, alloy foot, two screw drum latch and
rear tension regulator and an Orvis
“Hampshire” 3 piece carbon trout fly rod, 10’,
#7, crimson wraps, screw grip reel fitting and
rosewood reel seat, in bag and alloy tube,
both in little used condition (2)
£130-180
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214
An Orvis C.F.O. IV trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, alloy foot, two screw drum latch and
rear tension regulator and a Sage “RPL+” 3
piece carbon trout fly rod, 10’, #5, nickel
silver screw grip reel fitting and wooden seat,
in bag and alloy tube (2)
£140-180

215
A Hardy Marquis #7 trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, alloy foot, two screw drum latch and
rear tension regulator, in zip case and a
Hardy “Graphite” 2 piece trout fly rod, 9’3”,
#7/8, black/scarlet tipped wraps, alloy screw
grip reel fitting, in bag, both with light use
only (2)
£120-160

216
A pair of Hardy Marquis 8/9 trout fly reels,
each with ebonite handle, alloy foot, two
screw drum latch and rear tension regulator,
light use only and in zip cases (2)
£100-150

217
A pair of Hardy Marquis 8/9 trout fly reels,
each with ebonite handle, alloy foot, two
screw drum latch and rear tension regulator
and a similar Hardy Marquis #5 trout fly reel
and spare spool, all with only light use and in
zip cases (3)
£130-180

218
A fine Ari’t Hart Deluxe table fly tying vice,
rectangular black anodised alloy base with
adjustable telescopic screw locking jaws,
magnifier lens and pen style spot-beam light
fitting with reflective mirror cap, the vice comes
in the original fitted teak and perspex lidded
case, in unused condition and is sold with an
Ari’t Hart tackle brochure (see illustration)
£400-600

219
A good Sharpe’s “Eighty Eight” 2 piece
cane trout fly rod, 8’8”, #5/6, crimson silk
wraps, gilt alloy screw grip reel fitting,
staggered ferrule, suction joint, little used
condition, in bag
£130-180

220
A rare S.E. Bogdan model 400 multiplying
salmon fly reel, right hand wind model with
black anodised finish, counter-balanced
serpentine crank handle set within an anti-
foul rim, polished alloy foot, rear milled
optional check button and eleven point
graduated tension adjuster, backplate with
applied alloy rectangular trade plaque, light
wear to finish from normal use, mainly to rims
(see illustration)
£1300-1800



221
A Hardy 4/0 Cascapedia limited edition
multiplying salmon fly reel No. 090/500,
right hand wind model of ebonite and nickel
silver construction, serpentine crank wind
handle set within an anti-foul rim, bridge foot,
five cage pillars (two roller), rear graduated
tension adjuster and sliding optional check
button, as new condition and in original block
leather case and card box (see illustration)
£800-1200

222
A Hardy “ Salmon Deluxe” 3 piece (2 tips)
carbon salmon fly rod, 15’4”, #10.crimson/
scarlet tipped wraps, screw grip reel fitting,
some taped whippings and an Orvis  3 piece
carbon salmon fly rod, 13’6”, #10, screw grip
reel fitting, in bags (2)
£130-180

223
A Bruce & Walker “Walker“  3 piece carbon
salmon fly rod, 15’, #10/12, crimson
whippings, anodised crew grip reel fitting and
a Bruce & Walker 3 piece carbon salmon fly
rod, 13’6”, #8/10, sliding reel fitting, in bags (2)
£100-150

224
A Hardy “Salmon Deluxe” 3 piece cane
light salmon fly rod, 9’6”, #7, scarlet/black
tipped silk wraps, alloy screw grip reel fitting,
lacking extension butt handle, 1969, in bag
and with plastic wrapper to handle and a
Peregrine 3 piece cane salmon spinning rod,
11’6”, crimson whippings, sliding alloy screw
grip reel fitting, some inter-whips missing, in
later bag (2)
£160-240

225
A rare Ari’t Hart Homosassa salt-water
tarpon/big game fly reel, left hand wind
model with salt-water proof black anodised
finish, based on the S3 design with multi-
perforated drum, counter-balanced handle,
turn key drum locking lever, annular line
guide, stancheon foot, rear plate with six
finger ports and spindle mounted milled
tension adjuster, numbered “011”only very
light signs of use (see illustration)
£350-550

226
An Ari’t Hart Tweed S3 salmon fly reel,
silver anodised right hand wind model with
multi-perforated drum, counter-balanced
handle, turn key drum locking lever, annular
line guide, stancheon foot, rear plate with six
finger ports and spindle mounted milled
tension adjuster, numbered “401”, only light
signs of use and in original leather zip pouch
£300-500

227
An Ari’t Hart Tweed S3 salmon fly reel and
spare spool, silver anodised right hand wind
model with multi-perforated drum, counter-
balanced handle, turn key drum locking lever,
annular line guide, stancheon foot, rear plate
with six finger ports and spindle mounted
milled tension adjuster, numbered “408”, only
light signs of use and reel in original leather
zip pouch (see illustration)
£350-550
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228
A Stephenson Blake & Co. rectangular
oak fly tying/fly chest fitted twelve sliding
drawers, each with brass bun handle and
holding a collection of various tying materials,
flies, small quantity of lures and two books
on tying, green baize top, applied makers
plaque to cabinet front, 19 ¹⁄₂” x 14 ¹⁄₂” x 11”
£100-150

229
A Bernard & Son rectangular black
japanned salmon fly reservoir, cream
painted interior with eight lift-out trays each
fitted nickel silver bars of spring fly clips, lid
interior with applied brass trade plaque, drop
hasp lock and wrap-around leather strap,
very good overall condition, circa 1915 
£250-450

230
A rare C. Farlow & Co. Ltd. rectangular
salmon fly reservoir, the canvas and leather
trimmed outter case with stud locking flap
and leather wrap-around strap (a.f.), interior
fitted three removable oak fly boxes fitted twin
brass latches, hessian lined fly holding bars
and containing a good selection of 147 fully
dressed eyed salmon and sea-trout patterns,
case stamped makers details to leather
securing strap, a previously unseen model,
11” x 9 ³⁄₄” x 7”, circa 1950 (see illustration)
£600-900

231
A good Hardy St John 3 ⁷⁄₈” light salmon
fly reel, ebonite handle, alloy foot, two screw
drum latch,  milled nickel silver rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, only very
light signs of wear to enamel finish, 1950’s
£150-250

232
An early Hardy Uniqua 3 ⁵⁄₈” trout fly reel,
ivorine handle, brass foot, nickel silver
horseshoe drum latch and fixed calliper
spring check mechanism, faceplate stamped
make and model details, only light wear to
dark lead finish, circa 1908
£160-260

233
A rare Hardy Perfect 3⁵⁄₈” contracted drum
trout fly reel, domed ivorine handle, brass
foot, strapped rim tension screw and 1906
calliper spring check mechanism, drum with
four rim cusps and milled nickel silver locking
screw, faceplate stamped central circular logo,
only very light wear to lead finish, circa 1908
£400-600

234
A fine Altex No.2 Mk.V fixed spool reel,
left hand wind model with ebonite handle,
sliding optional check button, alloy spool and
full bail arm, as new/unused condition and in
original cream card box, 1950’s
£100-150

235
A very rare Hardy brass Combined salmon
gaff and spring balance, the two drawer
extending gaff with Firth steel head and hinged
point cover, stamped makers details, lower
section of shaft holding a 0-40lbs spring
balance with hook recess in main column which
is locked by the milled screw butt cap, iron belt
loop and spring clip, rarely seen item in good
overall condition, circa 1900 (see illustration)
£1000-1500



235a
A Hardy Perfect 3 ³⁄₄” salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, revolving
nickel silver line guide, rim mounted tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, nickel
silver drum locking screw, light wear from
normal use only, 1930’s
£300-400

236
A fine and rare Hardy “C.C. de France” 2
piece cane  brook trout fly rod, 6’6”,
crimson inert-whipped, sliding alloy reel
fitting, suction joint, 1960, re-varnished at
some time and in excellent overall condition,
in bag
£200-300

237
A scarce Farlow “Elf” 2 piece cane brook
trout fly rod, 6’10, #5, crimson silk wraps,
sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint, light use
only, in bag
£150-250

237a
A Young’s of Harrow “The Fly” 2 piece
cane brook trout fly rod, 4’4”, scarlet/black
tipped silk wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting,
suction joint, near new condition, in bag
£140-240

238
A Hardy “LRH Dry/Wet” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 9’3”, crimson/green
tipped silk wraps, alloy screw grip reel fitting,
suction joint, 1953, slight hook damage to
handle otherwise good condition, in bag
£180-260

238a
A Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips) salmon fly
rod, 12’6”, crimson inter-whipped, sliding
alloy screw grip reel fitting, lockfast joints,
1955, in bag
£200-300

239
A Hardy St George 3 ³⁄₈” trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, three
screw drum latch, white agate line guide (two
fine hairline cracks), rim tension screw and
Mk.II check mechanism, light wear to finish
from normal use and lightly initialed to
faceplate, circa 1930
£150-250

240
A rare four spoke Coxon Aerial model
4108A-T2 3 ³⁄₄” centre pin reel, caged and
four spoked drum with twin tapered horn
handle, drum release fork and tension
regulator, brass starback foot, walnut
backplate with sliding brass optional check
button and calliper spring check mechanism,
front ebonite drum flange stamped “patent”,
very good overall condition, circa 1905 (see
illustration)
£1300-1800

241
A Hardy Silex No.2 wide drummed 4 ¹⁄₄”
bait casting reel, shallow core drum with
twin ivorine handles, spring release latch and
jeweled spindle bearing, brass foot, rim
mounted ivorine casting trigger and rear
nickel silver tension regulator button, only
very light wear to lead finish, circa 1917
£140-240 
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241a
A Hardy Silex No.2  3¹⁄₄” bait casting reel,
narrow drum with slotted shallow core, twin
ivorine handles and three screw latch,  alloy foot
(chipped), rim mounted Indian rubber casting
trigger and milled tension screw, backplate
stamped make and model details, circa 1920
£120-160

242
A scarce Hardy Perfect 2 ⁷⁄₈” 1906 check
trout fly reel, domed ivorine handle, brass
foot, strapped rim tension screw and 1906
calliper check mechanism, drum with four
rim cusps and milled nickel silver locking
screw, faceplate stamped central circular
logo, only light wear to finish from normal
use, circa 1906 (see illustration)
£600-900

243
A Westley Richards Rolo 3³⁄₄” bait casting
reel, caged drum with twin ivorine handles
and spring release latch, brass foot
(replacement) ivorine rim casting trigger and
two further rim casting controls, interior
stamped “D.710” Walter Dingley, circa 1915
and a Walker Bampton 3 ¾” bait casting reel
of similar design, 1920’s (2)
£140-240

244
A scarce Allcock model 8916 Sea Aerial
4” centre pin reel, tufnol construction with
caged and six spoked drum with twin
xylonite handles, brass stancheon foot, rear
sliding brass optional check button and bar
spring check mechanism, light wear from
normal use only, circa1940
£200-300

245
A rare Allcock Aerial match model 9053-
T1 4” narrow drummed centre pin reel,
caged and six spoked drum with twin
tapered composition handles, brass
stancheon foot, rear plate with two raised line
guide lugs, rear sliding brass optional check
lever and bar spring check mechanism, reel
is in used condition but a rarely seen model
made 1939 only (see illustration)
£700-1000

245a
A Hardy Uniqua 2 ⁷⁄₈” trout fly reel, in
“spitfire” finish alloy, ebonite handle, brass
foot, nickel silver telephone drum latch and
fixed Mk.I check mechanism, light wear from
normal use only, 1940’s
£160-240

246
A rare Hardy Pomeroy West Indian Tarpon
reel, the 4 ³⁄₄” reel of gunmetal construction,
solid drum with twin bulbous horn handles
on elliptical nickel silver plates, milled spindle
tension nut and domed locking screw,
Bickerdyke line guide, stancheon foot with
cruciform support, rim mounted ivorine
handled brake lever with Silex No.2 action
mechanism, backplate stamped make and
Silex details, wear from normal use and a
very rarely seen model made 1909-13 only,
circa 1912 (see illustration)
£2500-3500
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247
A rare Hardy Longstone Ebona 5 ¹⁄₈” sea
centre pin reel, solid drum with unusual
reverse tapered ebonite handles (usually cow
horn), central milled nickel silver  tension nut
with domed locking screw, Bickerdyke line
guide, brass foot with nickelled silver
starback support, backplate stamped model
details, light wear from normal use only, circa
1915 (see illustration)
£600-900

248
A rare Hardy Brass Faced Perfect
Houghton Dry Fly 2⁵⁄₈” wide drummed fly
reel, domed ivorine handle, brass foot,
strapped rim tension screw and early calliper
spring check mechanism, slightly contracted
drum with six rim cusps and milled nickel
silver locking screw, faceplate stamped Rod
in Hand trade mark, enclosed oval and
straight line logos, light wear from normal use
only and in hardy Selvyt reel bag, circa 1900
(see illustration)
£1000-1500

249
An extremely rare Hardy Perfect 3 ¹⁄₈”
1906 double line guide trout fly reel and
block leather case, reel with twin red agate
line guides (no cracks), domed ivorine
handle, brass foot, strapped rim tension
screw and 1906 calliper spring check
mechanism, contracted drum with four rim
cusps and nickel silver locking screw,
faceplate with central circular logo, only very
light wear to lead finish and a very rarely seen
model, circa 1906 (see illustration)
£1000-1500

250
An extremely rare Hardy Fortuna Fly 3¹⁄₂”
light salmon/salt-water fly reel, duralumin
construction with twin ebonite handles on
shaped brass cross-bar arm below a milled
tension adjusting wheel and domed drum
locking screw, brass foot, Andreas patent anti-
reverse drum, fixed check mechanism,
backplate stamped make and model details
and with applied alloy retailers name plate for
H. Tisdall, Wellington, Christchurch, Hamilton
N.Z., light wear only from normal use and a very
rarely seen model of which only 77 reels were
produced between 1925-31 (see illustration)
£2000-3000
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251
Three rare Polynesian Ellice Island carved
turtle bone fishing hooks, each of circle
hook form with slightly barbed point and
ribbed shank for securing line, graduating in
size; 7cms, 6.5cms and 5cms, excellent
condition, see Hans Jorgen Hurum: History
of the Fish Hook, pg.29 and Bengt Anell:
Contribution to the History of Fishing in the
Southern Seas, pg.98, fig.8 (see illustration)
£250-350

252
An A. G. Wilson brass 3 ¹⁄₂” salmon fly
winch, turned ivory handle on S” scroll
winding arm with domed iron locking nut,
bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars, fixed
check, faceplate block engraved makers
details, circa 1880
£150-250

252a
An A. G. Wilson brass 3 ³⁄₄” salmon fly
winch, turned ivory handle on S” scroll
winding arm with domed iron locking nut,
bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars, fixed
check, faceplate block engraved makers
details, polished finish, circa 1880
£150-250

253
A Hardy Halcyon Spinner 3” fly bait, nickel
silver ball head with twin propeller blades,
stamped makers name, peacock herl and
feather dressing with rear single treble hook,
circa 1915 (see illustration)
£250-450

254
A good Hardy Birmingham 2 ¹⁄₄” brass
trout fly reel, domed ivorine handle, bridge
foot, triple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate with raised two screw
spindle boss and stamped early shaded Rod
in Hand trade mark and enclosed oval logo,
reel retains much of the original bronze
patina, circa 1890
£200-300

255
A rare Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 4 ³⁄₄”
salmon fly reel, domed ivorine handle, brass
foot (neatly filed at both ends), strapped rim
tension screw with Turk’s head locking nut
and early calliper spring check mechanism,,
drum with four rim cusps and milled nickel
silver locking screw, faceplate stamped Rod
in Hand trade mark, enclosed and straight
line logos, wear from normal use and a rarely
seen size, in original brown card trade box,
circa 1900 (see illustration)
£900-1300

256
A 19tthh Century brass clamp fitting winch,
turned bone handle on curved crank winding
arm, triple cage pillars, riveted block foot
withy clamp fitting and lyre tail locking screw,
circa 1870 and an Alfred & Son brass 2 ¹⁄₂”
plate wind trout fly reel, horn handle, triple
cage pillars, block foot, circa 1890 (2)
£160-240
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257
A collection of Scottish Presentation tackle,
presented to Mr. Duncan McInroy, National
Champion 1929, presented by the Dundee
West End A.C.  and comprising; a Dingley 3½”
alloy light salmon fly reel with ivorine handle,
bridge foot, milled brass locking screw, fixed
calliper check mechanism (replaced), interior
stamped “D.1”, faceplate engraved
presentation details; a Gow & Sons 3 piece (2
tips) cane salmon fly rod, 12’6”, crimson inter-
whipped, sliding brass reel fitting, spigot joints,
in bag and butt cap with engraved details; a
pigskin fly wallet fitted parchment cast and fly
pages, holding a selection of various flies and
casts, ink inscribed and an enamel badge
detailing England V Scotland Loch Leven
match for 1930 (4)
£250-350

258
A black japanned rectangular fly reservoir,
cream painted interior fitted two lower cast
compartments and five lift out trays (one
lacking), each with bars of nickel silver spring
clips and holding a good selection of
approximately 325 salmon, sea-trout and
trout wet fly patterns including 35 gut eyed
fully dressed salmon examples, case with
drop hasp latch, circa 1920 (see illustration)
£250-350

259
A Malloch rectangular japanned salmon
fly reservoir, cream painted interior fitted
four lift-out trays (one lacking) each with
nickel silver bars of spring clips and holding
a selection of  172 fully dressed salmon flies,
including 67 gut-eyed examples,, case with
brass lock and leather carrying handle, 10 ¹⁄₄”
x 8 ¹⁄₂” x 3 ¹⁄₂”, circa 1910
£250-450

260
A fine and rare Hardy Roxburgh salmon
fly reservoir, the polished teak rectangular
case with inset brass name plaque and
leather carrying handle, interior fitted four lift-
out trays with leather tab holders, reservoir
base and trays fitted with bars of nickel silver
spring fly clips and holding a superb
collection of 168 salmon flies including large
examples, 54, gut eyed flies, some low-water
and loch fly patterns, lid interior with white
heightened make and model details, 9 ³⁄₄” x
7 ³⁄₄” x 3 ¹⁄₂”, cabinet is in overall excellent
condition, circa 1910 (see illustration)
£2800-3600

261
An extremely rare and important early
Richard Walker hand built 2 piece cane
carp/pike stalking rod, 8’, crimson silk
wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, “donut” cork
handle, agate lined rings throughout and
suction joint, ink inscribed “Built for Jack
Harris by Stuart Walker, Hitchin”, in bag
£1000-1500
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** The above rod was made by Richard
(Stuart) Walker in the early 1950’s for Jack
Harris, a prominent fellow member of Hitchin
AC, who won numerous club prizes during
the 1950’s. Walker was known to have signed
the early rods he made with his middle name
(Stuart) only rather than the later B. James
examples which carry the Richard Walker
detail. R.W.’s friend and fellow carp angling
legend Pete Thomas has inspected this piece
and confirms, that in his opinion, it is likely to
be one of the first rods built by the great man
himself and is in both original and remarkable
condition – a very rare opportunity to acquire
a piece of early Richard Walker memorabilia
of such historical importance.

262
A fine Edward Barder “Wallis” whole and
built cane 3 piece float rod, 11’6”, crimson
silk inter-whipped, sliding nickel silver reel
fittings, suction joints, stand-off rings, yew
wood ferrule stoppers, rod is in excellent/as
new overall condition and a rarely seen
example of the U.K.’s finest rod builders
work, in bag
£600-900

263
A scarce Hardy “Reservoir” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 9’6”, #7, green/crimson tipped
silk wraps, alloy scr3ew grip reel fitting, suction
joint, 1968. New/unused condition, in bag
£200-300

263a
A fine Hardy “Koh-i-Noor” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8’9”, #7, crimson silk wraps,
sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint, 1968,
new/unused condition, in bag
£180-260

264
A fine Hardy “Palakona” 2 piece cane
brook trout fly rod, 6’, #5, scarlet/green
tipped wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction
joint, 1975, new/unused condition, in bag
£250-350

264a
A fine and rare Pezon et Michel “Ritz
Super Parabolic PPP Super Marvel Type
Hans” 2 piece (2 tips) cane trout fly rod,
7’2”, #4/5, green/scarlet tipped wraps,
anodised screw grip reel fitting, staggered
ferrule, suction joint, in bag and alloy tube
£500-800

265
A rare Allcock Improved Coxon Aerial
model  7995  3” centre pin reel, caged and
six spoked drum with twin xylonite handles,
ventilated front drum flange (eight holes),
walnut backplate, brass starback foot,
porcelain revolving line guide, rear brass
sliding check button and calliper spring
check mechanism, good overall condition
and a rarely seen model made 1925-28 only
(see illustration)
£1500-2500 

266
A scarce Hardy Taupo Perfect 3 ⁷⁄₈” wide
drummed trout fly reel, ebonite handle,
polished alloy foot, nickel silver line guide,
milled rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, only very light wear to enamel
finish, 1950’s
£300-500
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267
A very rare Hardy Davy 3 ¹⁄₂” narrow
drummed trout fly reel, drum with multi-
perforated faceplate, twin ebonite handles
and nickel silver telephone release latch,
ribbed alloy foot, milled nickel silver rim
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism,
backplate stamped make and model details,
only very light signs of use and a rarely seen
model made in limited numbers between
1930-39 (see illustration)
£1000-1500

268
A fine Hardy “Phantom” 2 piece cane
brook trout fly rod, 6’10”, #5, black/scarlet
tipped silk wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting,
suction joint, 1966, as new condition, in bag
£240-340

268a
A fine Orvis “Madison” 2 piece
impregnated cane trout fly rod, 8’, #7,
mid-tan silk wraps, alloy screw grip reel
fitting, suction joint, in bag and alloy tube
£250-450

269
A fine Farlow “Elf” 2 piece cane brook
trout fly rod, 6’10, #5, crimson silk wraps,
sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint, excellent
condition, in bag
£150-250

269a
A good Partridge “Arnold” 2 piece cane
brook trout fly rod, 7’9”, #6, gold/crimson
tipped silk wraps, nickel silver sliding reel
fitting and rosewood reel seat, suction joint,
unused condition, in bag
£140-240

270
A very rare Hardy Silex Rex bait casting
reel, twin reverse tapered ebonite handles
on “S” scroll Monel crank winding arm,
ribbed brass foot, level line mechanism,
milled nickel silver spindle caps, rear optional
check lever and faceplate with inset spare
level line pawl capsule, only very light wear
to lead finish and a rarely seen model
produced 1935-37 only (see illustration)
£1800-2600

271
A large Farlow pigskin salmon fly wallet
and gut eyed flies, the rectangular wallet
with tooled decoration and wrap-around
strap, interior fitted parchment fly pages and
end pouch cast pockets, holding a very
good collection of 165 fully dressed gut eyed
salmon flies, various patterns and sizes,
wallet interior gilt stamped makers details,
10 ¹⁄₂” x 8 ¹⁄₂”, circa 1890
£400-600
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272
A fine Hardy Perfect Houghton Dry Fly
2 ⁵⁄₈” wide drummed trout fly reel, domed
ivorine handle, brass foot, strapped rim
tension screw and 1906 calliper spring check
mechanism, slightly dished drum with four
rim cusps and milled nickel silver locking
screw, faceplate stamped central circular
logo, reel retains much of the dark lead finish
and with only light signs of use, circa 1908
£1000-1500

273
An exceptionally fine and rare Hardy Silex
Multiplier 1st model “oil pipe” 3 ¹⁄₂” bait
casting reel, ebonite handle on off-set
circular drive plate, brass foot, alloy drum with
shallow arbour, turned ivorine bar casting
trigger and milled rim tension screw with rear
nickelled brass weight indicator, external oil
pipe with nickel silver strap bracket,  faceplate
stamped  make and model details, reel is in
very fine condition with only very light signs of
wear to lead finish, an exceptionally rare
model with factory records showing only 39
models having been produced before 1928,
when the model was recorded as having
changed design to a differing casting trigger
and the rear ivorine quadrant weight indicator
(See Drewett J.: Hardy Bros… pg. 262-265),
in Hardy brown card trade box, circa 1925
(see illustration)
£1500-2500

274
A Hardy “LRH Salmon Fly” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane salmon fly rod, 14’, green/crimson
tipped wraps, green inter-whipped, sliding
alloy screw grip reel fitting, lockfast joints,
1948, factory restored to as new condition,
in bag
£200-300

274a
A fine Hardy “LRH Greased Line” 3 piece
(2 tips) cane salmon fly rod, 13’,
green/crimson tipped wraps, green inter-
whipped, sliding alloy screw grip reel fitting,
lockfast joints, 1958, in bag
£200-300

275
A fine and rare Allcock Improved Coxon
Aerial model 7995  3 ¹⁄₂” centre pin reel,
caged and six spoked drum with twin
xylonite handles, ventilated front drum flange
(eight holes), walnut backplate, brass
starback foot, porcelain revolving line guide,
rear brass sliding check button and calliper
spring check mechanism, good overall
condition and a rarely seen model made
1925-28 only (see illustration)
£1500-2500 
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276
A rare Hardy Special Perfect 3 ¹⁄₄” wide
drummed trout fly reel, domed ivorine
handle on raised winding plate, brass foot,
strapped rim tension screw and 1906 calliper
spring check mechanism, drum with milled
nickel silver locking screw and four rim
cusps, faceplate stamped central circular
logo, the frame has been re-leaded at some
time otherwise in very good overall condition
and showing only light signs of wear from
normal use, circa 1908 (see illustration) 
£1300-1800

277
A good Hardy “C.C. de France 2 piece
cane trout fly rod, 9’, cane silk inter-
whippings, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction
joint, 1958, in bag
£160-240

277a
A fine and rare Hardy “Phantom” 2 piece
cane brook trout fly rod, 6’, #5, black/scarlet
tipped silk wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting,
suction joint, 1967, ink inscribed previous
owners name, excellent condition, in bag
£250-450

278
A fine and rare set of three Hardy Club Fly
Boxes; comprising the “Reservoir”, “Mayfly”
and “Small” boxes, each of the satin
mahogany rectangular cases fitted with
removable parchment covered fly bars,
reservoir with double sided compartments
and each with white heightened model name
to lid top and interior also white stamped
with make and model details, all of the boxes
are in superb overall condition and are
stamped with the previous owner initials
“J.E.L.” circa 1905 (see illustration)
£1500-2500

279
A fine and rare Milward’s “Holland Pocket
Combination Cycle” 14 piece (3 tips)
greenheart valise combination trout rod,
making varying sized rods and designed to fit
onto a bicycle cross-bar, black silk inter-
whipped, brass sliding reel fittings, two
detachable  handles (one of which can be
used with the landing net shaft when not
utilised as a rod section), spigot joints, snake
rings, butt cap stamped model details,
overall excellent condition and mounted into
a baize backed framed and glazed display
case, with bag, circa 1900 (see illustration)
£400-600
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279a
A good Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips) cane
salmon fly rod, 12’6”, crimson 
inter-whippings, sliding alloy screw grip reel
fitting, lockfast joints, 1960, little used
condition, in bag
£200-300

280
A very rare late 18tthh/early 19tthh Century
leather pot belly creel, flared base with
cream painted interior, stitched seams and
two rear ports to take leather shoulder strap,
rear panel stamped “Jas. Matt” being either
the maker or original owners details, lid with
full length brass pin hinge and with two relief
applied diamond shaped panels with red
painted heart motifs which flank the heart
shaped central fish hole, original pommel and
lanyard strap lock is now lacking, lid slightly
misshapen due to age otherwise in very good
overall condition and a fine example, 14¹⁄₂”
wide, circa 1800 (see illustration)
£4000-6000

280a
A fine French wicker and leather bound
trout fisher’s creel of gently flared form,
hinged lid with rectangular fish hole and
brass buckle latch, leather should strap, in
excellent condition for its age, circa 1900
£250-350

281
A fine and rare Hardy Carry-All English
wicker creel, flared form and of two section
construction with lower fish section and
upper compartment fitted lunch tray, hinged
lid with rectangular fish hole to one side and
large brass drop latch lock, stamped makers
name and with diamond registration mark
dated 12.7.83, stitched webbing shoulder
strap, a previously unseen larger example
17” wide x 11” high and in excellent overall
condition, circa 1883 (see illustration)
£500-800

281a
A fine 19thCentury Elmwood demi-lune
trout fisher’s creel, gently flared form,
hinged lid with an unusual brass spring latch
lock, cast/tackle compartment to interior,
cream painted interior, brass drop hasp latch
with shaped escutcheon, excellent condition,
circa 1860
£300-400

282
A rare Hardy Houghton trout fisher’s creel,
the English wicker basket of gently flared form
with reverse opening canvas lined and leather
hinged lid, cable laid and leather trimmed mesh
basket to front panel, interior fitted wooden lift
out lunch tray, rectangular side mounted fish
hole, brass loop and pin latch and back panel
with canvas and leather should strap and
applied rectangular trade plaque, very good
overall condition, circa 1905 (see illustration)
£400-600
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283
A rare T.P. Luscombe 5” brass wide
drummed mahseer winch, turned horn
anti-foul handle on straight crank winding
arm with domed iron locking screw, block
foot (neatly reduced at one end), five cage
pillars, fixed check mechanism, faceplate
stamped retailers details, reel retains much
of the original bronze patina, circa 1890
£200-300

283a
A T.P. Luscombe & Co. Brass 3 ¹⁄₂” wide
drummed mahseer winch, domed cow horn
handle on waisted straight crank winding arm
bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars, fixed
check mechanism, faceplate stamped oval
trade mark and a  Luscombe 2¹⁄₂” brass trout
winch, tapered horn crank handle, anti-foul
rim, fixed check, both circa 1895 (2)
£150-250

284
A fine Edwardian leather bound
photograph album and contents, the half
morocco red leather bound album containing
a collection of 134 black and white
photographs mainly of fishing interest
including salmon fishing on the Rivers Dee
(Dinnet water) and Beauly, one page ink
illustrated with a salmon coming to the fly
and with the signatures of the various anglers
also included on a number of the pages, two
pages dated 1908 and 1910, five
photographs loose and front cover interior
ink inscribed “Gladys Smith, Wigthorpe
House, Worksop” (see illustration)
£300-500

285
A rare Hardy Brass Perfect 1896 model
4 ¹⁄₄” salmon fly reel, domed ivory handle,
pierced brass foot (reduced at one end),
strapped rim tension screw with Turk’s head
locking nut, open ball race with phosphor
bronze bearings, slightly dished drum with
perforated front flange (the smaller
perforations have been neatly drilled to a
larger size at some point in time) and central
milled nickel silver drum locking screw,
faceplate stamped Rod in Hand trade mark,
enclosed oval and straight line logo’s, foot
misshapen at one end otherwise wear from
general use only, circa 1896 (see illustration)
£1500-2500

286
A scarce Hardy 3 ³⁄₈” Trade trout fly reel,
lacquered alloy model with ebonite handle,
brass foot, domed brass drum locking screw
and fixed Mk.I check mechanism, backplate
stamped make and model details, light wear
only, 1940’s
£180-260

287
A scarce Haywood brass multiplying
winch, tapered bone handle on off-set
curved crank winding arm, rim mounted
drum locking lever, triple cage pillars, riveted
block foot, faceplate stamped makers name,
good overall condition, circa 1860
£180-260
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288
A rare Hardy New Patent Tackle Book,
rectangular hide case opening to reveal two
felt line panels of cork and button fly and cast
holders and twin cast pouches to one end,
twin stud fasteners and gilt stamped makers
details, 9” wide, a rarely seen model, circa
1895 (see illustration)
£200-300

289
A scarce Hardy Perfect 4” salmon fly reel,
winding plate with fat ebonite handle and
rarely seen turned alloy spindle cap, brass
foot, revolving nickel silver line guide, milled
drum locking screw, rim tension regulator
and Mk.II check mechanism, faceplate
stamped circular logo and model details.,
light wear from normal use only, circa 1930
£500-700

290
An exceptionally rare Hardy solid nickel
(German) silver Hercules 3 ¹⁄₂” salmon fly
reel, domed ivorine handle on raised winding
plate with two screw raised central spindle
boss, bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars,
fixed check mechanism, faceplate stamped
Rod in Hand trade mark, other than a natural
tarnishing/oxidisation of the metal through
age (easily cleaned) the reel is in very good
overall condition and is a previously unseen
model, made to special order only, circa
1895 (see illustration)
£3000-5000

291
An Eaton & Deller brass 4 ¹⁄₄” salmon loch
trolling winch, tapered cow horn handle on
waisted straight crank winding arm with
domed iron locking screw, block foot, five
cage pillars (two double roller), rear raised
check housing, no check, faceplate script
engraved makers details, circa 1880
£250-350

292
A good Hardy Birmingham brass 2 ¹⁄₂”
trout fly reel, horn handle, bridge foot, triple
cage pillars, fixed check mechanism,
faceplate stamped enclosed oval logo, reel
retains virtually all the original bronze patina,
circa 1895
£180-260 

293
A fine and rare Hardy St George Junior
2⁹⁄₁₆” trout fly reel in “spitfire” alloy, ebonite
handle, lacquered brass foot, white agate line
guide (no cracks) , three screw drum latch,
nickel silver milled rim tension screw and Mk.I
check mechanism, interior stamped “J.S.”
(Jimmy Smith), reel is in excellent overall
condition and a rarely seen version of this
popular reel, 1940’s (see illustration)
£700-1000

294
A scarce Hardy Perfect 3 ¹⁄₈” trout fly reel,
ivorine handle, alloy foot, white agate line
guide no cracks), milled nickel silver rim
tension screw and Mk.I check mechanism,
faceplate stamped central circular logo, light
wear from normal use only, circa 1920
£250-350
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The following lot is formerly the property
of A.H.E. Wood (aka Jock Scott),
renowned angler, author and pioneer of
the greased line method of salmon fishing

295
A fine and rare Hardy Unique salmon fly
reservoir, the satin mahogany rectangular
cabinet with inset name plaque to top
engraved “A,H,E, Wood 1”, brass swing
carrying handle, drop flap door opening to
reveal  ten sliding trays with ivorine bun
handles and twin ivorine index tablets to facia,
each tray fitted bars of nickel silver spring fly
clips, lower compartment for moth balls, the
reservoir contains a good selection of 240 low
water salmon flies, mainly being Blue Charm
and Silver Blue low water examples in varying
sizes, it is understood from conversations with
Wood’s great grandson that a good number
of these flies were tied by the renowned
Scottish fly tier Miss Megan Boyd, paper label
applied to cabinet side ink inscribed in Wood’s
hand “Blue Charm and Silver Blue” cabinet 9
¾” x 6 ¾” x  9 ¼”, very slight shrinkage to fall
front door otherwise overall very good
condition, circa 1910 (see illustration)
£3500-5500

PLEASE NOTE: A further collection of fishing
tackle from the property of A.H.E. Wood will
be offered in Angling Auctions Autumn 2015
sale, this will include a further Hardy Unique
Salmon Fly Cabinet (No. 2); an 1895 model
2¹⁄₂” Brass Perfect fly reel, a 4¹⁄₂” 1912
Salmon Perfect, Megan Boyd flies and
various other items of interest.

296
An exceptionally rare Hardy left hand
wind Brass Faced Perfect 3 ¹⁄₈” trout fly
reel, ivorine handle, brass foot, strapped rim
tension screw and early calliper spring check
mechanism, contracted drum with four rim
cusps and milled nickel silver locking screw,
faceplate stamped Rod in Hand trade mark,
open oval and straight line logos, reel has
light overall wear from normal use only,  early
left hand wind models were produced only
to special order, circa 1900 (see illustration)
£2000-3000

297
A fine and rare Hardy St George Multiplier
3 ³⁄₈” trout fly reel, reverse tapered ebonite
handle on off-set circular drive plate, ribbed
brass foot, three screw drum latch, nickel
silver rim tension screw and white agate line
guide (no cracks), unusually both winding
plate and reel stamped make and model
details, reel is in excellent condition and
retains much of the original dark lead finish,
circa 1930 (see illustration)
£1000-1500
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298
A rare Hardy Super Silex Multiplier 3 ¹⁄₄”
bait casting reel, ebonite handle on off-set
circular drive plate, ribbed brass foot,
polished alloy drum with spring release latch
and jeweled spindle bearing, rim mounted
ivorine casting trigger and rear quadrant
weight indicator with nickel silver rim tension
nut, drive plate stamped make and model
details, light wear from normal use only and
in non-Hardy block leather case, 1930’s (see
illustration)
£700-1000

299
A fine and rare Hardy Bouglé 3” trout fly
reel and spare spool, ebonite handle,
ribbed alloy foot, triple raised  drum pillars
(one nickel silver roller) milled rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, faceplate
stamped make and model details, spare
spool in block leather case, light wear to
finish from normal use only, 1920’s See
illustration)
£2000-2500

The following lot is perhaps one of, if not
the, most sought after of all Hardy
collectable fly reels. It is generally accepted
within the piscatorial collecting fraternity
that only two of the All Brass Perfect 1891
model reels are known to exist in the 2¹⁄₄”
trout size. Angling Auctions have sold the
only other known example on two separate
occasions over the preceding 20 years –
the “other” example of this ultra-scarce reel
is now offered for sale at public auction for
the first time

300
The exceptionally rare 1891 Brass Perfect
2¹⁄₄” wide drummed trout fly reel and block
leather case,  domed ivory handle (two fine
hairline cracks), stancheon foot pierced three
holes and stamped “85”, nickel silver wire line
guide to one third of drum and fixed on twin
raised support lugs, strapped rim tension
screw, early calliper spring check mechanism
and open ball race with steel bearings, slightly
contracted drum with ventilated spindle and
dished faceplate pierced large and small
perforations and with central threaded spindle
well, faceplate stamped Rod in Hand trade
mark and central circular 612 patent details,
the reel is in very good overall condition with
the foot very slightly off centre (from fixing to
rod) and showing only the usual signs of use
you would expect for a piece of this age, circa
1891 (see illustration)
£15000-25000
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CASED FISH, TROPHIES & ART

301
Sheila Tilmouth: Beneath Still Waters, ltd.
ed. colour print 173/600 of a Redmire Carp
taking bread flake, pencil signed, framed and
glazed, image 15 x 17 ³⁄₄”
£80-120

302
A H. J. Thomas, Leeds cased Brown
Trout, set amongst aquatic vegetation within
a gilt lined and bow fronted display case, gilt
inscribed “Trout, Taken by R. Mead, from the
River Derwent, 22 May 1914, Wht. 8lbs
2ozs”, paper trade label to top left corner,
30¹⁄₂” wide (see illustration)
£400-600

303
A J. Cooper  & Sons Irish Brown Trout,
mounted in naturalistic setting within a gilt
lined and bow fronted case, gilt inscribed
“Lough Cullen, Ireland, May 11th 1914, Wgt.
4lbs 4ozs, Hy. A. Dawson” case restored at
some time, 27¹⁄₂” wide
£300-500

304
School of Roland Knight: Hooked Pike
and Hooked Perch, pair of oils oil on canvas,
un-signed, framed, gilt slips, 9 ³⁄₄” x 13 ³⁄₄”
£200-400

305
David Hughes: Pike attacking Roach, cold
cast bronze group on stylized riverbed and
reed base and stepped wooden socle, ltd.
ed. no.15/29, 25” wide
£150-250

306
A W.F. Homer Pike set amongst aquatic
vegetation within a gilt lined and bow fronted
case, green backboard with painted reed
decoration and with applied printed legend
plaque “Pike 14lbs 5ozs, Caught by Master
R. Timms, Oxford, 2nd March 1937”, 41 ¹⁄₂”
wide (see illustration)
£600-900

307
Tim Havers, set of five limited edition colour
prints of game fish, no.173/250, pencil
signed, framed and glazed (5)
£130-180

308
David L. Saunders: Study of Carp and
perch, oil on canvas, signed and dated, in
gilt frame, 18” x 26 ¾”
£200-300

309
J. Wetherall: The Big Game Hunter, ltd. ed.
colour print, 3/95, framed and glazed and two
framed colour book plates of flies and tackle (3)
£80-120

310
A rare Hardy cased Sea-Trout mounted in a
naturalistic river bed setting within a rectangular
show case, gilt inscribed “14lbs 12oz Sea-
Trout, Loch Baa, Isle of Mull, July 11th 1930”,
graduated blue backboard with applied ivorine
trade plaque, 40¹⁄₂” wide (see illustration)
£1500-2500



310a
Style of Roland Knight: two hand coloured
prints of hooked salmon, framed and
glazed, a 19th century col. print, a frame of six
Scottish salmon flies and a pastel drawing of
a brass winch, framed and glazed (5)
£90-130

311
A fine W.F. Homer Bream mounted in
naturalistic aquatic setting within a gilt line
and bow fronted display case, gilt inscribed
“Bream, Caught by H. Chauins, at Nazing,
June 16th 1956, Wgt. 6lbs 5ozs.”, graduated
green backboard painted reed decoration
and with applied paper Forest Gate trade
label to top left corner, 27 ³⁄₃” wide (see
illustration)
£400-600

312
A pair of Grayling by W.F. Homermounted in
a naturalistic aquatic setting within a gilt lined
and bow fronted case, gilt inscribed “Grayling,
Caught by Mr, Geo. Dubberley at Quatford,
River Severn, 9th Nov. 1919”, blue backboard
with painted reed decoration and with applied
Woodgrange Rd. trade label to bottom right
corner, 24³⁄₄” wide (see illustration)
£800-1200

313
A mounted display of a Carp skeleton
housed within a picture showcase, displayed
with swim bladder in situ, gill rakes, scale
and pharyngeal teeth to base, top pane
cracked, 20” wide
£100-150

314
A fine Fochaber’s carved Hen Salmon,
the half block fish naturalistically painted and
with relief carved fins, on oak rectangular
backboard with gut eyed fly mounted to
bottom left corner and painted legend “17lbs
Upper Battleby, Sept. 28 1908”, frame
surround lacking to backboard (see illustration)
£1500-2500

315
A Brown Trout preserved by R. Wells,
Watton at Stone, mounted in naturalistic
riverbed setting and gilt lined flat fronted
case, blue backboard with applied paper
legend plate “Brown Trout, Weight 5lbs
Caught River Colne, 1898”, trade label to top
left corner, 27 ¹⁄₄” wide
£200-300

316
A Tench mounted by Peter Stone,
mounted in naturalistic aquatic setting within
a flat front case, gilt inscribed “Tench 7lbs
1oz, Caught by J. Darville, Private
Hertfordshire Lake, June 1982”, paper trade
label; to top right corner, 25” wide
£200-300
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317
A  J. Cooper & Sons Barbel set amongst
aquatic vegetation within a gilt lined and bow
fronted case, gilt inscribed “Barbel 3 ³⁄₄lbs,
Caught by R.K. Sugg 1949”, graduated green
backboard with applied Bath Road trade label
to top right corner.26 “ wide (see illustration)
£600-900

318
A Brown Trout mounted in riverbed setting
within a bow fronted case, gilt inscribed
“Brown Trout, 8lbs 4ozs, Caught 1978 New
River at Hertford”, 30” wide
£200-300

319
A 42lbs Mirror Carp mounted in a naturalistic
setting amongst aquatic vegetation, bow
fronted perspex case, gilt inscribed “Mirror
Carp 42lbs from Private Hertfordshire Lake
1978”, one side panel a.f., 39” wide
£400-600

320
A fine pair of Avon Roach by J. Cooper &
Sons mounted in naturalistic river bed setting
within a gilt lined and bow fronted case, gilt
inscribed “Roach 2lbs & 2lbs 10ozs, Caught at
Ringwood by C.F. Middleton, 27th December
1946”, graduated green painted backboard
with applied Bath Road paper trade label to top
right corner, 23” wide (see illustration)
£800-1200

321
Maurice Pledger: Perch attacking
Gudgeon, colour print, framed and glazed,
another by the same artist of a Leaping
Brown Trout, pencil signed and three further
framed prints by the same artist (5)
£100-150

322
Maurice Pledger: study of Brown Trout
and Rainbow trout, pair of watercolours
each depicting a leaping fish with fly detail,
signed, in oval mounts and frames (2)
£150-250

323
Groves M.J: Study of Atlantic Salmon,
colour print, pencil signed, framed and
glazed, three ltd. ed. prints of game fish by
Malcolm Inns, pencil signed, two printed
pool maps of the Tweed and Tay and a b/w
photo study of an otter (7)
£100-150

323a
A Cooper style Perch, set amongst aquatic
vegetation within a flat fronted showcase,
graduated green backboard with applied paper
legend plaque “Perch 2lbs 3ozs, September
2ns 1973, River Lea”, 19” wide (see illustration)
£300-400

324
A Pike mounted in a naturalistic setting
within a gilt lined and flat front case, gilt
inscribed “Pike, 18lbs Caught by E.R.
Pennell D.F.C., Gosfield, Nov. 10th 1937”,
restored at some time, 43” wide
£400-600
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325
A good pair of Avon Perch by J. Cooper &
Sons, mounted in naturalistic river bed
setting within a gilt lined flat front case, gilt
inscribed “Avon Perch, 3lbs 2ozs & 2lbs,
Caught by J.B. Lowe, Oct. 1945”, green
painted backboard with applied paper Bath
Road trade label to top right corner, 27” wide
(see illustration)
£600-900

326
A pair of Roach, set amongst aquatic
vegetation within a gilt lined and bow fronted
case, interior legend plaque “Roach 2lbs 3ozs
and 2lbs 1oz Taken by K.R. Nimmo from the
River Waveney 19th September 1972 on 1lb
4oz line 16 hook and casters”, 25³⁄₄” wide
£300-500

327
After Brian Elton: limited edition cast
bronze salmon sculpture posed in leaping
mode on a stylised river base, CFA foundry
mark, 25¹⁄₂” wide (see illustration)
£400-600

328
A fine and rare Royal Worcester model of
a Blue Fin Tuna (Thunnus Thynnus) by
Ronald Van Ruyckevelt , no. 75/500 of the
limited edition big game fishes series, 1966,
naturalistically painted and modelled in
leaping pose on stylised sea base and a
rectangular brass and ebonised rectangular
wooden socle,  11 ¹⁄₂” high (see illustration)
£200-300

**The Royal Worcester artist Ronald Van
Ruyckevelt won many awards for his  superb
execution of fish and wildlife sculptures. Born
in 1928, Van Ruyckevelt spent three years in
the ceramics school of the Royal College of
Art before moving to Worcester with his wife
Ruth (also a Worcester modeller) in 1953.

329
A fine and rare Royal Worcester model of
a Broadbill Swordfish (Xiphias Gladius) by
Ronald Van Ruyckevelt, no. 81/500 limited
edition, 1966, naturalistically painted and
modelled in leaping pose on stylised sea
base and a rectangular ebonised wood
socle,  14 ¹⁄₂” high overall (see illustration)
£200-300
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330
A fine and rare Royal Worcester model of
a Tarpon (Tarpon Atlanticus) by Ronald
Van Ruyckevelt, no. 151/500 limited edition,
1964, naturalistically painted and modelled
in leaping pose on stylised sea base and a
stepped satin mahogany and ebony banded
rectangular socle 
£200-300

The following two lots are originally from
the estate of the late F.M. Halford, father
and proponent of the chalk-stream dry fly
revolution and founder member of the
London Fly Fisher’s Club. The examples
offered for sale below are two of the very
earliest fish caught by the great man from
the River Wandle (tributary of the Thames)
in 1869 using a dry-fly and are; in the
opinion of Dr Tony Halford, angling
historian and author of the highly
acclaimed F.M. Halford and the Dry-Fly
Revolution (pub. 2002) “Without doubt
two of the most historically important
mounted fish ever to have been offered
for sale”.  The two cases were included in
the October 2004 Angling Auctions sale
of the F.M. Halford Collection Pt. I 

331
A River Wandle Brown Trout by J. Cooper &
Sons, caught by F.M. Halford, gilt lined and
bow fronted display case and set amongst
aquatic vegetation and flat river bed, Radnor
St. paper trade label to top right corner, fly cast
with the Coachman fly used to capture the
specimen and a hand-written rectangular
paper legend plate to top left “Taken at
Carshalton, May 20th 1869, Weight 3lbs 2ozs,
Length 15”, Girth 15¹⁄₂”.”, case 21” wide,  front
pane taping is loose, (see illustration)
£4000-6000

** The capture of this specimen fish is
documented in Halford’s An Angler’s
Autobiography pgs. 44/45 and also
mentioned and illustrated in Dr. Tony Haytor’s
F.M. Halford and the Dry-Fly Revolution pg. 24
and (opp.) pg. 96. Halford had espied this fish
holding in an inaccessible spot beneath an
outlet pipe and a large over-hanging branch,
he asked the owners of the bank if it would be
possible for him to cut back the offending
vegetation, which he did, and returned the
following May to take the fish using a dry-fly
(for possibly the first time). Upon taking the fish
to his local hostelry wagers were placed on
whether or not the fish’s girth was greater than
that of its length, Halford wagering that it was
not, he subsequently lost his wager.

332
A River Wandle Brown Trout by J. Cooper
& Sons, caught by F.M. Halford, gilt lined
and bow fronted display case and set
amongst aquatic vegetation and flat river
bed, fish displayed with fly of capture
mounted onto backboard, Radnor St. paper
trade label to top left corner and hand-
written paper legend plate to top right “Taken
at Carshalton, 10th July 1869, Wgt. 3lbs
2ozs”, 25” wide (see illustration)
£3000-5000

** The above fish was taken later in the
season close to the location of the earlier fish
and the capture is also documented in
Halford’s An Angler’s Autobiography, He
believed that larger trout paired for life and
that this specimen was likely to be the mate
of the fish taken in May
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333
Roland-Knight A.: Hooked! Study of a
leaping Brown Trout before a weir in
wooded landscape, signed, oil on canvas,
20” x 30” (see illustration)
£800-1200

333a
Roland-Knight A.: Study of a Hooked
Salmon, leaping in a mountainous river
landscape, signed, oil on canvas, 16” x 24”
(see illustration)
£700-1000

BOOKS & CATALOGUES

334
Houghton Rev. W.: British Fresh-Water
Fishes, 1879, 2 vols, 41 full colour plts. by
A.F. Lydon, b/w chapter heading engravings,
folio, original dec. brown clo. bdg. gilt edges,
clean copy
£450-750

335
A fine and rare copy of Walton I. and Cotton
C.: The Compleat Angler, 1676 5tthh edition,
in two parts (much corrected and
enlarged), printed for Richard Marriott,
London, Part One being a Discourse of
Rivers, Fish-Ponds, Fish and Fishing and Part
Two Being Instructions on How to Angle for a
Trout or Grayling in a Clear Stream,  title plt.
with eng. fish cartouche, ten woodcuts of fish
within part one, 22pp preface and reviews,
275pp with additional 8pp being A Short
Discourse by way of Postscript Touching the
Lawes of Angling. Part Two with separate title
page having monogrammed interwoven initials
(I.W. & C.C.), facing title page printed “Licensed
Roger L’Estrange April 5 1676”, 112pp, last
page being an advert for John Margrave,
tackle maker at the Sign of the Three Trouts in
St. Paul’s Church Yard, gilt edged, fine green
morocco leather binding with ribbed spine and
gilt title, three ex-libris book plates and
containing a letter from Antiquarian book
dealers James Rimell & Son , 6 Duke St., St.
James’, London dated 22nd February 1930
detailing the above copy as having been
bequeathed to the Marquis of Crewe by the
late Earl of Rosebery (Prime Minister 1894-95),
in later marbled board slip case
£4000-6000

336
Walton I. and Cotton C.: The Complete
Angler, 1826 , 2nd Thomas Tegg ed., Chiswick,
2 eng. Portraits and title pg., modern brown
hf. cf. bdg. and another copy; 1856 Ed. Jesse
ed., London, 26 eng. plts.,  hf. cf. bdg. (2)
£140-240

337
Walton I. and Cotton C.: The Complete
Angler, 1854, 2nd Ephemera ed., eng. plts
and text illust., orig. green clo. Bdg. And
another copy; 1875, London, 60 illust. by
Stothard and Inshipp, brown cf. bdg., gilt
dec. and ribbed spine, ex-school copy (2)
£120-160
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338
Walton I. and Cotton C.: The Complete
Angler, 1883, Nimmo and Bain ed., 8
etchings, 74 woodcut engs., orig. gilt dec.
blue clo. Bdg. And another copy; 1901, 1st

MacMillan ed., inc. Lives of Donne, Wotton,
Hooker, Herbert & Sanderson, orig. hf. green
cf. bdg,, ribbed spine with gilt emblems (2)
£130-180

339
Walton I. and Cotton C.: The Complete
Angler, 1897,  Le Gallienne ed., eng. plts
and b/w text illust., hf. green cf. bdg., ribbed
spine with gilt emblems and two Walton
related vols; Westwood T.: The Chronicle of
The Compleat Angler, 1864, London, ltd. ed.
of 200 copies, qt. red morr. And Zouch T.:
The Life of Izaac Walton, 1825, London, eng.
plts., orig. clo. Bdg. (3)
£140-240

340
Walton I. and Cotton C.: The Complete
Angler, 1896, ed. Lang & Sullivan, eng. plts.
b/w text illust., orig. gilt dec. clo. bdg. and
five further vols of the same, various editors,
dates etc. (6)
£80-120

341
Hobbs E.A.: Trout of the Thames, n.d., b/w
photo plts., modern qt. cf. bdg. and
Cholmondeley-Pennell H.: 2 vols; Trolling for
Pike, Salmon  and Trout, 1st ed. C. 1876 and
Fly-Fishing and Worm-Fishing for Salmon,
Trout and Grayling, n.d., both with modern
hf. red cf. bdg. (3)
£70-100

342
Farlow’s 93rrdd ed. Tackle catalogue, n.d.,
soft covers, two Allcock Angler’s Guides,
1938 and 1940 and 4 further various tackle
catalogues and guides (7)
£60-90

343
Sawada K.: The Art of the Classic Salmon
Fly, 1989 limited edition 10/100, signed by
the author, James L. Hardy and Alan
Bramley, colour photographic plates of
salmon flies, black velvet with gilt leather title
emblem, in slip cases and outer card sleeve
£300-400

344
Turner G: Fishing Tackle ~ A Collector’s
Guide, 1989 1st ed., d.w., photo illust.
throughout text and a collection of seven
various other vols on tackle collecting,
various authors including; Sandford, Waller,
Campbell et al (9*)
£80-120

345
A Hardy Angler’s Guide, 1934, 54tthh ed.,
covers a.f. and a collection of other tackle
manufacturers/retailers catalogues and price
guides, various including Allcock, Cummins,
Pezon et Michel et al (Q)
£80-120

346
Walker R.: Still-Water Fishing, 1953 1st ed.,
b/w photo plts and illust. throughout text.
d.w. torn to front, h.b. and Country Life
Library: Fishing, vol.1, red clo. b/w photo and
text illust. (2)
£70-100

347
Radcliffe Wm.: Fishing From the Earliest
Times, 1921, 54 full pg. illust, hf. blue morr.
bdg.,  and five various other vols, various
including two vols of The Complete Angler
and Heilner : Salt-Water Fishing (6)
£80-120

348
A Hardy Angler’s Guide, 1930, 52nd edition,
pict. soft cover and another 1939 Coronation
ed. (2)
£50-80
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349
Hardy Angler’s Guide, 54th ed. 1934 and
another Hardy Angler’s Guide, 55th ed. 1937 (2)
£60-90

350
B.B.: Wood Pool (A Carp Water), 1996,
Medlar Press ltd. ed., h.b. ; B.B.: A Stream in
Your Garden, 1948, d.w.; B.B.: The Pool of
the Black Witch, 1974, d.w., h.b. and six other
titles by the same author; Indian Summer,
1984, d.w.; The Idle Countryman, 1948, d.w.;
Best of B.B., 1985, d.w.; Fisherman’s Bedside
Book (2 copies) 1945 and The Sportsman’s
Bedside Book, 1941 (9)
£150-250

351
Walker R.: Walker’s Pitch, 1959 1st ed., b/w
photo plts., d.w. (torn),; Walker R.: Still-Water
Angling, 1962, d.w. (torn) and Walker R &
Ingham M.: Drop Me A Line, 1964 2nd ed.,  b/w
photo illust. And text line drawings, d.w. (3)
£100-150

352
Richard Walker: typed letter 15tthhDecember
1966, two pages with ink diagram to top right,
content relating to rod building, materials and
design, ink signed, another single page typed
letter from R.W. dated 21st December 1967
relating to compound taper fibre glass rods
and R.W.’s reasons for leaving the Southill
Syndicate, ink signed and a further one page
typed letter from R.W. dated 6th May 1982
regarding rod ferrule designs, ink signed along
with a copy of Rod Building for Amateurs by
Richard Walker, p.b. (4)
£100-150

353
Wheat P.: The Fighting Barbel, 1967 1st ed.,
b/w photo and text illust., d.w. good copy, three
further h.b. vols by the same author; Pelham
Manual of River Coarse Fishing, rev. ed., The
Angler’s Year and The Angler’s Year No.2 (4)
£120-160

354
Taylor Fred J.: Favourite Swims, 1961 1st

ed., signed by the author, b/w phot illust.
H.b., d.w., another copy; six further vols by
the same author; Angling in Earnest, 1980,
signed, another copy, signed and another;
How to Fish the Upper Great Ouse, 1960,
signed; Reflection of a Countryman, 1982,
signed and Tench, 1971 (8)
£130-180

355
Martin .W. (Trent Otter): The Nottingham
Style of Float Fishing, 1885 1st ed., pict.
boards, b/w illust. and four further vols by the
same author; Little Book of Angling, 1910;
Practical Fishing for the so Called Coarse
Fishes, n.d. and My Fishing Days and Fishing
Days, 1st ed. and Coarse Fish Angling, n.d. (5)
£150-250

356
Fennell G: The Book of the Roach, 1870,
1st ed., gilt dec. green clo., Ensom E.
(Faddist): Roach Fishing, 1949, h.b. six
further vols by the same author and a small
collection of other vols, mainly on roach and
small stream/river fishing (Q)
£80-120

357
Boote P. and Wade J.: Somewhere Down
the Crazy River, 1992 1st ed., photo illust.,
h.b., d.w. and a quantity of other hardback
vols. on specimen fishing, various authors
including Turnbull, Rickards, Stone, Mohan,
some signed copies (Q)
£80-120

358
Mohan P.: Cypry, the Story of a Carp,
1973 1st ed., h.b., d.w. and a collection of
other, mainly carp related vols., various
authors including; Clifford, Ingham, Hilton,
Maddocks et al, some signed (Q)
£90-130
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359
Yates C: Casting at the Sun: 1986 1st ed.,
signed, b/w photo and text illust, h.b., d.w.,
four further h.b. vols. by the same author;
How to Fish, 2006; The Secret Carp, 1992;
Falling in Again, 1998 and The Deepening
Pool, 1990 and five vols. by Bernard
Venables, various titles (10)
£100-200

360
A good collection of modern hardback
angling books, various authors including
Bailey J., Buller F., Marshal-Hardy E.:,
Housby T. et al, including a number of
autobiographies and biographies, some
copies signed (Q)
£100-150

361
A collection of hardback angling volumes,
various authors and subjects including, Ritz C.,
Righyni R.V., Kite O. Ransome A.:, Grey Zane,
mainly mid 20th Century, mostly cloth bound
and many with game fishing interests (Q)
£90-130

362
A collection of hardback angling volumes,
various authors including Haig-Brown R.,
Plunkett Greene H., Bickerdyke J.
Sheringham H.T., et al, various subjects,
mostly early/mid 20th Century (Q)
£80-120

363
Buller F: The Domesday Book of Giant
Salmon, 2007, col. b/w photo illust., h.b.,
d.w.; Buller F.: Pike, 1971 1st ed., d.w. and
two further vols. by the same author (4)
£90-120

364
A collection of modern game angling
books, various authors including Jardine C.,
Ritz C.: Ogbourne C.:, Cove A. et al, mainly
on trout fishing (Q)
£70-100

365
Jennings P.J.: A Book of Trout Flies, 1984
ltd. ed., col. and b/w plts. of flies and
feathers, gilt dec. green morr. bdg. and a
quantity of other fly-tying related vols. various
authors including Veniard J., Goddard J.,
Bucknall J., et al and a quantity of modern
angling related vols, various subjects
including five HTCT series titles (Q)
£90-130

366
Skues G.E.M.: The Way of a Trout with a
Fly, 1921 1st ed., 2 col. plts of flies, orig.
brown clo., a small collection of other h.d.
angling books and a small quantity of various
tackle catalogues, various makers including
P.D. Malloch (Q)
£90-130

367
Mansfield K. (ed) The Art of Angling,
1957, 3 vols, another set of later edition and
a quantity of various other mainly h.b. angling
books and various auction catalogues and
collecting vols. (Q)
£70-100

368
Three trade catalogues; two Sharpe’s and
an Alex Martin, bound as one vol., 1930’s,
a Kingfisher DT silk line  (No.4?) and a brass
Salter salmon spring balance 0-25lbs (3)
£40-70

369
Turner G.: Fishing Tackle – A Collector’s
Guide, 1989 1st ed., photo illust., d.w. and a
collection of other modern angling related
h.b. books mainly on fly tying, salmon flies et
al, various authors some of shooting interest
and a small collection of early Waterlog
magazines (Q)
£80-120
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370
A collection of modern angling books,
mainly hard backs with d.w.’s and relating to
salmon and trout fishing, various authors
including; Bates J.D., Calabi S., Righyni R.V.,
Falkus H., Oglesby A. et al, (Q)
£70-100

371
A collection of modern angling and
shooting related books, mainly hardbacks,
various authors (Q)
£50-80

372
Scarce Hardy Angler’s Guide, French
edition, 1934, pict. Covers, b/w illust.
£80-120

372a
Hardy Angler’s Guide, 1931, 53rd ed. And
another 1934, 54 ed. (2)
£70-100

373
Hardy Angler’s Guide, 1951, 58th ed., two
further Hardy Angler’s Guides; 1955 and 1957
and two Hardy Book of Flies brochures (5)
£60-90

374
Three Pezon et Michel catalogues, 1957
(2) and 1960 and four further trade
catalogues; Ogden Smith (2), Allcock’s and
Albert Smith (7)
£80-120

374a
A scarce Fly Fisher’s Club (London)
members Handbook 1910-11, soft covers,
members list for 1910, rules, report on dinner
and various articles
£70-100

RODS, REELS & ACCESSORIES CONT.:-

375
A rare Hardy Silex Multiplier 3 ¹⁄₂” bait
casting reel,  ebonite handle on off-set
circular drive plate, ribbed brass foot, polished
alloy drum with jewelled spindle bearing and
spring release latch, rim mounted ivorine
casting trigger and rear quadrant weight
indicator, light wear to lead finish from normal
use only, circa 1930 (see illustration) 
£600-800

376
A Hardy Birmingham 4” brass salmon fly
reel, domed horn handle, bridge foot,
quadruple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate with two screw
spindle boss and stamped enclosed oval
logo, polished finish, circa 1895
£150-250

377
A 19tthh Century lignum Vitae salmon
fisher’s priest, weighted truncheon head,
turned baluster shaped handle with knop
finial, 11” long, circa 1850
£80-120

378
A Hardy Uniqua 3 ³⁄₈” trout fly reel, ivorine
handle, brass foot, nickel silver telephone
drum latch and fixed 1906 calliper spring
check mechanism, faceplate stamped make
and model details, only light wear to finish,
circa 1910
£130-180



379
A rare Hardy Perfect 3 ⁵⁄₈” silent check
trout fly reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass
foot, white agate line guide (one fine hairline
crack), rim tension screw and patent silent
pressure pad check mechanism, faceplate
stamped make and model details, light wear
from normal use only and in Hardy brown
card box, 1930’s
£450-650

380
A scarce Allcock salesman’s trade folio of
salmon flies, the black card wallet with five
folding panels displaying 67 various fully
dressed (including seven gut eyed) and loch
style wet flies to gut casts, each with hand-
written pattern details and on red printed paper
panels, folio gilt stamped Stag trade mark and
makers details, circa 1905 (see illustration)
£300-400

381
An Allcock salesman’s trade folio of trout
wet flies, red rexine folding wallet withy four
panels displaying 62 flies to gut casts, each
with hand-written pattern details and
mounted on red printed paper panels withy
makers details, ex-Graham Turner collection
(previously offered by Angling Auctions
March 1996), circa 1905
£250-350

382
A Hardy “Gold Medal” 3 piece (2 tips) cane
trout fly rod, 10’, crimson inter-whipped,
alloy screw grip reel fitting, lockfast joints,
1962, good condition, in bag and alloy tube
£120-180

383
A Hardy Princess trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, alloy foot, two screw drum latch,
rim tension screw and nickel silver line guide,
another similar reel and a collection of 
other tackle and fly dressing materials
including an Orvis HLS 2 piece carbon trout
rod, in bag (Q)
£120-180

384
A Hardy “Itchen” 3 piece cane trout fly
rod, 10’, crimson inter-whipped sliding alloy
reel fitting, wooden reel seat, reversible butt
spear, lockfast joint, 1919, restored at some
time, in bag
£130-180

385
A Hardy “Gem Featherweight” 3 piece (2
tips) cane trout fly rod, 9’6”, green silk inter-
whipped, alloy screw grip reel fitting, suction
joints, 1929, restored at some time, in bag
£130-180

386
An Oliver’s of Knebworth 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 9’, green/gold tipped wraps,
green silk inter-whippings, alloy screw grip
reel fitting, suction joint, light use only, in bag
£120-160

387
An R. James “Martin” 2 piece cane trout
fly rod, 8’9”, green/scarlet tipped wraps,
green inter-whipped, alloy screw grip 
reel fitting, suction joint, in bag and an
Allcock’s “Leander” 2 piece cane trout fly 
rod,  9’6”, green silk inter-whipped, screw
grip reel fitting, both in very good condition,
in bags (2)
£120-180
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388
An Alex Martin 3 piece cane trout fly rod,
9’6”, crimson silk inter-whipped, sliding
nickel silver reel fitting, wooden reel seat,
suction joints and an R. Wilson 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8’10”, light tan silk wraps, sliding
alloy reel fitting, in bags (2)
£100-150

389
A fine Garrison “Light Salmon” 2 piece (2
tips) cane fly rod, 8’, #7/8, green silk
wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting and amboyna
wood reel seat, suction joint, no.0533, only
very light use, in later alloy tube
£200-300

The following lot – The “Third” Hardy
White-Wickham big game reel represents
a unique opportunity to secure what is
undoubtedly one of the rarest of all Hardy
big game reels ever to have been offered
onto the open market. 

390
An exceptionally rare Hardy White
Wickham 8” big game reel, constructed
entirely from Monel metal and with twin
bulbous ebonite handles mounted on cross-
bar winding arm above a scalloped drag
adjusting tension wheel, pierced bridge foot,
triple double cage pillars, anti-reverse drum,
backplate with three inset circular
medallions; By Appointment”, “Hardy White-
Wickham ~ To hold 800yds 39 thread” and
“Made by Hardy Bros. Ltd., Alnwick,
England”, the reel is in overall very good
condition with only light signs of use,
advertised as having been made 1934-37
only (see illustration)
£20000-25000

** The White –Wickham reel has been one 
of the greatest mysteries in the Hardy
collecting world, this example is the actual
reel (formerly part of the Jeremy Kilwell
collection N.Z.) illustrated in John Drewett’s
defining tome Hardy Brothers, The Masters,
The Men pgs. 481-85 in which J.D. surmises
that it was likely only two of these reels were
ever produced, both having been made 
for the design collaborator and reels’
namesake Mr. Joseph Huntingdon White-
Wickham. It was assumed that this example
was one of the pair of reels known to have
been in White-Wickham’s possession and
the mystery of the whereabouts of the
second reel are debated in Drewett’s chapter
on the reel. However, in 2000 London
auctioneers Phillips offered the two
Huntingdon White-Wickham reels for sale,
selling for £48,000 (inc. buyer’s prem.). The
two reels were numbered “1” and “2” on the
scalloped reel clutch disc (there is no number
stamped on this example) leaving the
question as to whether the reel offered for
sale here was produced before White-
Wickham’s own two were manufactured (as
a prototype?) or was possibly made
afterwards but never recorded by Hardy’s in
their factory records
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391 
A fine and rare Hardy Improved Farne
4 ¹⁄₂” sea centre pin casting reel, ventilated
drum with twin reverse tapered ebonite
handles and brass telephone release latch,
brass foot, rim mounted ivorine Silex action
brake trigger, brass optional check lever and
milled tension screw (which would indicate
this model to be of a transitional production
period – see Drewett J.: Hardy Brothers….
Pgs.432-34), rear plate stamped Silex No.2
details and makers name, excellent overall
condition, circa 1920 (see illustration)
£400-600

392
A Hardy Hercules 4” brass salmon fly reel,
tapered ivorine handle on raised faceplate,
pierced and waisted bridge foot, quadruple
cage pillars, fixed check mechanism,
faceplate with raised two screw spindle boss
and stamped Rod in Hand trade mark and
enclosed oval logo, light wear only, circa 1895
£180-260

393
A scarce Comet 3” brass bait, the fish
shaped lure with twin head vanes and curved
tail, revolving spindle with rear treble hook
and barrel head swivel, circa 1900
£130-180

394
A scarce (Gregory?) Colorado spoon, the
2¹⁄₂” blade with twin amber/black spot glass
eyes, twin head spinning vanes, weighted
revolving spindle with rear treble and barrel
head swivel, circa 1890 (see illustration)
£300-500

395
An Allcock 4” Flat Metal bait, the fish
shaped lure with incised decoration, twin head
spinning vanes, side mounted and rear treble
hooks (lacking one side hook), circa 1910
£150-250

396
A scarce Hardy 6” Swallow Tail bait, blue
gold painted Indian rubber split body, twin
metal head spinning vanes, stamped makers
name, three flying treble hooks, and a similar
4 ¹⁄₂” model with single rear treble, both circa
1930 (2)
£150-250

397
A rare Hardy Special Perfect 3 ¹⁄₄” trout fly
reel and block leather case, domed ivorine
handle, brass foot, strapped rim tension
screw and 1906 calliper spring check
mechanism, drum with four rim cusps and
milled nickel silver locking screw, faceplate
stamped central circular logo, some minor
pitting to faceplate and general wear from
normal use only, circa 1908 (see illustration)
£1300-1800



398
A very rare Hardy Perfect 1908-1910
Silent Check 3 ⁵⁄₈” trout fly reel, domed
ivorine handle, alloy foot, red agate line guide
(two fine hairline cracks), strapped rim
tension screw and brass ring silent pressure
brake mechanism, interior drum plate with
large and small perforations, slightly
contracted drum with four rim cusps and
milled nickel silver locking screw, faceplate
stamped central circular logo, reel is in very
good overall condition with only light wear to
lead finish, a very rarely seen model (see
Drewett J.: Hardy Brothers….. pgs. 156/7),
circa 1908 (see illustration)
£2000-2500

399
A fine and very rare Hardy St George
Salmon 4¹⁄₄” fly reel and block leather
case, large arboured drum with twin ivorine
handles and three screw release latch, alloy
foot, nickel silver revolving line guide, milled
rim tension screw and with patent 24245
regulating compensating check mechanism,
backplate stamped make and model details,
reel has an extremely fine hairline crack
between two of the ventilation holes on the
faceplate but is in otherwise superb condition
and shows almost no signs of having been
used, an exceptionally scarce St George
model made 1920-24 only (see illustration)
£1000-1500

400
An extremely rare Hardy Hercules 2 ¹⁄₂”
nickel silvered trout fly reel, ivorine handle
on raised winding plate, bridge foot, triple
cage pillars, fixed check mechanism,
faceplate with raised spindle boss, domed
steel locking screw and stamped Rod in
Hand and enclosed oval trade marks, light
wear only to the nickel plated finish otherwise
in excellent condition and a very rarely seen
special order model from circa 1895 (see
illustration)
£1500-2500

401
A fine Hardy St George 3” trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, two screw
drum latch, white metal line guide, milled rim
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism,
reel is in new/unused condition and with
original cream card box
£280-360

402
A scarce Hardy No.3 Angler’s knife, fitted
six Sheffield steel tools, hinged shackle,
nickel silver side plates stamped make and
model details, good condition, circa 1935
(see illustration)
£200-300
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403
A rare early Percy Wadham Test 3 ³⁄₄”
narrow drum trout fly reel, ivorine handle,
brass block foot, rim mounted milled brass
optional check wheel, rear spindle mounted
screw tension adjuster, backplate stamped
patent applied for details, general wear to
finish and a very early pre-patent example,
circa 1923
£200-300

404
A fine Hardy Eureka 3 ¹⁄₂” centre pin
trotting reel, shallow cored drum withy
multi-perforated front flange, twin ebonite
handles and nickel silver telephone drum
latch, ribbed brass foot, rim mounted nickel
silver optional check lever and backplate
stamped make and model details, reel is in
excellent overall condition and with original
brown card trade box, 1930’s
£200-300

405
A fine and rare Hardy Perfect 2 ⁷⁄₈” 1912
check trout fly reel, ivorine handle, brass
foot, strapped rim tension screw and 1912
bar spring check mechanism, drum with four
rim cusps and milled nickel silver locking
screw, faceplate stamped central circular
logo, reel retains much of the lead finish and
is in excellent overall condition, circa 1912
(see illustration)
£600-900

The following 10 lots are a collection of
brass reels from various Edinburgh
makers 

406
A Wright, Edin. brass 4 ¹⁄₂” salmon winch,
domed cow horn handle on tapered crank
winding arm set within an anti-foul rim,
bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars, fixed
check mechanism, faceplate block engraved
makers details, only very light wear to original
bronze patina, circa 1890
£150-250

407
A Wells, Edin, 2 ³⁄₄” brass trout fly winch,
bulbous horn handle on curved crank
winding arm, bridge foot, triple cage pillars,
fixed check mechanism, faceplate stamped
makers name and script engraved
presentation details, dated 1890, and a
similar un-named 3” Scottish brass trout fly
winch, circa 1890 (2)
£150-250

408
A scarce A.G. Wilson, Edin. 2 ¹⁄₂” brass
trout fly winch, turned ivory handle on “S”
scroll crank winding arm, bridge foot, triple
cage pillars, fixed check mechanism,
faceplate block engraved makers details and
“Fishing Rod & Tackle Makers to HRHPA”
(Prince Albert), circa 1885
£150-250

409
A Wells, Edin. brass 3 ³⁄₄” salmon fly
winch, pear shaped cow horn handle on
curved crank winding arm,  bridge foot,
quadruple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate stamped shield trade
mark, reel retains much of the original bronze
patina, circa 1885
£140-180
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410
A scarce A.G. Wilson, Edin., 4¹⁄₂” brass
narrow drum folding handle salmon fly
winch, turned ivory handle on waisted crank
winding arm with spring locking latch, cut-away
rim section to house handle when folded,
bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate block engraved makers
details, circa 1885 (see illustration)
£200-300

411
An unusual Scottish brass 5” narrow
drummed salmon fly winch, cow horn
handle on “S” scroll crank winding arm,
caged drum, bridge foot, five drum pillars,
rear plate with optional check lever, previously
unseen example and retaining much of the
original bronze patina, circa 1875
£180-260

412
A Wells, Edin. 2 ¹⁄₄” brass trout fly winch,
domed cow horn handle on waisted crank
winding arm, bridge foot, triple cage pillars,
fixed check mechanism, faceplate stamped
shield logo and Scottish brass 2 ¹⁄₂” plate
wind trout fly reel, horn handle, bridge foot,
fixed check mechanism, engraved previous
owners Edinburgh details (2)
£130-180

413
A scarce A. Waghorne, Edin. brass 2” trout
fly winch, cow horn handle on curved crank
winding arm with iron domed locking screw,
riveted brass block foot, triple cage pillars, fixed
check mechanism, faceplate stamped oval
trade mark and  an un-named Scottish brass
2¹⁄₄” trout fly winch, horn handle, bridge foot,
fixed check mechanism, both circa 1880 (2)
£140-180

414
An A.G. Wilson brass 4” salmon fly winch,
bulbous cow horn handle on “S” scroll crank
winding arm with domed iron locking screw,
bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars, fixed
check mechanism,  faceplate block
engraved makers details, circa 1880
£150-250

415
A scarce Douglas, Edin. 4” wide
drummed brass salmon fly winch, tapered
cow horn handle on “S” scroll arm with
domed iron locking screw, riveted block foot,
quadruple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate block engraved
makers details, circa 1880
£160-240

OTHER PROPERTIES

416
A set of six Hardy Sovereign limited
edition salmon and trout fly reels, No. 026
and comprising; #11/12, #9/10, #8/9 salmon
and #7/8, #5/6/7 and #3/4/5 trout reels,
each with gold anodised finish, counter-
balanced rosewood handle,  ribbed foot,
two screw drum latch, nickel silver line guide,
rear milled spindle tension adjuster and
sliding optional check button, reels are all in
new/unused condition and in original zip
leather cases and card boxes (see
illustration) (6)
£1000-1500
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417
A Hardy Pall Mall Centenary 1892-1992
limited edition trout fly reel and rod set,
No.021 #6/7, reel with black/gold anodised
finish, wooden handle, gold anodised foot,
two screw drum latch , nickel silver line guide,
rim tension screw and compensating check
mechanism, in Selvyt bag and card box and
a 4 piece carbon rod, 9’, #6/7, black/scarlet
tipped silk wraps, black/gold anodised screw
grip reel fitting, spigot joints, in bag, both
items in new/unused condition (2)
£250-450

418
A Hardy Pall Mall Centenary 1892-1992
limited edition #10/11 salmon fly reel,
No.021, black/gold anodised finish, wooden
handle, gold anodised foot, two screw drum
latch, rim tension screw and compensating
check mechanism, new/unused condition
and in Selvyt bag and card box
£160-260

419
A Hardy Pall Mall Centenary 1892-1992
limited edition #3/4 trout fly reel, No.021,
black/gold anodised finish, wooden handle,
gold anodised foot, two screw drum 
latch, nickel silver line guide, rim tension
screw and compensating check mechanism,
new/unused condition and in Selvyt bag and
card box
£150-250

420
A fine Hardy Pall Mall Centenary 1892-
1992 limited edition presentation rod and
reel set, contained within a superb quality
solid rosewood rectangular case with brass
press stud locks and a blue velvet and baize
lined fitted interior holding an 1896 replica
Brass Faced Perfect Houghton Dry Fly trout
reel with ivorine handle, brass strapped
tension screw early style calliper spring check
and face stamped Rod in Hand trade mark,
straight line and enclosed oval logos, with
Selvyt bag  and a “Gold Medal” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 8’, crimson inter-whipped,
sliding brass reel fitting, snake rings, suction
joints, rosewood ferrule stoppers, with bag, all
in as new/unused condition and with blue
cloth out-case, no. 021/100 (see illustration)
£1600-2200

421
A P. Sherriff, Glasgow 4 ¹⁄₂” Perth style
salmon fly reel, domed rosewood handle,
bridge foot, quadruple turned drum pillars
(lacking one screw to rear plate), fixed check
mechanism,  brass winding plate with raised
two screw spindle boss and stamped
makers details, hairline crack to front flange
and backplate, circa 1890
£130-180

422
A Pezon et Michel “Alpha 3lbs” 3 piece
cane spinning rod, 7’,  green whippings,
sliding alloy reel fittings, suction joints, no bag
£90-130
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423
A B. James “Richard Walker Mk.IV Avon”
2 piece cane coarse rod, 10’, crimson
inter-whipped, sliding alloy reel fittings,
“donut” cork handle, suction joint, England
transfer label, no bag
£140-180

424
A B. James “Richard Walker Mk.IV” 2
piece cane carp rod, 10’, green/gold tipped
silk wraps and green inter-whippings (re-
whipped at some time, probably by Oliver’s
of Knebworth), sliding alloy reel fittings,
“donut” cork handle, suction joint, in bag
£130-180

425
A Hardy “Fred Buller Pike” 2 piece glass
fibre pike rod, 11’, green wraps, alloy screw
grip reel fitting, spigot joint, no bag and a
Hardy “Richard Walker Avon” 2 piece glass
fibre coarse rod, 10’, red/black tipped wraps,
sliding alloy reel fittings, in bag (2)
£100-150

426
A Hardy “Murdoch” 3 piece (2 tips) cane
salmon fly rod, 11’6”, blue whipped (re-
built in 1973), brass sliding reel fitting,
lockfast joints, 1904 on wooden former and
in bag and another Hardy greenheart 3 piece
rod, in bag (2)
£80-130

427
Eight various reels including two Abu
Ambassadeur 9000 multiplier reels, used
condition, a Hardy Hardex threadline reel and
two Allcock Stanley threadline reels et al and
a Vortex “Nautilus” fibre glass boat rod, in
bag (9)
£90-130

428
A Hardy Gold Medal” 3 piece (2 tips) cane
trout fly rod, 9’6”, crimson inter-whipped,
alloy screw grip reel fitting, lockfast joints,
1958, in bag and alloy tube
£130-180

429
A Hardy “Gold Medal” 3 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 8’6”, crimson inter-
whipped, alloy screw grip reel fitting, lockfast
joints, 1953, in bag
£130-180

430
A scarce Mouches Devaux, Champagnole
trout dry fly leather salesman’s case, the
large brown pigskin case fitted with two
hinged interior display panels and showing
specimen trout dry flies from the thirty four
series of flies offered through the company,
each specimen fly has a printed detail label
below and are mounted onto foam strips, the
display comprises 307 various fly patterns, of
which only two specimens are lacking, case
with twin brass latch locks and swing carry
handle, 24” x 16” x 7” (see illustration)
£250-450

431
A Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 4¹⁄₂” salmon
fly reel, domed ivorine handle, brass foot,
strapped rim tension screw with Turk’s head
locking nut and early calliper spring check
mechanism, faceplate with Rod in Hand
trade mark, enclosed oval and straight line
logos, drum rim repaired and in well used
condition, circa 1900
£200-300

432
An Illingworth No.4 Mk.II threadline
casting reel, alloy construction with finger
pick up line guide, nickel silver rimmed spool,
central graduated spring tension adjuster,
handle lacking ebonite knob, circa 1920
£120-180



433
A Hardy Uniqua 3 ¹⁄₈” trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel silver
telephone drum latch, rim tension screw and
Mk.II check mechanism, light wear from
normal use, 1920’s, in Hardy cream card box
£120-160

434
A Hardy Silex No.2  3 ¹⁄₂”bait casting reel,
shallow cored drum with twin ivorine
handles, spring release latch and jewelled
spindle bearing, brass foot, ivorine rim
mounted casting trigger and brass strapped
tension adjusting screw, backplate stamped
make and model details, rarely seen model
with spring release latch(usually three screw
latch) circa 1922
£140-180

435
A rare Hardy Club fly box, satin mahogany
rectangular box with interior fitted lift-out
parchment covered fly holding bars and
interior stamped and white heightened make
and model details and lid exterior stamped
“Small Fly Box”, feint hairline crack to lid,
circa 1905 (see illustration)
£200-300

436
A fine and rare 19tthh Century pigskin trout
fly wallet, green leather case with wrap
around-strap, interior fitted six hide panels
each with six compartments and holding thirty
parchment envelopes with printed pattern
names including Artful Dodger, Professor,
Sam Slick, Slater et al  and containing a good
selection of flies to gut, circa 1880 
£300-400

437
A fine Army & Navy crocodile skin fly
fisher’s wallet, interior gilt stamped retailers
details and fitted twin end pouch pockets,
felt damper pads and parchment fly and cast
leaves, containing a good selection of  trout
flies to gut casts, interior ink inscribed
presentation details and dated 1901, wrap-
around strap, circa 1900 
£200-300

438
A 19tthh Century treen bank runner, tapered
handle with brass collar, revolving drum with
ivory knop, 6” long overall, circa 1880
£80-120

439
A scarce M.A. Shipley, Phila. alloy bait
casting reel, turned ivorine handle on off-set
serpentine crank handle, bridge foot, triple
cage pillars, milled spindle caps and two
sliding button casting controls to rear plate,
1902’s
£100-150

440
A scarce Allcock Aerial model T-5 wide
drummed 4 ¹⁄₂” centre pin reel, caged and
six spoked drum with twin xylonite handles,
B.P. line guide, brass stancheon foot, rear
sliding brass optional check button and
calliper spring check mechanism, backplate
stamped circular trade mark, light wear from
normal use, circa 1920 (see illustration)
£350-550

441
A fine Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips) cane
salmon fly rod, 12’6”, #9, scarlet/green
tipped silk wraps, sliding alloy screw grip reel
fitting, suction joints, 1976, in virtually as new
condition and in original bag
£250-450
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442
A good Hardy “LRH Greased Line” 3
piece (2 tips) cane salmon fly rod, 13’,
green/crimson tipped silk wraps, green 
inter-whippings, sliding alloy screw grip reel
fitting, studlock joints, 1956, little used
condition, in bag
£160-260

443
An Oliver’s of Knebworth 3 piece (2 tips)
cane trout fly rod, 9’, #5, crimson/scarlet
tipped wraps, crimson inter-whippings, alloy
screw grip reel fitting, suction joints, good
condition, in bag
£140-240

444
A scarce Hardy “Rogue River” 3 piece (2
tips) cane trout fly rod, 9’6”, crimson inter-
whipped, alloy screw grip reel fitting, suction
joints, 1956, only very light use, with butt
extension handle and in original bag and
alloy tube
£160-260

445
A fine Ari’t Hart River Deschutes trout fly
reel, left hand wind model with black
anodised finish, multi-perforated drum with
counter-balanced handle, turn screw release
latch, annular line guide, triform stancheon
foot, stamped logo and no. 8371 and with
spindle mounted rear check adjuster, only
very light signs of use, in original suedette
pouch (see illustration)
£300-400

446
A fine Ari’t Hart Rio Orbigo trout fly reel
and two spare spools, left hand wind model
with black and gold anodised finish, multi-
perforated drum, counter-balanced handle,
turn screw drum release latch, full annular
line guide, triform stancheon foot with milled
spindle check adjuster and stamped model
details and no. 8283, only very light signs of
use and in original suedette pouches
£350-550

447
A scarce Ari’t Hart travel fly tying tool kit,
black and polished stainless steel
construction, comprising; hackle pliers,
bobbin holder and scissors, as new
condition and in original fitted suedette
pouch with applied brushed steel makers
name  plaque
£150-250

448
A Hardy “Wanless” 2 piece cane
tournament casting rod, customised by
Hardy for Champion tournament caster Barrie
Welham, the rod is a 7’ model (rings re-
positioned) with green/ scarlet tipped wraps,
green inter-whipped, sliding alloy reel fittings,
suction joint, 1956, in bag this is the rod used
by Welham at the 1956 Scarborough
European casting championships where he
took the British and European records for
3/8oz  Skish Distance (90yds 6”) and average
best 3 casts (89yds 6”), these records remain
in place today, the rod is sold with a 1954 gilt
metal 1st place medal (³⁄₈oz bait distance), an
ICI 1958 gilt metal trophy and a BCA Official
Records card for 1957 (4)
£150-250
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449
A collection five tournament casting
medals, won by Barrie Welham, various
dates and disciplines, each in fitted case, a
Scientific Anglers Hall of Fame patch and
three further embroidered patches (9)
£100-150

450
An exceptionally rare Hardy Silex Series
L.4 tournament casting reel, 3¹⁄₈” diameter,
magnesium shallow cored drum with twin
stud handles and milled alloy locking nut,
lightweight alloy  bridge foot (stamped L.4),
triple tubular alloy drum pillars, rear mounted
Reflex style swinging wire brake arm
mechanism, backplate with ten point nickel
silver drum tension adjuster and two further
milled nickelled silver casting and tension
regulating controls, stamped “34364” and
makers details, a very rarely seen model in
good overall condition and in original baize
lined and fitted teak case, lid stamped “L.4”,
for further details on the Silex range of
tournament casting reels see Drewett J: Hardy
Brothers….. pgs. 516-519 (see illustration) 
£3000-4000

451
A Hardy Super Silex 3” bait casting reel
and block leather case, slotted shallow
cored drum with twin ebonite handles, spring
release latch and jewelled spindle bearing,
ribbed brass foot, rim mounted ivorine casting
trigger and rear quadrant weight indicator with
milled nickel silver tension screw, backplate
stamped make and model details, light wear
from normal use only, circa 1930
£200-300

452
A good Hardy Perfect 4¹⁄₂” salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, brass foot, strapped rim
tension screw with Turk’s head locking nut and
1912-17 heavy duty check mechanism, drum
with milled nickel silver locking screw, faceplate
stamped central circular logo, reel retains
much of the original lead finish with only light
signs of wear from normal use, circa 1915
£400-600

453
A scarce Hardy Perfect 3 ¹⁄₈” trout fly reel,
ivorine handle, alloy foot, nickel silver milled
rim tension screw and Mk.I check
mechanism, faceplate stamped early
Duplicated Mk.II details and with central
circular logo, only light wear to finish and a
scarce model, circa 1918
£200-300

454
A rare Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 3 ³⁄₈”
trout fly reel, factory converted to left hand
wind model, with ivorine handle, brass foot,
strapped rim tension screw (relocated to
opposite side of rim) and early calliper spring
check mechanism,  contracted drum with
four rim cusps and milled nickel silver locking
screw, faceplate stamped Rod in hand trade
mark, enclosed oval and straight line logos,
reel has an overall cleaned finish and is in
very good condition, in Hardy block leather
reel case, circa 1900 (see illustration)
£1000-1500
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455
A rare Hardy Eureka 3 ¹⁄₂” alloy trotting
reel, shallow cored drum with multi-
perforated faceplate, twin ivorine handles
and nickel silver telephone drum latch,
polished alloy foot and rim mounted nickel
silver optional check lever, rear plate
stamped makers details, light wear to lead
finish from normal use only, circa 1915
£200-300

456
A very rare 19tthhCentury pot bellied leather
creel, brass bound lid decorated with three
relief fish, central circular fish hole, brass
collar and large brass drop hasp latch with
turn key lock mounted on oval escutcheon,
stitched seams, cream painted interior and
creel body pierced with two holes to take
shoulder strap, (see illustration)
£1000-1500

457
A Young’s Purist 2040 4¹⁄₂” centre pin
trotting reel, bronze anodised finish, caged
and six spoked drum with twin composition
handles, alloy foot, rear optional check lever with
bar spring check mechanism, as new/unused
condition and in original teak fitted case
£180-260

458
A Martin James “Matchman” 3 piece
Spanish reed and built cane float rod, 12’,
scarlet/black tipped silk wraps, scarlet inter-
whipped, sliding alloy reel fittings, suction
joints, ink inscribed “Golden Scale Club – J.
Hedge, Casus Ubique Valet”, very good
overall condition, in bag
£100-150

459
Two Allcock “Isis” 3 piece cane and fibre
glass tipped float rods, 10’6”, scarlet/green
tipped silk wraps, sliding alloy reel fittings,
suction joints, very good condition, in bags
and an Allcock “Lucky Strike” 3 piece cane
float rod, 10’6”, gold/black tipped wraps,
alloy reel fittings, in bag (3)
£120-180

460
A Thomas & Thomas “VE 905-3 FIPS-
Mouche  World Fly Fishing Championship”
3 piece carbon trout fly rod, 9’, #5, anodised
screw grip reel fitting, wooden reel seat, only
very light signs of use, in bag and alloy tube
£200-300

461
A black japanned salmon fly box, cream
painted interior fitted spring clips and holding
a selection of 30 gut eyed double hook
salmon flies and a another similar metal
salmon fly box with 38 gut eyed double hook
salmon flies, including low water patterns,
boxes both worn, circa 1910 (2)
£140-240

462
A Hardy alloy salmon box fitted metal clips
and holding a selection of 40 fully dressed
salmon flies, a similar Malloch alloy fly box also
with 40 fully dressed salmon flies and two further
japanned salmon fly boxes with a quantity of
fully dressed and hair wing patterns (4)
£130-180

463
A Carter & Co. pigskin salmon fly wallet,
interior fitted ivorine fly plates with spring
clips, parchment cast envelopes, end pouch
pockets, holding a selection of 38 gut eyed
and other fully dressed salmon flies and a
Hardy black japanned salmon fly box, cream
painted interior fitted metal clips and holding
30 gut eyes salmon flies, mainly on double
hooks (2)
£120-180
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464
A Hardy St George Junior 2 ⁹⁄₁₆” trout fly
reel, reproduction model with ebonite
handle, ribbed alloy foot, three screw drum
latch, white metal line guide, rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism,
new/unused condition and in original block
leather reel case
£180-260

465
A scarce Allcock Aerial model 7959-T10
4” centre pin reel, caged and six spoked
drum with twin stepped xylonite handles,
ventilated front flange, brass foot, rim
mounted optional check lever and bar spring
check mechanism, light wear from normal
use only, circa 1930 (see illustration)
£350-550

466
A Hardy Perfect 3¹⁄₈” trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, ribbed brass foot, white agate line
guide (one hairline crack), rim tension screw
and Mk.II check mechanism, light wear from
normal use only, in un-named block leather
case, 1930’s
£160-240

467
A Hardy Silex No.2 3 ³⁄₄” bait casting reel,
shallow cored drum with twin ivorine handles
and three screw spring release latch, alloy
foot, rim mounted ivorine casting trigger and
milled brass tensions crew, backplate
stamped make and model details, light wear
from normal use, circa 1920
£120-160

468
A Hardy LRH Lightweight trout fly reel,
brown/gold anodised finish, ebonite handle,
two screw drum latch, brass foot,  rim
tension screw, light use , in zip case and a
Hardy JLH #7 trout fly reel, alloy foot, two
screw latch, rear spindle mounted tension
adjuster, light use only (2)
£130-180

469
A Hardy Perfect 3⁷⁄₈” trout/light salmon fly
reel, domed ivorine handle, brass foot,
strapped rim tension screw and 1906 calliper
spring check mechanism, drum with four rim
cusps and nickel silver locking screw,
faceplate stamped central circular logo, small
rim repair to faceplate side of reel, only very
light wear to lead finish, circa 1908
£200-300

470
An Allcock Aerial model 7950-T9 4”
centre pin reel, caged and six spoked drum
with twin xylonite handles, brass foot, rear
sliding brass optional check button and
calliper spring check mechanism, backplate
stamped circular trade mark, light wear from
normal use only, circa 1930 (see illustration)
£300-500
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471
An Allcock Aerial model 7950-T10 4”
centre pin reel, caged and six spoked drum
with twin stepped xylonite handles, brass
foot, rim mounted optional check lever and
bar spring check mechanism, wear to black
painted finish, 1940’s and a Malloch 3 ¹⁄₄”
alloy side casting reel, horn handle, swivelling
brass foot with integral line guide and Gibbs
patent locking lever, faceplate stamped oval
logo, circa 1915 (2)
£200-300

472
A Hardy Perfect 3 ³⁄₈” trout fly reel, ivorine
handle, alloy foot, white agate line guide (one
hairline crack), rim tension screw and Mk.II
check mechanism, faceplate stamped
central circular logo, fine hairline crack to
drum rim, circa 1920
£150-250

473
A black japanned rectangular trout fly
box, painted interior fitted eighteen lidded
compartments holding a selection of mainly
New Zealand streamer patterns, lid with
painted indistinct previous owners details
and six further various trout dry fly boxes by
Hardy, Malloch and Wheatley, all with
compartmentalised interiors and containing
a selection of various trout flies (7)
£130-180

474
A rare Hardy Silex No.2 Patent Surf 5” sea
centre pin reel, walnut and alloy backed
drum with twin bulbous horn handles on
nickel silver triform plates, brass telephone
drop locking latch, Bickerdyke line guide,
brass lined backplate with rim mounted Silex
action brass brake lever and milled tension
regulating nut, starback foot stamped make
and model details, reel is in overall excellent
condition and a rarely seen model made
1912-13 only (see illustration)
£500-800

475
A very rare Hardy “Tuna” 6” big game
centre pin reel, solid drum with twin reverse
tapered ebonite handles mounted on bronze
cross-bar above a six point capstan star
drag wheel, brass block foot, Andreas patent
anti-reverse drum mechanism, rim mounted
optional check lever, backplate stamped
make and model details, light wear from
normal use only and a rarely seen early
model which pre-dates the Fortuna big game
reel, circa 1922 (see illustration)
£1500-200
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476
A rare Edward Barder “Terry Thomas
Craftversa” 2 piece built cane Avon style
rod, signed by Bernard Venables, 11’3”,
green silk wraps, sliding alloy reel fittings,
stand off rings, suction joint, light use only
and in original cloth bag
£600-900

** A limited edition of  twelve rods were
produced by The Barder Rod Co. to the
specifications of B.V.’s own original Milward’s
Craftversa rod which has a reverse tapered
butt and Avon style action. Each rod is
personally signed by B.V. who was a great
friend and fishing companion of the highly
regarded Milward’s employee Terry Thomas
and was instrumental in the making of this
highly sought after Barder model

477
A Sowerbutts 5 piece whole bamboo
roach pole, black silk inter-whippings, brass
ferrules and end caps, circa 1920
£120-180

478
An F.T. Williams “Forcarp” cane carp rod,
10’, black/scarlet whippings, anodised
sliding reel fittings and a Sharpe’s 3 piece
impregnated cane trout fly rod, 9’, #6,
crimson wraps, in bags (2)
£100-150

479
A very rare B. James “Richard Walker
Mk.IV Avon” 2 piece cane coarse rod, 10’,
green silk inter-whippings, sliding alloy reel
fittings, “onion” cork handle and London
transfer label, excellent overall condition and
in original bag 
£450-650

480
A rare Hardy Brass faced Perfect 3 ¹⁄₂”
salmon fly reel, domed ivorine handle, brass
foot, strapped rim tension screw and 1906
calliper spring check mechanism, drum with
four rim cusps and nickel silver locking
screw, faceplate stamped Rod in Hand trade
mark and straight line logo, only light wear
from normal use and a scarce size, circa
1906 (see illustration)
£600-900

481
A Hardy Hercules 2 ¹⁄₂” trout fly reel,
domed ivory handle, bridge foot, triple cage
pillars, fixed check mechanism, raised
faceplate stamped Rod in Hand trade mark
and enclosed oval logo, wear from normal
use, circa 1890
£180-260

482
A scarce R.B.M. Fishing Gazette Winch
brass 2 ¹⁄₂” trout fly reel, tapered horn
handle, raised single drum pillar bridge foot
on shaped and ventilated outer rim flanges,
foot later pierced with two fixing holes, fixed
check mechanism,  faceplate stamped oval
logo, light wear to finish only, circa 1895
£160-240
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483
A 19tthh Century brass multiplying clamp
fitting winch, domed bone handle on off-
set curved crank winding arm, rim mounted
drum locking lever, tripe cage pillars, riveted
block foot, clamp fitting pierced to take
leather pad and with butterfly locking screw,
circa 1860 (see illustration)
£250-350

484
A Haynes of Cork 4” brass salmon winch,
tapered horn handle on straight crank
winding arm and set within anti-foul rim, block
foot, quadruple cage pillars, rear raised check
housing and fixed check mechanism, handle
arm stamped makers name, circa 1890
£150-200

485
A rare Illingworth No.1 threadline casting
reel, twin ivorine handles on shaped alloy
cross bar handle mounted onto circular drive
plate with stancheon foot, ebony bobbin
spool on reciprocating drive shaft, twin nickel
silver wire line guide flyers, back plate
stamped model and 1905 patent details, reel
retains much of the original lead finish and in
original black rexine and blue velvet lined
case, circa 1905 (see illustration)
£700-1000

486
A scarce Thompson model 500 Perfect
style 3 ³⁄₈” wide drummed salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, brass foot, white metal line
guide, twin milled rim tension screws for dual
silent and click check adjusters, black
painted finish, faceplate stamped makers
details only light wear from normal use
£200-300

487
A scarce Thompson model 100 Perfect
style 3 ³⁄₈” narrow drummed salmon fly
reel, ebonite handle, brass foot, white metal
line guide, twin milled rim tension screws for
dual silent and click check adjusters, black
painted finish, faceplate stamped makers
details only light wear from normal use
£200-300

488
A scarce Wyer Freres Le Reflet nickel
silver split devon minnow bait, the 2 ¹⁄₂”fish
shaped body with brass/nickel side panels,
twin spinning vanes, one stamped makers
name and wire spindle with twin single and
one rear treble hooks and a Wyer Freres 1 ¹⁄₂”
nickelled silver hog back spoon, gut
mounted twin flying treble hook trace, blade
stamped makers name (2)
£130-180

489
An Allcock Holroyd-Smith 3” spinning
bait, white metal body with twin split head
spinning vanes and rear red wool wrapped
treble hook, stamped make and model
details, another similar 1 ³⁄₄” bait with red
glass eye, two Farlow white metal devon
minnow baits and three various Farlow
spoon baits, stamped makers details (7)
£100-150
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490
An Allcock’s Water-Witch 3” bait, the
polished steel lure constructed from six
graduated revolving balls on central spindle,
each with twin spinning vanes rear treble
hook (two side hooks lacking) circa 1915 and
an Allcock 2” Dazzle bait, central nickel silver
spindle mounted with six twin vane spinning
arms, painted decoration, rear treble hook
and barrel head swivel, circa 1925 (see
illustration)
£200-300

491
A Hardy Darting and Diving 5” plug bait,
silver/red painted decoration, glass eyes,
twin mounted treble hooks, in original card
trade box, 1930’s
£130-180

492
Four Allcock’s Water-Witch baits, one 2”,
1 ¹⁄₂” and two 1” examples each with
revolving ball bodies, twin head spinning
vanes, rear treble hook and two larger
examples with two side mounted hooks,
three white metal one brass example, circa
1915 (4)
£150-250

493
A rare Scarabée Spinner-lumineux 4cm
bait, the gilt metal imitation insect bait with
painted decoration and reticulated wings
with green glass counter-balance weights to
the underside of the bait which allow the
wings to move in a natural beating motion,
rear treble hook and barrel head swivel,
previously unseen model appearing in the
1909 Manufacture, St. Etienne catalogue
(see illustration)
£200-300

494
Twelve various Hardy spoon and spinner
baits, various sizes and models including;
Silver Devon bar spoon, hog-backed spoon,
kidney spoon et al (12)
£100-200

495
A scarce Allcock (un-named Gregory)
2 ¹⁄₂” Canadian Bar spoon, nickel silver
blade with amber/black spot glass eye and
incised scale decoration red painted verso,
brass revolving spindle with red wool/glass
bead decoration and rear treble hook, circa
1910 (see illustration)
£150-250

496
A Hardy Jock Scott 4” wooden plug bait,
green/gold painted decoration, twin treble
hooks and white metal diving vane stamped
makers details, very good condition
£60-90
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497
A Hardy Conquest narrow drummed
trotting reel, shallow cored solid drum with
twin tapered ebonite handles and two screw
latch, alloy stancheon foot, Bickerdyke line
guide, rear nickel silver optional check lever
and ivorine quadrant weight indicator, used
condition and an Allcock Match Aerial
trotting reel, caged and spoked drum, rear
optional check button, wear from normal use
only (2)
£100-150

498
A Young’s Rapidex centre pin reel, black
finish, twin handles, rear optional check
lever, a similar Young’s Trudex trotting reel, a
W.R. Speedia centre pin reel and Grice &
Young’s Jecta Mk.III centre pin reel (4)
£80-120

499
A Record 1700 bait casting reel, twin
ebonite handles,  level-line mechanism, rear
optional check button and milled spindle
caps, an ABU 333 fixed spool reel,
grey/silver finish, rear tension adjuster, an
Allcock Felton Crosswind reel in box, foot a.f.
and two other reels (5)
£70-100

500
A extremely rare Hardy Cascapedia 1/0
multiplier salmon fly reel, ebonite and
nickel silver construction with 2.5:1 ratio
gearing, counter-balanced serpentine crank
handle set within an anti-foul rim, bridge foot
stamped “50”, triple drum pillars (two double
roller), rear plate with  off-set nickel silver
eleven point graduated tension adjuster and
nickel silver  lever type  optional check
adjuster, backplate with inset alumin
medallion “The Cascapedia  size 1/0, Made
by Hardy Bros. Ltd. Alnwick, England”,
faceplate  inset two further royal appointment
medallions and neatly block engraved
previous owners initials “G.W.H.”, reel is in
excellent overall condition and is sold with a
Vom Hofe style leather “D” block case gilt
stamp with the same initials, circa 1932 (see
illustration)
£10000-15000

** With only thirteen examples of the
Cascapedia reel having being made in the
smallest 1/0 size between 1932-36 this
represents one of the rarest and most
collectable of all Hardy reels; the
discontinuation of the optional check
adjuster on the Cascapedia reel in 1934
indicates this model to be one of only six
produced in this style and dates the reel to
1932 (see Drewett J.: Hardy Brothers…..
pgs.212-216
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501
A superb Hardy Perfect 3 ³⁄₈” 1912-17
model trout fly reel, domed ivorine handle,
brass foot, red agate line guide (no cracks),
strapped rim tension screw and 1912-17 bar
spring check mechanism, drum with four rim
cusps and central milled nickel silver locking
screw, faceplate stamped central circular
logo, reel is in excellent overall condition and
retains almost all of the original dark lead
finish, it is sold with a Hardy metal edged
brown card trade box, lid printed with an
image of this reel model, also in fine
condition, circa 1912 (see illustration)
£900-1300

502
A rare Hardy Curate nickel silvered
combination tool, smaller trout sized model
with milled priest handle, screw cap oil
receiver and spring tweezers with gut cutting
blades, tweezer arms stamped make and
model details, excellent condition, 1930’s 
£180-260

503
A rare Hardy Tool Kit, alumin canister with
screw end cap and nickel silver milled tool
locking collar nut, holding six Taylor & Witness
Sheffield stainless steel tools, excellent overall
condition, 1940’s (see illustration)
£200-250

504
A fine Ari’t Hart S1 trout/sea-trout fly reel,
left hand wind model, multi-perforated drum
with counter-balanced handle and turn screw
release latch, annular line guide, stancheon
foot, rear plate with six large ventilation  ports
and spindle mounted tension regulator,
numbered “155”, only very light signs of use
and in original blue suedette pouch
£300-500

505
A very rare Ari’t Hart Aras prototype wide
drummed trout fly reel, gold anodised drum
with slotted ventilation ports and rosewood
handle, annular line guide and perforated black
anodised stancheon foot with spindle mounted
stainless steel lever drag arm, faceplate
stamped model details, reel is in as new
condition and in leather pouch (see illustration)
£400-600

** The Aras limited edition range of twenty reels
were produced in 1986, sold with two differing
sized inter-changeable spools and in
hardwood presentation case this highly sought
after model was a forerunner to the Trilogy reel,
this particular example has a distinctively
different foot stancheon to the production
limited edition model and was gifted to the
present owner by Ari’t Hart in the mid 1980’s,
for further details see Geschwinder K.: A Reel
Life – Ari’t Hart Design, pg.66

506
A Hardy Perfect 3³⁄₈” trout/light salmon fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, white
agate line guide (one hairline crack), rim
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism,
light wear from normal use only, 1930’s
£140-180
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507
An Airflo Balance 911W salmon fly reel,
large arbour drum with counter-balanced
handle, rocking frame foot with integral line
guide, and rear milled spindle tension
adjuster, a similar Airflo Balance 79 trout/light
salmon fly reel and a Scientific Angler 8/9
light salmon fly reel, all in little used condition
and in neoprene pouches (3)
£120-180

508
A Hardy JLH Salmon No.256 salmon fly
reel, grey anodised finish, composition
handle, polished alloy foot, two screw drum
latch, nickel silver “U” shaped line guide and
rear milled tension adjuster, as new condition
£120-160

509
Two Hardy JLH #8/9 trout/light salmon fly
reels, each with grey anodised finish,
composition handle, polished alloy foot, two
screw drum latch, nickel silver “U” shaped
line guide and rear milled tension adjuster,
numbered 725 and 988, latter lacking rear
spindle cover (2)
£140-240

510
An Abel No.5 salmon/big game fly reel, 
left hand wind model with multi-perforated
polished alloy drum, counter-balanced
rosewood handle, black foot, rear spindle
mounted milled tension adjuster, only 
light signs of use and with spare black
anodised spool, reel in original cloth pouch
(see illustration)
£200-300

511
A Hardy salmon fisher’s priest, turned brass
head and wooden handle with leather lanyard,
a Hardy brass thermometer and a Bogagrip
big game fish holder/hook release tool (3)
£80-120

512
A Greys “GRX” 3 piece carbon trout fly
rod, 9’, #5/6, black silk wraps, anodised
screw grip reel fitting and a Greys “GLX” 2
piece carbon trout fly rod, 9’6”, #6/7, both in
as new condition and in bags and cloth
covered tubes (2)
£120-180

513
A Bruce & Walker “Featherlite X” 3 piece
carbon sea-trout/light salmon fly rod, 11’3”,
#5/6/7, black silk wraps, anodised screw grip
reel fitting, extension butt handle, as new
condition, in bag and cloth covered tube
£120-180

514
A Bruce & Walker “Expert” 3 piece carbon
salmon fly rod, 15’, #9/11, crimson
whipped, screw grip reel fitting and a Daiwa
Whisker 3 piece carbon salmon fly rod, 14’,
#9/10, in bags (2)
£70-100

515
A scarce Ari’t Hart HRH trout fly reel, brushed
alloy finish left hand wind model with anti-
reverse drum, handle on triform winding
plate, off-set foot, drum with milled tension
adjuster and turn screw locking latch,
produced for the Swiss company HRH,
Zurich, excellent condition and in leather zip
case (see illustration)
£250-450
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516
A fine Ari’t Hart Rio Orbigo F2 trout fly
reel, left hand wind model with black and
gold anodised finish, multi-perforated drum,
counter-balanced handle, turn screw drum
release latch, full annular line guide, triform
stancheon foot with milled spindle check
adjuster and stamped model details and no.
1930, only very light signs of use and in
original suedette pouch
£240-340

517
An un-named Gregory Cartman 1 ¹⁄₂”
spinning bait, the half fish shaped lure with
amber/black spot glass eye, twin spinning
vanes and central revolving spindle with rear
treble hook, circa 1900 (see illustration)
£180-260

518
A scarce Townsend’s Pearl Phantom
minnow, the 2” fish shaped mother o’pearl
bait with painted decoration, twin head
spinning vanes and gut mounted three treble
hook trace, circa 1912 (see Sandford C.:
Best of British Baits, pg. 169)
£150-250

519
An early Indian rubber frog bait, the 2 ¹⁄₂”
lure with painted decoration and rear gimp
mounted treble hook, circa 1900 and an
unusual 3 ¹⁄₂” minnow style bait with prismatic
strand body, metal head with two spinning
vanes and silver wire bound spindle, fitted
two single hooks, possibly homemade (2)
£100-200

520
A fine Ari’t Hart Deluxe table fly tying vice,
rectangular black anodised alloy base with
adjustable telescopic screw locking jaws,
magnifier lens and pen style spot-beam light
fitting with reflective mirror cap, the vice comes
in the original fitted teak and perspex lidded
case and is in unused condition  (see illustration)
£400-600

521
A Bruce & Walker “Norway Spey-Caster”
4 piece carbon salmon fly rod, 16’, #9/10,
black silk wraps, screw grip reel fitting, in near
new condition, in bag and cloth covered tube
£150-250

522
A Pezon et Michel “Parabolic Sawyer
Still-Water” 2 piece cane trout fly rod,
9’6”, #6. Crimson silk wraps, screw grip reel
fitting, suction joint, in bag
£130-180

523
A Hardy “J.J.H. Triumph” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8’9”, crimson/scarlet tipped
wraps, crimson inter-whippings, sliding alloy
reel fitting, suction joint, 1956, in bag
£150-250

524
A rare Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece
cane brook trout fly rod, 6’10”, cane silk
inter-whippings, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction
joint, 1957, little used condition, in bag
£250-350
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525
A rare Coxon Aerial model 4108A-T1
narrow drummed 4” centre pin reel,
caged and six spoked drum with twin
tapered horn handles, ebonite flanges and
single release fork (no tension regulator),
walnut backplate with brass starback foot,
sliding brass optional check button and
calliper spring check mechanism, foot
stancheon stamped “patent”, light wear from
normal use only, circa 1905 (see illustration)
£600-800

526
A scarce Heaton’s brass and ebonite 2³⁄₈”
relief decorated trout fly reel, slender
tapered cow horn handle, German silver
rims, block foot, triple cage pillars, fixed
check mechanism, brass faceplate with relief
angling scene and central domed locking
screw, circa 1905
£250-350

527
A scarce Forrest & Sons, Kelso 2¹⁄₂” brass
faced trout fly reel, domed ivorine handle,
German silver front rim, bridge foot, triple
cage pillars and fixed check mechanism,
faceplate stamped oval logo and in overall
very good condition, circa 1900
£150-250

528
A rare Hardy 3 ¹⁄₄” Trade trout fly reel with
war-time finish, ivorine handle, polished
alloy drum, with slotted brass locking screw,
ribbed brass foot, fixed Mk.I check
mechanism, interior stamped “J.S.” (Jimmy
Smith), light wear to black painted finish only
and a rarely seen model, circa 1940
£300-400

529
A scarce Hardy Lightweight trout fly reel
with war-time finish, polished alloy drum
with ebonite handle and three screw release
latch, ribbed alloy foot, fixed Mk.I check
mechanism, interior stamped “J.S.” (Jimmy
Smith), only light wear to black painted finish
only and a rarely seen model, circa 1940
£350-550

530
A rare Hardy Perfect 3” wide drummed
light salmon/trout fly reel with war-time
finish, xylonite handle, brass foot, nickel
silver milled rim tension screw and Mk.I
check mechanism, only very light wear to
black painted finish, circa 1945 (see
illustration)
£500-800

531
A Malloch brass and ebonite 4 ¹⁄₄” salmon
fly reel, domed ivorine handle, bridge foot,
German silver rims, quadruple cage pillars,
fixed check mechanism, faceplate stamped
shield logo, only light wear from normal use,
circa 1900
£120-160

532
A Hardy Birmingham 2 ¹⁄₂” trout fly reel,
cow horn handle, bridge foot, triple cage
pillars, fixed check mechanism, faceplate
stamped enclosed oval logo, wear to finish
from normal use, circa 1890
£160-240
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533
A Hardy Uniqua 2 ⁷⁄₈” trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel silver
telephone drum latch, fixed Mk.II check
mechanism, backplate stamped make 
and model details, wear from normal use,
circa 1930
£140-180

534
A Hardy Perfect 3 ³⁄₄” salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed alloy foot, milled
nickel silver rim tension screw and Mk.II
check mechanism, drum with nickel silver
locking screw, light wear to enamel finish
only, mainly to rims and in original cream card
box, 1950’s
£300-400

535
A scarce Allcock Aerial model 5138-T1
3 ¹⁄₂” centre pin reel, caged and six spoked
drum with twin xylonite handles and ebonite
flanges, front flange stamped “patent”, brass
stancheon foot, sliding rear optional check
button and calliper spring check mechanism,
alloy backplate stamped circular logo, light
wear from normal use only, circa 1920 (see
illustration)
£350-550

536
A scarce Hardy Ward salmon line drier,
twin oak arms with turned line supports and
mounted on iron “G” clamp table fitting with
milled brass locking nut, one arm stamped
makers name, circa 1915
£120-160

537
A display of twenty four British baits and
mounts, various makes and models
including; Allcock’s 3” Water-Witch, 2 ¹⁄₂”
Canadian bar spoon with amber/black spot
glass eye, Hardy Halcyon spinner, various
Hardy spoon baits, Farlow Shrimp Spinners
on trade cards, Hattons devons et al (24)
£200-300

538
A framed display of twenty eight traditional
British trout flies, each wet fly pattern
mounted in circular line with name beneath,
gilt framed and glazed and two displays of
Irish traditional salmon and trout flies, framed
and glazed (3)
£90-130

539
A Hardy Houghton cast case, interior fitted
chamois leather cast pouches, gilt stamped
model details, an early Farlow leather case
wallet with wrap around-strap and two
Carter & Co. nickel silver gut gauges in
leather sleeves (4)
£100-150

540
A collection of various tackle including;
two Oren-o-Matic automatic fly reels, in card
boxes, A Pflueger Akron bait casting reel,
boxed, a copper cast case, two bottles of
Farlow’s Hewitt’s Cast Soak & Reviver, a box
of three Foreman’s “Flick-It” floating fly
minnows and various other items (Q)
£90-130

541
An Ogden Smith black japanned trout dry
fly box, cream painted interior fitted ten
lidded compartments and cork fly box,
exterior cast case to lid, another japanned
trout dry fly box and a quantity of various
other items including flies, a Farlow Heron
silk line in box and other items (Q)
£80-120
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542
A Scott “A2 957” 2 piece carbon trout fly
rod, 9’6”, #7, black silk wraps, anodised
screw grip reel fitting, excellent condition, in
cloth covered tube
£100-150

543
A scarce Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece
greenheart trout fly rod, 9’, green silk
wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint,
wear from normal use only, in bag
£100-150

544
A Hardy Marquis No.1 salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, alloy foot, two screw drum
latch, rear tension adjuster , in zip case and
a small quantity of various other items
including baits, a brass extending salmon
gaff and three various cane rods, two by
Hardy (Q)
£90-130

545
A scarce Steans & Coy, N.Z.  Perfect
Taupo style 3 ⁷⁄₈” trout fly reel and spare
spool, ebonite handle, brass foot, white
metal line guide, brass milled rim tension
screw and 1912 style check mechanism,
light signs of use to lacquered bright finish
only, 1940’s
£150-250

546
A good Hardy Perfect 3 ⁷⁄₈” trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, milled
nickel silver rim tension screw and Mk.II
check mechanism, only very light wear,
mainly to rims and in original cream card box,
1950’s
£160-240

547
A Hardy Lightweight trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, ribbed alloy foot, two screw latch,
1960’s a Hardy Neroda trout fly box, interior
fitted chenille bars and holding a small
selection of New Zealand pattern trout flies
and various other items including a
cantilevered tackle box, a boxed Surfmaster
multiplier reel, a Nottingham reel, various
baits, three misc. books et al (Q)
£130-180

548
A rare Hardy Waistcoat Pocket Fly Oil
Bottle, the glass receptacle of cushioned
lozenge form, with relief stamped makers
details, ball stopper and small loop handle to
neck, in original printed white card trade box,
excellent condition, circa 1910 (see illustration)
£150-250

549
A rare Farlow Mystic 3³⁄₄” alloy bait casting
centre pin reel, twin xylonite handles on
shaped alloy cross-bar winding arm, shallow
cored drum with solid front plate and brass
drum spindle locking screw, drive plate with
milled brass ten point graduated tension
adjuster and sliding optional check button,
stamped Holdfast logo, model and patent
details, light wear from normal use and a rarely
seen example, circa 1935 (see illustration)
£400-600
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550
An exceptionally fine and rare Hardy
Brass 1891 Perfect 2 ¹⁄₂” wide drummed
trout fly reel, domed ivory handle,
stancheon foot pierced with three holes and
stamped “207”, nickel silver half wire line
guide mounted on three raised rim lugs,
strapped rim tension screw and early calliper
spring check mechanism, open ball race with
phosphor bronze bearings, slightly dished
drum with ventilated spindle, large and small
perforations to face and unusual milled and
waisted central drum locking nut, faceplate
stamped Rod in Hand trade mark and
central 612 patent details, reel is in superb
overall condition  with only the very lightest
signs of use, circa 1891/2 (see illustration)
£4000-6000

551
A Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 3¹⁄₂” salmon
fly reel and block leather case, domed
ivorine handle, brass foot, drum rim with cut-
away section (possibly factory alteration due
to damage?), strapped rim tension screw
with early calliper spring check mechanism,
drum with four rim cusps and nickel silver
milled locking screw, faceplate stamped Rod
in Hand trade mark, enclosed oval and
straight line logos, wear to finish from normal
use, circa 1900
£500-800

552
A fine and rare Ari’t Hart limited edition Aras
trout reel set, the gold anodised model with
two sized wide drummed spools each with
rosewood handle and slotted ventilation ports,
annular stainless steel line guide, stancheon
foot, stamped limited edition number 15/20
and rear spindle mounted lever drag arm for
each sized spool, the set is in new/unused
condition and in original hardwood and blue
velvet lined fitted case with sliding tinted
perspex lid, circa 1986 (see illustration)
£500-800

553
A scarce Ari’t Hart S0 trout fly reel, rarely
seen gold anodised left hand wind model with
multi-perforated drum, counter-balanced
handle, full annular stainless steel line guide,
stancheon foot and rear plate with six large
finger ports and central milled tension adjuster,
stamped “439”, near new condition and in
original suedette pouch (see illustration)
£400-600

554
A G. Little & Co 4” brass salmon fly reel,
tapered horn handle, block foot, quadruple
cage pillars and fixed check mechanism,
faceplate script engraved retailers details and
a C. Farlow & Co. brass 2 ³⁄₄” trout fly reel of
similar design, both reels retaining much of
the original bronze patina, circa 1890 (2)
£100-150
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555
A 19tthh Century brass 3 ¹⁄₄” wide drummed
salmon fly winch, turned ivory handle on
straight crank winding arm, cut-away rim
handle recess, riveted block foot, triple cage
pillars, rear raised check housing and fixed
check mechanism, circa 1870
£140-180

556
An Edward Bowness 3 ¹⁄₄” brass salmon
fly reel, ivory handle , block foot, triple cage
pillars, fixed check mechanism, circa 1875
and two further brass plate wind trout/light
salmon reels of similar design, 3 ¼” McLeay
and 3” Ogden Smith, both circa 1890 (3)
£130-180

557
A 19tthh Century brass clamp fitting winch,
turned bone handle on curved crank winding
arm, sliding handle locking pin, triple drum
cage, riveted block foot with clamp fitting
pierced to take leather pad and with butterfly
locking screw, very good oversell condition,
circa 1860 (see illustration)
£200-300

558
A J.B. Moscrop 3 ¹⁄₂” brass trout fly reel,
domed horn handle, caged drum, block foot,
patent “U” clip release spring and raised
tension adjuster, a Hardy Birmingham brass
2 ¹⁄₂” trout fly reel, lacking handle, drum pillar
and foot filed and an un-named Heaton’s
2 ¹⁄₂” brass plate wind trout fly reel (3)
£100-150

559
A Holroyd Bros. 3” brass trout fly reel,
domed ebonite handle, block foot, triple cage
pillars, fixed check mechanism, faceplate
script engraved makers details, a similar
Holroyd 2 ³⁄₄” brass trout fly reel, ivory handle
and Carter 3” brass faced trout fly reel (3)
£100-150

560
A cased set of two Hardy Golden Prince
first edition salmon fly reels, sizes #9/10
and #11/12, each with brown/gold anodised
finish, composition handle, ribbed brass foot,
nickel silver line guide, spring drum latch and
rear spindle mounted tension adjuster,
new/unused condition, in velvet lined fitted
teak case (see illustration)
£350-550

561
A Hardy Golden Prince #7/8 trout fly reel,
brown/gold anodised finish, composition
handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel silver line
guide, spring drum latch and rear spindle
mounted tension adjuster, in zip case and a
Hardy “Deluxe” 2 piece carbon trout fly rod,
10’, #6/7, screw grip reel fitting, in bag (2)
£100-150
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562
A Hardy Perfect 3 ³⁄₈” trout fly reel and
spare spool, ebonite handle, alloy foot, white
agate line guide (no cracks), rim tension screw
and Mk.II check mechanism, wear from
normal use and a Hardy “Gold Medal” 3 piece
cane trout fly rod, 9’, crimson inter-whipped,
screw grip reel fitting, 1943, in bag (2)
£140-240

563
Two Orvis carbon trout fly rods with
customised “pistol grip” switch rod style cork
handles; an “Osprey” 2 piece trout fly rod,
9’6”, #6 with spare tip and an “Ultimate” 3
piece, 10’6”, #6, both in original bags (2)
£90-130

564
A good Hardy “Wye” 2 piece cane light
salmon fly rod, 11’, #7, gold/black tipped
silk wraps, sliding alloy screw grip reel fitting,
lockfast joint, only light use, 1968, in bag
£160-240

565
A Hardy “No.2 A.H.E. Wood” 3 piece (2
tips) cane salmon fly rod, 12’, crimson
inter-whipped, sliding alloy reel fitting,
lockfast joints, 1939, fully restored, in bag
£140-240

566
A good Farlow’s “Cairnton” 3 piece (2
tips) cane salmon fly rod, 12’, #8, blue silk
inter-whipped, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction
joints, in bag
£100-150

567
A Sharpe’s “Sea-Trout Special” 3 piece
impregnated cane fly rod, 10’, #7, green/
crimson tipped silk wraps, screw grip eel fitting,
suction joints, excellent condition and a
Sharpe’s 2 piece cane sea-trout/trout fly rod,
9’6”, #7/8, crimson whippings, screw grip reel
fitting, extension butt handle, little used
condition, in bag (2)
£130-180

568
A collection of various tackle including; A
Hardy Compact line drier, folding arms, a
Hardy bamboo wading staff, enameled
thumb crutch, eight various cane, carbon
and fibre glass rods by Hardy, Sealy,
Sharpe’s et al,, in used condition, a Wheatley
fly box, quantity of trout flies et al (Q)
£100-150

569
A Shilton CL2 trout fly reel and spare
spool, black anodised finish, multi-
perforated drum and cage, counter-
balanced handle, spring release latch and
rear milled tension adjuster, new/unused in
leather pouch and original card boxes
£120-160

570
A rare Chippindale threadline casting reel,
turned ebonite handle on curved brass crank
winding arm, alloy gear housing and stancheon
foot fitted spring loaded rocking wire line pick
up, rosewood spool with milled brass spindle
locking nut, foot stamped 1910 patent details,
rare early example (see illustration)
£350-550

571
A T. Graham, Cockermouth 3 ¹⁄₂” brass
salmon winch, turned treen handle on
straight crank winding arm, bridge foot,
quadruple cage pillars, no check, faceplate
stamped makers details, circa 1875
£140-180
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572
A scarce Grange No.2 trout reel, brushed
alloy construction, ebonite handle, hollow
spool spindle with rare outer tension
adjusting ring, optional check button lacking,
1940’s
£100-150

573
A scarce Featherstone  brass 2 ⁵⁄₈”
skeleton trout fly reel, domed cow horn
handle, caged drum, block foot, spindle
mounted sliding optional check disc, outer
rim flange stamped model details, a rarely
seen model, circa 1890 (see illustration)
£600-900

574
A 9ct gold fishing medal, shield shaped
medallion with coronet crest and relief panel
depicting an angler casting, verso engraved
winner’s details and dated 1920
£100-150

575
An un-named Gregory Cleopatra 2 ¹⁄₄”
bait, nickelled silver fish shaped hollow lure
with stepped body, twin head vanes and
three flying treble hooks, box head swivel
and gimp trace, circa 1880 (see illustration)
£600-900

576
A Hardy Alnwick Spinner 2” bait, beaten
copper and nickel silver blade with central
ball weight and mounted onto a revolving
spindle with rear glass bead and treble hook,
blade stamped makers details, circa 1910
£200-300

577
An early Hardy(?) wooden sea-trout 2”
wake lure, peg shaped body with
brown/silver painted decoration and twin
flying treble hooks to gut trace, circa 1915
£150-250

578
A Geens Chase Me 3” bait, the nickel silver
hollow fish shaped lure with curved tail, twin
spinning vanes and twin gut mounted treble
hooks and a Geens 3 ¹⁄₂” Open Spiral white
metal bait, twin spinning vanes and two gimp
mounted flying treble hooks (2)
£140-180

579
An early (possibly Warner) 2 ¹⁄₄” tin plate
bait, half fish shaped body with painted
decoration, twin spinning vanes and rear
double gorge style hook, circa 1890
£130-180

580
A rare Joseph Welch patent 2 ¹⁄₄” bait, the
nickel silvered fish shaped lure mounted on
revolving central spindle and with shaped tail
and twin copper spinning vanes, body
stamped patent details, circa 1870, see
Sandford: Best of British Baits, pgs., 20/21
(see illustration)
£300-500
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581
A Cohen & Co. sand cast rectangular
bronze plaque relief decorated with an
angler wading a stream and titled “Casting”,
verso with makers details, 4 ³⁄₄” x 6 ³⁄₄”,
1930’s
£70-100

582
A pair of Hardy St Andrew 4 ¹⁄₈” salmon fly
reels, each with ebonite handle, alloy foot,
two screw drum latch, nickel silver “U”
shaped 2 screw line guide and rim mounted
tension adjuster, both with spare check pawl
lacking, light wear from normal use (2)
£130-180

583
A pair of Hardy Zenith wide drummed
3 ³⁄₈” trout fly reels, each with ebonite
handle, alloy foot, two screw drum latch,
nickel silver “U” shaped 2 screw line guide
and rim mounted tension adjuster, light wear
from normal use (2)
£120-160

584
A Hardy L.R.H., Lightweight trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, alloy foot, two screw 
drum latch, nickel silver “U” shaped 2 screw
line guide and rim mounted tension adjuster,
and a Hardy Zenith fly reel, ebonite handle, 
alloy foot, two screw drum latch, nickel silver
“U” shaped 2 screw line guide and rim
mounted tension adjuster, light wear from
normal use (2)
£140-180

585
A Hardy Silex Major 3³⁄₄” bait casting reel,
twin ebonite handles, spring release latch,
brass foot, brass auxiliary rim brake, ivorine
casting trigger and rear milled nickel silver
tension regulator, later black painted finish,
circa 1930
£100-150

586
An ABU Ambassadeur 6000c multiplier
reel, black finish, grooved rims, rear optional
check button and single counter-balanced
handle, and an ABU Ambassadeur 5000
multiplier reel, red finish, grooved rims, twin
handles, both in original leather cases (2)
£90-130

587
A large collection of various modern lures,
including a very good selection of Abu Toby’s
in original boxes, Naturon devon minnows, in
original packets, Mepps spinners and various
other bar spoon baits, spinners et al (Q)
£150-250

588
An oak rectangular gun case containing a
selection of various eyed, fully dressed
salmon flies, various patterns including Jock
Scott, Dusty Miller, March Brown, Blue
Charm et al in named containers and further
salmon and sea-trout flies, also in named
plastic cases (Q)
£130-180

589
Seven Wheatley alloy trout and salmon fly
boxes, various designs and holding a
selection of salmon, sea-trout and trout flies
and a further collection of various, mainly
plastic fly boxes holding a collection of trout,
sea-trout and salmon flies (Q)
£100-150

590
A collection of various tackle contained in a
large leather suitcase and including; four
Milward’s Flycraft salmon fly reels, a Hardy
Compact line drier, a Hardy Gifford-Smith
tackle releaser, various other fly and fixed spool
reels by Young’s, Mitchell et al, a quantity of
baits in cantilevered tackle box, two wading
staffs  and various other items of tackle (Q)
£120-180



591
An oak rectangular fly chest, fitted six
sliding drawers, each with twin bun handles
and compartmentalised interiors holding a
good collection of various trout, sea-trout
and salmon flies, some in original packets,
top split from shrinkage, 1950’s
£80-120

592
A Hardy “Wye” 2 piece cane salmon fly
rod, 11’, #7, crimson inter-whipped, sliding
alloy screw grip reel fitting, lockfast
joint,1964, in bag
£130-180

593
A Hardy “Hollolight” 3 piece (2 tips)
hollow built cane trout fly, 8’, gold/black
tipped silk wraps, gold inter-whipped,
anodised sliding reel fitting, suction joints,
handle with additional felt grip to upper
section, 1960, in bag
£150-250

594
A Hardy “No.2 L.R.H. Spinning” 2 piece
cane salmon spinning rod, 9’6”,
green/scarlet tipped wraps, screw grip reel
fitting, in bag and five various other carbon,
cane and glass fibre rods, various makers
including two Bruce & Walker carbon salmon
rods, in bags (6)
£120-180

595
A fine Ari’t Hart Gallatin 1 trout fly reel,
silver finish left hand wind model with
ventilated drum, counter-balanced handle,
annular stainless steel line guide, triform
stancheon foot with three ports and milled
spindle tension screw, numbered “1199”,
new/unused and in original neoprene pouch
(see illustration)
£250-350

596
A good Ari’t Hart Traun F1 trout fly reel,
left hand wind model with solid alloy drum
(no perforations), counter-balanced handle,
annular stainless steel line guide, bronze
anodised triform stancheon foot with two
ports and milled spindle tension adjuster,
new/unused condition, in original leather
pouch and card box
£230-330

597
A good Ari’t Hart Remco trout fly reel, left
hand wind model with polished alloy drum,
counter-balanced handle, off-set stancheon
foot on bronze anodised shaped arm 
and twin bridge supports, annular line guide
and rear spindle check adjuster, as new
condition and in original leather zip pouch
(see illustration)
£300-400
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598
A Heaton’s brass relief decorated 2 ¹⁄₄”
trout fly winch, tapered handle on curved
crank winding arm, block foot, triple cage
pillars, no check, side plates with relief
decoration of an angler in riverside scene,
circa 1925 
£120-160

599
An Abercrombie & Fitch Uniqua style 3”
alloy trout fly reel, ebonite handle, alloy
foot, nickel silver telephone drum latch, fixed
Mk.II style check mechanism and a Farlow
B.W.P. 3 ¹⁄₂” trout fly reel, ebonite handle,
brass foot and patent rear sliding pressure
brake both with wear from normal use (2)
£130-180

600
An exceptionally rare Hardy South African
Surf 9” sea centre pin reel, solid alloy drum
with twin reverse tapered ebonite handle and
central milled brass tension nut with nickel
silver locking screw, brass “frogback” ribbed
stancheon foot, rear brass optional check
lever,  backplate stamped make and model
details, light wear only, circa 1931 (see
illustration)
£4000-6000

** Certainly one of the rarest of all the Hardy’s
sea and big game range of reels with only
nine recorded as having been produced; five
in 1931 and four in 1938 (see Drewett J.:
Hardy Brothers… pgs. 452-53 and pg.581)

601
A fine and rare Hardy Birmingham 2” trout
fly reel, tapered cow horn handle, bridge
footy, triple cage pillars and fixed check
mechanism, faceplate stamped enclosed
oval logo, the reel retains much of the original
bronze patina and is the very rarely seen
smallest size in the range, circa 1895
£400-500

602
A collection of various tackle items
including; an American metal cantilevered
tackle box, quantity of various lures and
baits, various fly boxes and flies, various float
and line winders and floats, a bamboo float
tube, a Lesney bread punch, miscellaneous
trade tins of line greaser, dressing etc. and
other items (Q)
£90-130

603
A folding wicker fisherman’s punt seat
with leather trimmed front legs, three various
brass gaffs, a Hardy alloy extending salmon
gaff, a Hardy folding trout net, an Allcock’s
trout net and a canvas and leather
fisherman’s bag (8)
£80-120

604
A Speedia 4” wide drummed centre pin
reel, twin handles, black finish, in box, a
Young’s Trudex centre pin reel and eight
various other reels (10)
£70-100

605
Thirteen various rods, cane, greenheart
and fibre glass models, mainly salmon and
trout fly by various makers including; Hardy,
Milward’s, Allcock’s, Hogg et al, mostly
requiring some restoration, in bags and an
Army and Navy shrimping net (14)
£120-180
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606
A chromed steel fly tying vice, fitted screw
locking jaws, bobbin holder and “G” clamp
table fitting and another brass and black
painted steel vice, lever locking jaws, “G”
clamp table fitting and perspex tool holder (2)
£70-100

607
A good Hardy Altex No.1 Mk.V fixed spool
reel, left hand wind turned ebonite handle,
full bail arm, ebonite spool with nickel silver
four point tension screw, very little wear to
enamel finish, 1950’s
£70-100

608
A C. Farlow & Co. 4” brass Patent Lever
salmon fly reel and block leather case,
domed cow horn handle, block foot,
quadruple cage pillars, rear milled screw
tension regulator and fixed check
mechanism, script engraved makers details,
circa 1895 and a similar alloy 3 ¹⁄₂” with rear
raised disc tension regulator, in block leather
case, circa 1905 (2)
£150-250

609
A Decantelle Type C 4” bait casting reel,
shallow cored drum with twin ebonite
handles and nickel silver locking screw, brass
foot (reduced in the Barton style) rim
mounted ebonite handled casting trigger and
moiled tension regulating screw, backplate
stamped make and model details, 1940’s
£70-100

610
A fine Hardy Sea Silex 6” sea centre pin
reel, solid drum with reverse tapered ebonite
handles and nickel silver telephone release
latch, brass block foot, rim mounted ivorine
handled brake lever and three further rim
casting controls, backplate stamped make
and model details, very good overall
condition, 1930’s (see illustration)
£350-550

611
A Hardy Nottingham 1912 patent lever
action 4” centre pin reel, turned walnut
drum with twin domed horn handles and
central milled nickel silver tension screw,
Bickerdyke line guide, nickel silver rim
mounted optional check lever and brass
starback foot, stamped makers name, very
good condition, circa 1912
£180-260

612
An Allcock Perfection Flick ‘Em 4 ¹⁄₈” alloy
trotting reel, shallow cored narrow drum
with twin xylonite handles, brass foot, rear
sliding optional check button and an Allcock
Flick ‘Em trotting reel, similar design, cut
away rim section to drum flange and a
Milward’s trotting reel of similar design (3)
£801-120
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613
A Hardy Conquest 4 ³⁄₈” alloy trotting reel,
shallow cored drum with twin tapered
ebonite handles milled regulator and two
screw release latch, brass stancheon foot,
Bickerdyke line guide and rear optional
check button, light wear only, 1960’s and a
similar example, worn finish (2)
£100-150

614
A good Allcock Aerial Popular 4¹⁄₂” centre
pin reel, caged and six spoked drum with
twin xylonite handles, brass foot, rear sliding
brass optional check button and bar spring
check mechanism, light wear to black
painted finish only, 1950’s
£130-180

615
A scarce Allcock Aerial model 5101-T1 4”
narrow drum centre pin reel, caged and six
spoked ebonite drum with twin tapered cow
horn handles and fork release lever (no
tension regulator), brass stancheon foot
stamped  “patent”, B.P. line guide, rear brass
sliding optional check button and calliper
spring mechanism, good overall condition,
circa 1905 (see illustration)
£450-750

616
A Hardy Uniqua 2 ⁷⁄₈” trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel silver
telephone drum latch and fixed Mk.II check
mechanism, light wear to lead finish only and
another Uniqua 3 ³⁄₈” trout fly reel, wear to
enamel finish, 1950’s (2)
£130-180

617
A good Hardy Perfect 3³⁄₄” salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, brass foot, revolving nickel
silver line guide, rim tension screw and Mk.II
check mechanism, drum with milled locking
screw, light wear to lead finish only, circa
1930
£250-450

618
A good Hardy Brass Faced Perfect 3 ¹⁄₂”
salmon fly reel, domed ivorine handle, alloy
foot, (neatly reduced), brass strapped rim
tension screw and early calliper spring check
mechanism, slightly dished drum with four rim
cusps and milled nickel silver locking screw,
faceplate stamped open oval and straight line
logos, only light wear to finish from normal use
and a scarce size, circa 1900 (see illustration)
£700-1000

619
A good Hardy Prefect 4¹⁄₄” salmon fly reel,
ivorine handle, alloy foot, revolving nickel
silver line guide, milled rim tension screw and
Mk.I check mechanism, drum with nickel
silver locking screw, faceplate stamped
central circular logo, light wear to lead finish
from normal use only, circa 1918
£450-650
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620
A rare Hardy Brass Perfect 1896 Houghton
Dry Fly wide drummed trout fly reel, domed
ivorine handle, pierced block foot, strapped rim
tension screw and early calliper spring check
mechanism, open ball race with phosphor
bronze bearings, slightly dished drum with
large and small perforations and milled nickel
silver locking screw, faceplate stamped Rod in
Hand trade mark, enclosed oval and straight
line logo’s overall polished finish and a rarely
seen model, circa 1896 (see illustration)
£2500-3500

621
A scarce 2nndd model Hardy Altex fixed
spool reel, turned ebonite handle on folding
left hand wind arm, down turned gear
housing, full bail arm and ebonite spool with
four point tension adjuster, drum housing
stamped Duplicated MK.II details, 1933
£150-250

622
A very rare Hardy “Ducks Foot” Altex fixed
spool reel, tapered ebonite handle on left
hand wind brass arm (lacking locking nut),
characteristic ducks foot shaped gear housing
with two oil ports, full bail arm, ebonite spool
with four point nickel silver tension adjuster and
domed locking screw, drum plate stamped
patent applied for and Mk.II details, a very
rarely seen model circa 1932 (see illustration)
£500-800

623
A pair of Hardy Longstone 4¹⁄₂” sea centre
pin reels, solid alloy drum with twin ebonite
handles and spindle mounted tension nut,
Bickerdyke line guide, stancheon foot and
rear optional check lever, new/unused
condition and in original zip cases (2)
£140-240

624
Two Hardy Conquest 4 ¹⁄₄” narrow drum
trotting reels, each with tapered ebonite
handles, two screw drum latch, Bickerdyke
line guide, alloy stancheon foot rear ivorine
graduated tension indicator and nickel silver
optional check lever, only light use, 1960’s (2)
£150-250

625
A Hardy Ultralite Disc 8/9 trout fly reel,
black finish, ebonite handle, two screw drum
latch and rear spindle mounted tension
adjuster and a Sage “RPLXi” 3 piece carbon
fly rod, 9’, #8, anodised screw grip reel
fitting, little used , in bag and alloy tube (2)
£150-250
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626
A Hardy Ultralite Disc 8/9 trout fly reel,
black finish, ebonite handle, two screw drum
latch and rear spindle mounted tension
adjuster and a Sage “RPLXi” 3 piece carbon
fly rod, 9’, #8, anodised screw grip reel
fitting, little used , in bag and alloy tube (2)
£150-250

627
A Hardy Marquis #10 and spare spool,
ebonite handle, two screw latch, alloy foot,
nickel silver line guide and rear tension
adjuster, in zip case and an Orvis 3 piece
carbon salmon fly rod, 13’6”, #10, in bag and
brass capped alloy tube, both with only light
use (2)
£140-240

628
A System Two 1213 salmon fly reel and
two spare spools, black anodised finish,
counter-balanced handle, alloy foot, rear
tension adjuster and a David Norwich “Alta
No.1” 3 piece carbon salmon fly rod, 15’,
#10, in bag and plastic tube, both in little
used condition (2)
£100-150

629
A Hardy Prince 5/6 trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, alloy foot, two screw drum latch, rear
spindle mounted tension adjuster, in zip case
and a Sage Graphite III 2 piece carbon trout
fly rod, 8’, #5, wooden reel seat, in bag, both
with only very light use (2)
£140-180

630
An Ari’t Hart Tweed S3 salmon fly reel and
spare spool, silver anodised right hand wind
model with multi-perforated drum, counter-
balanced handle, turn key drum locking lever,
annular line guide, stancheon foot, rear plate
with six finger ports and spindle mounted
milled tension adjuster, numbered “521”, only
light signs of use (see illustration)
£350-550

631
A Hardy Ultralite Disc 8/9 trout fly reel,
black finish, ebonite handle, two screw drum
latch and rear spindle mounted tension
adjuster and a Sage Graphite III 2 piece
carbon trout/bonefish fly rod, 9’, #9, in bag,
both with only light use (2)
£140-240

632
A Hardy Marquis #8/9 trout/light salmon
fly reel, ebonite handle, two screw latch,
alloy foot, nickel silver line guide and rear
tension adjuster, in zip case and a Hardy
“Iceland Special” 2 piece carbon light
salmon/trout fly rod, 9’6”, #8/9, screw grip
reel fitting, in bag, light use only (2)
£120-180

633
Three mahogany rectangular fly boxes
each with ethafoam lined lift-out tray and
base, holding a good collection of fully
dressed and hair wing salmon flies, sea-trout
and trout flies and two Wheatley  double sided
teak fly boxes holding a good collection of
mainly sea-trout, salmon and dapping flies (5)
£120-180
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634
A large collection of modern salmon flies,
including many large tubes and hair-wing
doubles, various patterns and contained in
plastic fly boxes, also including some salt-
water patterns, many hundreds of good
useable flies (Q)
£130-180

635
A large collection of trout flies, various
patterns and styles including many rubber
legs, New Zealand style patterns, still-water
lures, lead-heads, muddlers, some salt-
water and smaller salmon/sea-trout patterns
et al, in plastic fly boxes (Q)
£120-160

636
Forty Abu Kynoch Killer salmon plug baits,
on original card mounts and in boxes of five,
12g weight, various patterns, all unused,
sixteen Abu Ellips 18g spinner baits, on cards
and boxed, a large collection of Abu Toby
baits, various sizes and designs, various other
baits including Rapala plugs, devons, quill
minnows et al and a Snowbee cantilevered
tackle box with spinning terminal tackle (Q)
£100-150

637
A collection of various tackle including; a
Silver Fin line winder, boxed, a pair of suction
car rod clamps, various salmon, trout and salt-
water fly lines by Cortland, Teeny, Rio, Wet-Cel,
Lee Wulff et al and other items including a
Hardy priest, a leather cased 3 bottle hip flask,
four buoyancy aids by Crewsaver, Orvis and
Barbour and various other items (Q)
£100-150

638
A pair of Simms gortex chest waders, size
large/short, a pair of Simms Guide wading
boots, size 10, another pair of Simms
lightweight wading boots, size 11 (unused)
various neoprene and other chest/thigh waders
and, a Heron life vest and various other fishing
jackets, waistcoats, fishing bags et al (Q)
£80-120

639
A pine seven drawer cabinet, sides painted
with Perivale Sewing Silks company details,
lower five drawers with compartments and
holding some flies and hooks, mainly Bomber
patterns, upper two drawers with various fly
leaders and a further Edwardian four drawer
mahogany cabinet, ideal for tackle, lures etc. (2)
£70-100

640
Eight Abu lures cases holding a good
collection of various salmon baits including;
Kynoch Killers, devon minnows, Mepps,
Toby’s, Blair spoons et al (Q)
£50-80

641
A scarce Hardy Marquis #8/9 limited edition
trout/light salmon fly reel and spare spool,
one of 50 made to celebrate 50 years of the
Icelandic tackle dealership Veidimadurinn
1940-1990, reel with brown/gold anodised
finish, ebonite handle, polished brass foot, two
screw drum latch, nickel silver “U” shaped line
guide and rear tension adjuster, backplate
engraved limited edition details, as new
condition and in zip case (see illustration)
£200-300
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642
A Hardy Marquis Salmon No.2 fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, two screw
drum latch and rear tension adjuster, in zip
case and a Hardy “Graphite Salmon Fly” 3
piece carbon rod, 15’4”, #10, alloy screw
grip reel fitting, in bag
£120-180

643
An Abel Super 8 salmon fly reel, black
anodised finish, large arbour drum with
counter-balanced handle, rear spindle tension
adjuster, in cloth pouch and a Thomas &
Thomas “HS 1409-3” 3 piece carbon salmon
fly rod, 14’, #9, anodised screw grip reel
fitting, in bag, both with light use only (2)
£200-300

644
A Hardy Ultralite Disc 8/9 trout fly reel and
spare spool, black finish, ebonite handle, two
screw drum latch and rear spindle mounted
tension adjuster and a Sage RPL 4 piece
carbon trout fly rod, 9’, #8. Anodised screw
grip reel fitting, in bag, light use to both only (2)
£140-240

645
A Hardy Marquis Salmon No.2 fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, two screw
drum latch and rear tension adjuster, in zip
case and a Thomas & Thomas “HS 1510-3”
3 piece carbon salmon fly rod, 15’, #10,
anodised screw grip reel fitting, in bag, both
with light use only (2)
£160-240

646
A pair of G. Loomis “GLX”  3 piece carbon
salmon fly rods, 15’, #10/11, black silk
wraps, anodised screw grip reel fitting, one
ring a.f. on second rod otherwise only very
light use, in bags and original cloth covered
tubes (2)
£200-300

647
A quantity of various tackle including; a
KIS telescopic rod tube, a Simms carbon
wading staff, two Sharpe’s cane wading
staffs, a Hardy extending salmon gaff, a
Sharpe’s salmon gaff, two tailers, two
telescopic dapping rods, A Hardy folding
landing net, a salmon gye net and  five
various glass fibre rods (Q)
£70-100

648
An Orvis Battenkill 7/8 Disc trout fly reel,
counter-balanced handle, alloy foot, rear
tension adjuster and a Bruce & Walker “Hugh
Falkus Sea-Trout Special” 3 piece hexagraph
fly rod, 10’6”, #7, in bag (2)
£90-130

649
of Hardy Longstone 4 ¹⁄₂” sea centre pin
reel, solid alloy drum with twin ebonite
handles and spindle mounted tension nut,
Bickerdyke line guide, stancheon foot and
rear optional check lever, new/unused
condition and a similar Hardy Longstone reel,
black painted finish, lacking drum locking
nut, in zip cases (2)
£130-180

650
A Young’s Purist 2030 4” centre pin reel,
bronze anodised finish, caged and six
spoked drum with twin composition handles,
B.P. line guide, nickel silver stancheon foot,
rear optional check lever and bar spring
check mechanism, as new condition.
£130-180

***** END OF SALE ****
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BIDDING SLIP

Name: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Address: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Telephone: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mobile: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Email: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Lot No         Description                                                   Bid £

................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................

................... ..................................................................... .....................

I have read and understood the Terms and Conditions of Sale

Signed: ___________________________________ Date:_____________________________

Angling Auctions
30 Basepoint, Premier Way
Abbey Park, Romsey
Hants, SO51 9AQ

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

�
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Commission Bids – Terms and Conditions

1.
Commission bids will be executed as cheaply as any other bids or reserves allow, and are carried
out free of charge.

2.
All bids shall be treated as offers made on the Notice and Conditions of Sale printed in the catalogue.

3.
A maximum bid (exc. Premium and V.A.T.) should be indicated over “Buy” or unlimited bids will not
be accepted.

4.
In the event of identical bids, the earliest will take precedence.

5.
Commission bids left by telephone should be confirmed by email or in writing.

6.
All commission bids are left entirely at the Buyer’s risk, and neither the Auctioneers, their agents or
staff will be responsible for any errors in the execution of bids howsoever caused.

7.
Successful commission bidders will receive an invoice detailing purchases, and giving instructions
for payment and collection of goods.



(Continued from inside front cover)

2. Payment
(a) The Auctioneers shall pay the Proceeds of Sale

to the Vendor seven days after the date of sale
if the Auctioneer has been paid the Purchase
Price in full by the Buyer.

(b) If by due date the Auctioneers have not received
payment in full from the Buyer the Proceeds of
Sale will be paid seven days after full payment is
received by the Auctioneer.

(c) In the event of a defaulting buyer the Auctioneer
reserves the right to cancel the sale on any
lot(s) purchase and to return title of goods to
the vendor.

3. Warranty & Indemnity
(a) The Vendor warrants to the Auctioneer and to

the Buyer that he is and will be able to transfer
good and marketable title to the lot free from all
liens and encumberances.

(b) The Vendor shall indemnify the Auctioneers,
agents and the Buyer against all claims made or
proceedings brought by persons entitled or
purporting to be entitled to the Lot and shall

reimburse the Auctioneers on demand for all
payments, expenses, costs or any other loss
or damage whatsoever made, incurred or
suffered as a result of any breach by the
Vendor of (a) above.

4. Insurance
No insurance charge is made. Insurance of all Lots will be
the responsibility of the Vendor and the Auctioneer will not
be liable for any loss or damage howsoever caused.

5. Vendor's V.A.T. Status
The Vendor shall give the Auctioneer all relevant information
as to his VAT status with regard to the Lot(s) to be sold
which he warrants is and will be correct and upon which
the Auctioneer shall be entitled to rely.

6. Photography
The Auctioneers reserve the right to photograph any
item(s) for reproduction in catalogues or for publicity
purposes. There is a maximum charge of £30.00for black
and white and £150.00 for colour photographs (together
with any VAT chargeable thereon).

7. General
The Auctioneer shall have absolute discretion as to
the following:-

(a) Whether to offer any Lot for sale or not
(b) The description of any Lot in the catalogue
(c) The printed estimated price of any Lot in

the catalogue.

In these Conditions of sale the following words and
expressions shall have the following meaning:-

“The Auctioneers” Angling Auctions

“Hammer Price” the price at which the Lot is
Knocked down to the Buyer.

“Lot” any item deposited with
Angling Auctions with a view
to sale at auction, in
particular, the item or items
described against any lot
number in the catalogue

“Proceeds of Sale” the net amount due to the
Vendor being the Hammer
Price less commission and
any other charges due as
published in the above
Conditions of Sale

“Purchase Price” the Hammer Price plus any
premium. VAT chargeable and
expenses due from a defaulting
Buyer under condition A6 (b)

“Unsold Lot” those Lots which fail to reach
their reserve or attract a bidder



Location:
Chiswick Town Halls are convenietly located in Central West London within one mile of the
M4 motorway and easy access of all other major motorways into London. The venue is located
beside Christ Church and Turnham Green (see map).

Underground:
Chiswick Park and Turnham Green Underground Stations are located only a few minutes walk
from the venue and are both regularly serviced by District Line trains.

Buses:
Regular services along Chiswick High Road from Hammersmith Broadway Bus Terminal,
Shepherds Bush Green Bus Terminal and Hounslow Bus Terminal.

Airports:
Located within 10-15 minutes from HeathrowAirport, Regular trains from GatwickAirport to
Victoria Station ( District Line ). London City Airport. Arrangements can be made overseas
clients to be collected by car from any of the above Airports

Please contact the Auctioneers for further information.
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